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Abstract
The discovery in 1986 of the high-Tc superconducting cuprates has ushered in a new era of
research in condensed matter physics. There is still a great interest for these materials, which
stems not only from the lack of a clear theoretical picture, but also from the perspective of
practical applications which could have an enormous impact on everyday’s life. The complex-
ity of the cuprates has stimulated a critical reassessment of many theoretical concepts and
the development of new ideas, and fueled an unprecedented experimental activity to char-
acterize their electronic structure. Besides the obvious occurrence of superconductivity, the
two-dimensional character and the proximity to other ordered states, appear as prominent
characteristics of these materials. The interplay of these properties is the subject of intense
theoretical activity, since it is believed that it could play an important role in the emergence
of the unconventional superconducting state. At the same time, it has been realized that sim-
ilar situations may also arise in other classes of materials, where they lead to complex phase
diagrams and to the emergence of new, unusual properties. These materials therefore offer
interesting opportunities for related research.
This thesis presents an investigation of the electronic structure of selected quasi-2D mate-
rials, and of their electronic instabilities – charge-density-wave (CDW), Mott metal-insulator
transition, superconductivity – by means of angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES).
ARPES is a very powerful probe of solids which, thanks to its unique energy and momen-
tum selectivity, provides a clear and direct view of the electronic states and of their interac-
tions. Most of this work is concentrated on the low-energy excitations near the Fermi surface,
the quasiparticles. These states play a crucial role in the thermodynamic, magnetic and trans-
port of solids. Together with the shape of the Fermi surface, they determine the possible occur-
rence of electronic instabilities like charge- or spin-density waves, or again superconductivity
(SC). A leitmotiv of this work is the study of how the nature of the quasiparticles, reflected in
the ARPES spectral function, and the Fermi surface are influenced by an underlying instability,
or by the competition between several instabilities. I have performed high-resolution ARPES
experiments at the LSE-ICMP, and at two synchrotron radiation laboratories: the Swiss Light
Source (PSI-Villigen) and SOLEIL (Paris).
A large part of this work is concerned with the electronic properties of compounds which
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belong to the class of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). TMDs are layered materials
with rather strongly two-dimensional (2D) electronic properties. They often exhibit charge-
density-wave (CDW) instabilities, and in selected cases superconductivity, but also peculiar
metal-insulator (Mott) transitions. Among the TMDs, the 1T and 2H polytypes of TaS2 are
representative of CDW materials which do not naturally exhibit SC, where SC can nonetheless
be induced e.g. by applying external pressure. For 1T-TaS2 I show that a small amount of
disorder entirely removes a Mott transition to a low-temperature insulating phase, opening
the way to a non-homogeneous SC phase below ∼ 2K. ARPES here shows that SC emerges
from a ‘bad-metal’ normal state. I have performed a detailed study of Sn-doped 2H-TaS2,
where doping suppresses the CDW, but seems to enhance SC. I namely examine the partial
gapping of the Fermi surface, as well as the spectral signatures of the interaction with the
lattice. The spectral consequences of disorder induced by doping are also captured by ARPES
in the degenerate semiconductor 1T -NbxTi1−xS2.
The second part of the thesis is the devoted to two members of the high-Tc cuprate BSCCO
family. The two-layer Bi2212 member of this family has been the object of countless spectro-
scopic studies. I present here results for two considerably less-studied members of this family:
the three-layer Bi2223, which has the highest Tc, and the single-layer Bi2201. In Bi2223 I
found circumstantial evidence for the elusive threefold splitting of the Fermi surface expected
from interlayer coupling. The momentum- and temperature dependence of the d-wave SC
gap are illustrated by the ARPES data. The data also contain interesting information on the
normal state low-energy kink (∼ 70 meV) – the fingerprint of the coupling of the electrons
to a bosonic mode – and the high-energy anomaly in this compound. The originality of the
results for Bi2201 lies in the nature of the samples, thin films prepared in situ by pulsed-
laser-deposition (PLD), in the framework of a collaboration with the CREAM-ICMP laboratory.
The ARPES results clearly demonstrated the feasibility of such studies, but also evidenced
some difficulties related to the twinned nature of the films, which will have to be addressed
in future studies. The ARPES data on the cuprates are complemented by the results of high-
resolution resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) experiments performed at the new SAXES
end-station of the SLS. At variance with ARPES, which probes electron-removal states, RIXS
probes neutral excitations, and therefore provides a complementary view of the electronic
structure, similar to optics, but not limited to zero-momentum transitions. The resolution of
RIXS is at present insufficient to address the low-energy gap scale, but it opens an entirely new
window on the magnetic excitations, namely in the insulating parent compounds.
Keywords:
velectronic structure, angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES), low-dimensional solids, charge-
density-wave, Mott-insulator, high-Tc superconductivity

Re´sume´
La de´couverte en 1986 des supraconducteurs a` haute tempe´rature critique a conduit a` une
nouvelle e`re de recherche en physique de la matie`re condense´e. Il y a aujourd’hui encore un
inte´reˆt important pour ces mate´riaux non seulement a` cause du manque de compre´hension
the´oriques des me´canismes mis en jeu mais aussi parce que les applications pratiques nais-
santes sont majeures et pourraient avoir un e´norme impact sur la vie de tous les jours. La
complexite´ des cuprates a provoque´ un re´examen critique de nombreux concepts the´oriques,
stimule´ le de´veloppement de nouvelles ide´es et alimente´ une activite´ expe´rimentale sans
pre´ce´dant pour caracte´riser leurs proprie´te´s e´lectroniques. En plus de leurs proprie´te´s supra-
conductrices, leur caracte`re bidimensionnel et la proximite´ de diffe´rents e´tats ordonne´s sem-
blent eˆtre une caracte´ristique remarquable de ces mate´riaux. Les interactions entre ces diffe´rentes
proprie´te´s sont le sujet d’intenses activite´s the´oriques puisqu’elles pourraient avoir un roˆle
sur l’apparition de la supraconductivite´ non-conventionnelle. Par ailleurs, la communaute´
scientifique a remarque´ qu’une situation similaire pourrait exister dans d’autres classes de
mate´riaux ce qui les doterait de diagrammes de phases complexes associe´s a` des proprie´te´s
physiques inhabituelles ou nouvelles. Ces mate´riaux offrent donc une opportunite´ inte´ressante
pour effectuer des recherches comple´mentaires ou alternatives a` celles sur les cuprates.
Cette the`se pre´sente l’e´tude de la structure e´lectronique de mate´riaux quasi-2D choisis
pour leur instabilite´s e´lectroniques (onde de densite´ de charge (CDW), transition me´tal-isolant
de Mott, supraconductivite´) par spectroscopie de photoe´mission re´solue en angle (ARPES).
Graˆce a` sa se´lectivite´ en vecteur d’onde et en e´nergie, l’ARPES est une sonde puissante qui
permet d’obtenir une vue directe et pre´cise des e´tats e´lectroniques et de leurs interactions. La
plus grande partie de ce travail est focalise´e sur les excitations de basse e´nergie proches de
la surface de Fermi : les quasiparticules. Ces e´tats joue un roˆle crucial dans les proprie´te´s
thermodynamiques, magne´tiques et de transport. Avec la forme de la surface de Fermi, elles
de´terminent la possibilite´ d’instabilite´s e´lectroniques comme les ondes de densite´ de charge
ou de spin ou encore la supraconductivite´. Dans ce travail nous cherchons constamment a`
faire le lien entre la nature des quasiparticules, refle´te´e dans la fonction spectral mesure´e par
ARPES et la topologie de la surface de Fermi, et la compe´tition entre les diffe´rentes instabilite´s.
Pendant ma the`se, j’ai effectue´ des mesures d’ARPES au LSE-ICMP a` l’EPFL et a` deux diffe´rents
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synchrotrons Swiss Light Source (SLS, PSI-Villigen) et SOLEIL (Orsay).
Une grande partie de ce travail concerne les proprie´te´s e´lectroniques de compose´s de la
famille des dichalcoge´nures de me´taux de transition (TMDs). Les TMDs sont des mate´riaux
lamellaires pre´sentant des proprie´te´s e´lectroniques fortement bidimensionnelles (2D). Ils pre´sentent
souvent des instabilite´s conduisant a` des ondes de densite´ de charge et dans certains cas a` la
supraconductivite´ ou a` une transition me´tal isolant de Mott inhabituelle. Parmi les TMDs, les
polytypes 1T et 2H de TaS2 pre´sentent des phases CDWmais pas de supraconductivite´ de fac¸on
naturelle. La supraconductivite´ peut cependant eˆtre induite dans ces mate´riaux par exemple
en appliquant une pression exte´rieure. Pour 1T-TaS2, je montre qu’un petit peu de de´sordre
de´truit entie`rement la transition de Mott et induit une phase supraconductrice inhomoge`ne
a` basse tempe´rature (TC ≈ 2K). Les mesures de photoe´mission montrent ici que la supra-
conductivite´ e´mergent d’un e´tat normal de type ” mauvais me´tal ”. J’ai effectue´ une e´tude
de´taille´e de l’e´chantillon 2H-TaS2 dope´ par des atomes de Sn ou` le dopage supprime la phase
CDWmais semble amplifier la supraconductivite´. J’analyse pour ce mate´riau l’ouverture direc-
tionnelle de la bande d’e´nergie interdite (gap) dans la surface de Fermi ainsi que la signature
spectrale de l’interaction avec le re´seau.
La seconde partie de la the`se est consacre´e a` deux supraconducteurs a` haute tempe´rature
critique membres de la famille des BSCCO. Le mate´riau ” biplan ” (deux plans CuO par maille)
Bi2212 a donne´ lieu a` d’innombrables e´tudes spectroscopiques. Je pre´sente ici les re´sultats
que j’ai obtenu sur deux compose´s conside´rablement peu e´tudie´s, le mate´riau triplan Bi2223
qui posse`de la plus haute TC et le mate´riau monoplan Bi2201. Dans Bi2223, je mets en
e´vidence l’effet du couplage entre les plans de cuivre-oxyge`ne en montrant que la surface
de Fermi est compose´e de trois jeux se´pare´s de bandes. La de´pendance en moment et en
tempe´rature du gap supraconducteur de syme´trie d est illustre´ par des donne´es d’ARPES. Les
donne´es pre´sentent aussi des informations inte´ressantes obtenues dans la phase normale sur
une ruptures (kink) dans la dispersion e´lectronique (a` environ 70 meV) et sur une anomalie a`
plus haute e´nergie. La rupture a` basse e´nergie est suppose´ eˆtre la signature du couplage des
e´lectrons avec un mode bosonique. L’originalite´ des re´sultats obtenus pour Bi2201 viennent
de la nature de l’e´chantillon qui a e´te´ e´labore´ in situ en de´posant les mate´riaux par ablation
laser (PLD) dans le cadre d’une collaboration avec le laboratoire CREAM-ICMP de l’EPFL. La
photoe´mission de´montre clairement la faisabilite´ d’une telle e´tude mais met en e´vidence les
difficulte´s lie´es a` la nature fragmente´e du film. Les donne´es d’ARPES sont comple´te´es par des
mesures diffusion ine´lastique de rayons X a` haute re´solution (RIXS) re´alise´es a` la nouvelle
plateforme SAXES de SLS. Alors que la photoe´mission sonde les e´tats finals lors du retrait
d’un e´lectron, le RIXS sonde les excitations neutres et donc offre une vue comple´mentaire de
la structure e´lectronique similaire a` la spectroscopie optique mais sensible au moment. La
re´solution actuelle du RIXS n’est pas suffisante pour e´tudier les phe´nome`nes de faible e´nergie
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comme ceux lie´s au gap supraconducteur mais le RIX ouvre une nouvelle feneˆtre sur les exci-
tations magne´tiques, c’est-a`-dire pour les compose´s parents de nature isolante.
Mots cle´s:
structure e´lectronique, spectroscopie de photoe´mission re´solue en angle, syste`mes de basse
dimensionnalite´, onde de densite´ de charge, isolant de Mott, superconductivite´ a` haute tempe´rature
critique
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past several decades, low-dimensional systems have attracted considerable interest both
from the experimental and from the theoretical point of view. The interest arises not only
from the richness of the physical phenomena encountered in such systems, but also from
many potential future applications. The world we live in is of course three dimensional (3D),
but materials characterized by a large anisotropy of their physical properties may effectively
behave as low-dimensional electronic systems. Therefore, low dimensional systems are not
just idealized toy-systems for the theorist. In the past few decades many quasi one- and two-
dimensional materials have been discovered. For example, the fullerene molecule (C60) is
essentially a zero dimensional system, carbon nanotubes are one-dimensional, and graphite
as well as the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) considered in the present work, are
quasi-two-dimensional systems. In my thesis I mainly focus on the electronic properties of low
dimensional TMDs and on selected high-Tc cuprate superconductors (HTSCs). These materials
have been extensively studied in the past, but several aspects of their electronic properties are
still only partially understood.
The reduction from 3D to low dimension (2D or 1D) has several important consequences.
Electronic correlations, the electron-phonon interaction, and fluctuations have a larger effect
in reduced dimensions. On the one hand, the electronic states near the Fermi level, which
form the Fermi surface (FS), are subject to characteristic instabilities. In 1955 Peierls [1]
predicted an electronic instability for the 1D electron gas, which results from the peculiar FS
topology as we will discuss later in Chapter 2 and 4. A periodic modulation of the electron
density – a charge-density-wave (CDW) – accompanied by a lattice distortion, then develops.
Later, superconductivity (SC) and CDW were found to coexist in specific systems, and in 1954
Frohlich [2] even proposed a model for superconductivity based on the sliding motion of the
CDWs. The properties of electrons in low dimension system, even in the normal state, are
strongly affected by these instabilities. Low-dimensional systems are also intrinsically more
sensitive to fluctuations. In the extreme case of 1D these fluctuations destroy long range order
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at any finite temperature, and only short range order can develop. The 2D systems considered
here are less ‘pathological’, and ordered phases are indeed experimentally observed, albeit
with reduced ordering temperatures.
The HTSCs discovered by G. Bednorz and K. A. Muller in 1986 represent an even more
complex and intriguing class of low dimensional materials. For more than two decades sci-
entists have struggled to build an accepted model for the exotic properties of these materials.
The normal state of the cuprates exhibits unusual features, which cannot be interpreted in the
framework of Fermi liquid (FL) theory, the generic scenario for metals. As to the SC phase, the
unusually high Tc, and the d-wave gap symmetry clearly distinguish them from more common
SCs. Perhaps not surprisingly, there is no consensus at present on the mechanism of high-Tc
SC. It has been proposed that electron spectroscopies, and especially angle-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy (ARPES) with high energy and momentum resolution, can play a crucial
role in unveiling the complex electronic properties, and possibly the paring mechanism, of
HTSC. This is a constant stimulus for numerous, increasingly sophisticated ARPES studies by
many leading groups worldwide.
The original motivation of my work was to obtain new high-quality spectroscopic data on
specific TMDs and HTSCs which could reveal new phenomena, and help address the outstand-
ing questions on the electronic properties of these material. The thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2 I will give the background for the present study on CDWs and high-Tc systems.
Experimental and theoretical aspects of ARPES are briefly reviewed in Chapter 3. Chapter
4 presents original results on selected 1T and 2H polytype CDW TMDs. The first part of the
chapter illustrates the occurrence of disorder-induced superconductivity in the presence of a
strong CDW in 1T-TaS2. Then the evolution from semi-metal to semiconductor in Nb-doped
1T-TiS2 is discussed. The last part of the chapter deals with the coexistence of CDW and SC in
Sn-doped 2H-TaS2. Chapter 5 presents synchrotron radiation ARPES data on the three-layer
Bi-cuprate Bi2223. The momentum and temperature dependence of the SC gap, the evidence
for a trilayer splitting, and the observation of several band renormalization effects (kinks) are
discussed. The last part of the chapter illustrates preliminary ARPES results of in-situ grown
Bi2201 thin films. Finally, Chapter 6 introduces a different spectroscopic technique – resonant
inelastic x-ray spectroscopy (RIXS) – and presents very recent data on the antiferromagnetic
insulating parent compound Sr2CuO2Cl2 and on two SC cuprates.
Chapter 2
Electronic properties of quasi 2D
conductors
In this chapter I will address some relevant aspects, in a very schematic way, for the low
dimensional systems which are the theoretical background for the understanding of the fol-
lowing chapters 4 and 5. Although all these theories have been mentioned a lot in many of
the solid state physics books, the discussion is still hot on many topics. Indeed the phase dia-
gram of low dimensional systems is complex mainly due to the subtle balance of phenomena
triggered by doping, pressure, carrier density, structure modifications, etc.. In the following I
will attempt to give a brief introduction to some of the electronic instabilities encountered in
these systems: Charge density waves (CDW), Mott transitions and superconductivity (SC).
2.1 Peierls instability and charge density wave
The Peierls instability was proposed by Peierls and discussed in detail in his book of Quantum
theory of solids [1], where he considered a system of free electrons in one dimension and
concluded that there cannot be any metallic state at T=0 K. A similar argument was also
proposed by Fro¨lich [2].
The simplest picture of a 1D system can easily illustrate the Peierls instability (I will neglect
here the effect of order parameter fluctuations which are very strong and actually completely
strictly suppress the translation symmetry in 1D system). The normal state consists of a half
filled band with a Fermi wavevector (kF ) at half of the Brillouin zone (BZ) (Figure 2.1). The
ions are equally spaced and the electronic density is uniform if the electrons are not coupled
to phonons (Fig. 2.2 up part). If we take into account the electron phonon coupling, when the
temperature drops below TCDW , a periodic lattice distortion (PLD) takes place which induces
a periodic modulation of the electron density. Figure 2.2 (low part) schematically shows the
CDW resulting from a Peierls transition. The single particle band evolution due to the CDW
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Figure 2.1: Energy vs wavevector for the 1D case with single band (From [3]).
occurrence is presented in Figure 2.1 (b). The CDWwavevector ~q (q = 2kF ) connects the Fermi
level crossing at +kF and -kF . This mechanism, namely that distortion vector ~q is spanned
across the Fermi surface (FS), is referred to as ”nesting”. For example, for a half-filled band,
such nesting implies a reduction of the BZ to half its size, which in real space corresponds to a
period doubling (Fig. 2.2 low part) . The formation of CDW usually causes a metal-insulator
transition because the periodicity of the static 1D deformation defines new Bragg planes at
kF = ± pi2a and eventually, a gap ∆ opens at the FS.
The CDW mechanism results in a reduction of the total energy of the system and involves
the competition between two energies. One energy corresponds to the cost of elastic energy for
making the PLD. The other one is given by the gap opening and is associated to the lowering
of the energy of the occupied states right at kF . The density of states of a gapped 1D system
diverges as D(E) ∝ E−1/2, thus an instability of the FS is strongly favored even for small
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excitations. Though the electronic energy of the system decreases, the lattice distortion is
limited due to the cost in elastic energy.
Figure 2.2: The electronic charge density is modulated when the system enters into a CDW state.
(Reproduced From [4])
The CDW instability dominates whenever correlations are driven by the electron-phonon
(el-ph) coupling, which could be further understood as following. On the one hand, in order
to stabilize a CDW the el-ph coupling must be considered. And the CDW is also linked to a PLD
which is truly a related transition with CDW. On the other hand, the occurrence of a PLD and
the effect of el-ph coupling can be observed in the phonon dispersion. The particular case is
the observation of Kohn anomaly, where the phonon dispersion is modified with a soft phonon
mode and exhibits a dip at 2kF [5] (shown in Fig. 2.3).
The heart of the CDW phenomenon is the Lindhard electric susceptibility χ(q) which pro-
vides the response function of the electron system behaving under the influence of an external
potential V (q). Therefore, we can write
δρ(q) = χ(q)V (q), (2.1)
where δρ(q) is the electron density modulation. And the susceptibility χ(q) can be written as
χ(q) =
∑
k
fk − fk+q
εk+q − εk (2.2)
where fk and εk are the occupation function at wavevector k and the band energy, respectively.
It is quite obvious from the formula 2.2 that only the states near the Fermi level significantly
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contribute to the sum, since for low energy excitations, electrons can only scatter near the
Fermi level from the occupied to unoccupied states. The formula 2.2 can be explicitly deduced
in the 1D case if we approximate the free-electron parable by a linear dispersion near kF .
χ(q)1D = e2n(εF ) ln
∣∣∣∣q + 2kFq − 2kF
∣∣∣∣ (2.3)
Here n(εF ) is the density of states at the Fermi level, and e is the electron charge. Evidently, this
function has a logarithmic singularity at q = 2kF , which is the origin of the Peierls instability
[1]. As a consequence, a 1D electron gas will be unstable against the formation of a CDW state
with wavevector qCDW = 2kF . The dramatic susceptibility dependence on dimensionality is
illustrated in Fig 2.4, where clearly demonstrates a singularity in 1D at q = 2kF . In contrast,
with increasing dimensionality the peak in the susceptibility at q = 2kF is weaker, leading
to the removal of the singularity at q = 2kF . In 2D or 3D the susceptibility can still have a
maximum at q = 2kF if the FS contains two parallel sections. In general, nesting and the
associated instability is favorable to occur in low dimensions.
The key feature of a CDW system is the opening a gap at the Fermi level. The CDW gap
magnitude is determined by the el-ph coupling strength. In the framework of mean field, the
low temperature ground state is destabilized and undergoes a transition to a CDW state at a
finite temperature TMF . By analogy with the BCS theory of superconductivity, one finds a gap
2∆(T = 0) = 3.53kBTMF .
Figure 2.3: The kohn anomaly. (From [3])
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Figure 2.4: Electronic susceptibility as a function of wave-vector q. Particularly, a singularity occurs at
2kF in 1D the susceptibility, leading to a CDW instability. For 2D, there is no singularity, but dχdq
∣∣∣
2kF
=
−∞. (From [3])
Figure 2.5: FS nesting conditions with different dimensions (a) 1D, (b) 2D and (c) 3D. (Reproduced
from [6])
The FS topology determines whether the system matches the CDW instability. Particularly,
the density of states near the Fermi level which can be connected via the nesting vector q = 2kF
must be sufficiently high to ensure an energy gain that results from the opening of an energy
gap there. Figure 2.5 illustrates the FS nesting for a free-electron band in 1D, 2D and 3D. It
is evident that the nesting condition strongly depends on the dimensionality. In the ideal 1D
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Figure 2.6: Coulomb gap is schematically illustrated in 1D hydrogen chain model. (From [7])
system this requirement is matched by the parallel planes of the FS as shown in Fig. 2.5 (a).
They are perfectly nested because the wavevector 2kF matches them identically onto each
other. The gap develops in the same way as in 2D and 3D systems if they fulfill the nesting
conditions. But in high dimensional system the nesting cannot gap the whole FS. The CDW
transition is normally not accompanied by a metal-insulator transition. We will see this in
2H-TaS2 and an exception in 1T-TaS2 in Chapter 4.
2.2 Metal-insulator Mott transition
We consider the arrangement of hydrogen atoms (N electrons) with Bohr radius aB in a one
dimensional chain with lattice constant a (see Fig. 2.6). Here we make a rather drastic assump-
tion that the effective electron-electron interaction will be local. Without structural deforma-
tion, such idealized half-filled 1D system would be a metal according to band theory. The
elementary charge-fluctuation can be broken down into two separate processes. Figure 2.6
schematically shows the ionization and affinity process of removing and adding one electron,
respectively, from the 1D hydrogen chain. The intra-atomic energy, ionization energy minus
electron affinity, is called Coulomb gap or ”Hubbard” U ,
U = E(H → H+)− ∣∣E(H → H−)∣∣ = E(H−) + E(H+)− 2E(H). (2.4)
We further assume that electrons may hop between neighboring atoms. The dispersion
of independent electrons (tunneling between nearest neighbors) can be modeled by a simple
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tight-binding (TB) approximation,
ε(k) = −2t
d∑
l=1
cos(kla) (2.5)
with a bandwidth W = 2Zt, where Z = 2d (d is the dimension, here d=1) is the number of
nearest neighbors and t > 0 is the hopping amplitude which depends on a/aB. The positive
sign of t guarantees the proper low-density limit.
If W < U the gain in kinetic energy is smaller than the cost in Coulomb energy, and
electrons are localized in their sites. We can see this by considering the addition or removal
of one electron. Here in 1D hydrogen chain we have this relation W  U because the lattice
constant a is much larger than aB that the overlap between the atomic wave function is small.
And every site is strongly occupied in the ground state due to the half filling band. This picture
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.7. On the one hand, when adding an electron the system
needs an energy µ+(N) = E0(N + 1) − E0(N), which is given by µ+(N) = U − Wup/2.
Here Wup is the bandwidth of ”upper Hubbard band”. Actually, it forms due to the charge
excitations with energy U while an extra electron is added into the ground state of the half-
filled electron system (Fig. 2.7 (a)). On the other hand, when removing an electron the
system costs energy µ−(N) = E0(N) − E0(N − 1), which is given by µ−(N) = Wlow/2.
Similarly, Wlow is the bandwidth of the ”lower Hubbard band” which is constituted thanks
to the removal of a charge from the half-filled ground state (Fig. 2.7 (b)). Due to the half-
band filling and (Wup +Wlow)/2 U , we would expect a gap opening for charge excitations,
that is ∆µ(N) = µ+ − µ− = U − (Wup +Wlow)/2 > 0. Therefore, we find that expression
(Wup+Wlow)/2 ≈W  U is satisfied and a gap occurs in this half band filling, thus the system
is an insulator.
Figure 2.7: Cartoons for a upper and lower Hubbard band [8].
Now, if we could reduce the distance between hydrogen atoms, reducing the lattice con-
stant a closer to aB, the overlap between the atomic wave function will increase. As a conse-
quence the sum bandwidth of the upper and lower Hubbard band will increase until W  U ,
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leading to a closing of the gap for charge excitations. Low energy excitations hardly change
the charge distribution and thus are gapless. In this circumstance, W  U , the system is a
paramagnetic metal.
Figure 2.8: Schematic phase diagram of Metal-insulator Mott transition. (From [7])
Figure 2.9: Metal-insulator Mott transition occurs in 1T-TaSe2. Reproduced from [9].
We still leave one situation unconsidered, aroundW ≈ U , where there is the balance point
between metal and insulator. Controlling one parameter,W or U , would break the equilibrium
of the system, leading to a metal-insulator transition (MIT) since the upper and lower Hubbard
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band tend to overlap. The generic phase diagram (Fig. 2.8) vividly illustrates that the MIT is
determined by the correlation strength (U/W ) and the carrier density µ. Among 2D TMDCs,
the 1T polytype CDW TaS2 and TaSe2 are such systems, which would undergo a MIT with
decreasing temperature. Figure 2.9 shows such a MIT in a quasi-2D CDW 1T-TaSe2 [9] which
exhibits a narrow Ta d band crossing the Fermi level at T=300 K, indicating metallic behavior.
However, at T=70 K the Ta d spectral weight is narrower and clearly removed from the Fermi
level, eventually a gap has appeared. This MIT could be interpreted in the framework of
metal-insulator Mott transition, which is schematically illustrated in the Fig. 2.10. At high
temperature, above MIT temperature, the ratio U/W is apparently smaller than the critical
value for the MIT, and the metallic band is stable (Fig. 2.10 middle). But this is not necessarily
true at all temperatures, because the CDW amplitude which dominates the hybridization and
therefore the width of the Ta d subbands is not a constant. Below the MIT temperature,
due to the narrowing of the topmost Ta d subband, the U/W ratio is larger than the critical
limit, triggering a sudden removal electron density near the Fermi level, and a correlation gap
finally occurs (Fig. 2.10 bottom). A more detail discussion will be presented in Chapter 4
about another similar CDW system - 1T-TaS2.
Figure 2.10: Metal-insulator Mott transition controlled by correlation strength U/W . (From [7])
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2.3 Superconductivity
The high temperature superconductivity is intimately linked to the 2D nature of cuprates. A
review of the theory of SC is of course well beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, it is
useful here to recall a few fundamental ideas.
The main characteristics of SC are the following:
(1) Zero resistivity,
(2) Perfect diamagnetism (Meissner effect) for conventional superconductors: no magnetic
field inside a superconductor in its superconducting state - the magnetic flux is totally ex-
pelled from a superconductor,
(3) flux quantization,
(4) Josephson effects,
(5) gaps in the elementary excitation energy spectra.
2.3.1 Phenomenological theories of superconductivity
London equation
The first phenomenological theory of SC was built by F. London and H. London in 1935 [10].
It is based on empirical facts and not deduced from any microscopic mechanism within the
material. The two London equations were derived by taking both zero resistance and the
Meissner effect into account. They assumed that only a fraction ns of the total number of
conduction electrons can give rise to a super-current. Here ns is the number density of the
superconducting electrons. When T > Tc, ns = 0, and T  Tc, ns approaches the whole
electron density n. The two London equations are:
∂~j
∂t
=
nsq
2
m
~E,∇×~j = −nsq
2
m
~B, (2.6)
where q and m are the carrier charge and mass, ~E and ~B are the electric and magnetic fields
vectors,~j is the current density. These two equations describe the behavior of a superconductor
in an electromagnetic field. The first one reflects perfect conductivity, while the second one is
a mathematical formulation of the Meissner effect. This equation can be easily transformed
as:
∇2 ~B = ~B/λ2L, (2.7)
where λL =
√
m
µ0nsq2
is called the London penetration depth (µ0 is the magnetic permeability
of vacuum). λL defines the length-scale for the penetration of the magnetic field into a super-
conductor. Typical values of λL are of the order of 100 A˚ (∼1000 A˚ in high-Tc cuprates; notice
that this quantity is directly related with the density of superconducting electrons).
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Ginzberg-Landau theory
Another phenomenological theory was established in 1950 by Ginzberg and Landau. This
theory is known as the Ginzberg-Landau (GL) theory. It describes the superconducting state by
introducing the concept of a complex position-dependent order parameter – the wavefunction
Ψ(r) of the superconducting electrons. Ψ(r) can be expressed as:
Ψ(r) = |Ψ(r)| eiϕ(r), (2.8)
where ϕ(r) is spatially varying phase. Ψ(r) 6= 0 in the superconducting state, while Ψ(r) = 0
above Tc. The superconducting electron density ns is related to Ψ(r) as follows:
ns(r) = |Ψ(r)∗Ψ(r)| . (2.9)
The velocity operator of an electron in the magnetic field is
~ν = −(i~∇+ q ~A)/m, (2.10)
where ~A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field. And the current density is
~j = qΨ ∗ ~νΨ = nsq
m
(~∇ϕ− q ~A). (2.11)
Taking the curl of both sides of Eq. 2.11, I get the second London equation (Eq. 2.6). The
basic postulate of the GL theory is that when Ψ is small and varies slowly in space, the total
free energy can be expanded in a series of even powers of Ψ(r) and its spatial gradients. The
coefficients of its quadratic and fourth power terms are α and β, respectively. By minimizing
the free energy with respect to fluctuations in the order parameters and the vector potential,
one gets the two GL equations:
1
2m
(i~∇+ q ~A)2Ψ+ αΨ+ β |Ψ|2Ψ = 0 (2.12)
~Js = − i~q2m(Ψ
∗∇Ψ−Ψ∇Ψ∗)− q
2
m
|Ψ|2 ~A. (2.13)
The above two equations are known as GL first and second equations, respectively. With
appropriate boundary conditions, various properties of the superconducting state can be cal-
culated.
2.3.2 BCS theory
The London equations and GL theory are phenomenological theories based on some assump-
tions. Scientists were seeking for a microscopic theory for superconductivity based on quantum
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mechanics. The successful theory was achieved by Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) [11]. The
BCS theory revealed that the electrons in certain circumstances can attract each other through
electron-phonon interaction. The theory shows that only the electron pairs near the Fermi
surface can effectively attract each other. Because the Pauli exclusion principle leads to an
effective repulsion, the electrons must be paired with opposite spins. Therefore, one needs
just only to consider the electron pairs near the Fermi surface with opposite momenta and
spins interacting with phonons. At sufficient low temperature this attraction dominates over
the Coulomb repulsion, leading to a formation of bound electron pairs (Copper pairs).
The BCS theory is a typical mean-field theory, i.e. no fluctuation effects are taken into
account. Cooper pairs that are formed between electrons of opposite momenta and opposite
spins above the Fermi sea form a bound state and each of them has lower energy than twice
the Fermi energy EF , as long as a weak attractive interaction between them. Cooper pairs
do exist in the superconducting state, paring up and moving together, not bumping into each
other, and not scattering off the imperfections in the superconductors. When there is attraction
between electrons, the Fermi surface is no longer stable and the superconducting ground state
should be formed by Cooper pairs.
Only electrons within ∼ kBTc (kB is the Boltzmann’s constant) of the Fermi energy can be
involved into the superconducting pairing. Their momentum range is ∆p ≈ kBTc/νF , where
νF is the Fermi velocity. According to the uncertainty principle, if the size of the Cooper pair
in space is ξ, an electron confined in this space has a corresponding uncertainty in momentum
∆p = ~/ξ and then an uncertainty in kinetic energy is
∆(
p2
2m
) =
p∆p
m
=
~pF
mξ
, (2.14)
where pF is the momentum at the Fermi energy. The Heisenberg exclusion principle then
yields:
ξ ≥ ~
∆p
≈ ~νF
kBTc
= ξ0, (2.15)
where ξ0 is called the coherence length. The coherence length characterizes spatial correla-
tions in a superconductor and roughly represents the size of a Cooper pair. The magnitude
of ξ0 for traditional superconductors is the order of ∼ 104 A˚, however, it is only ∼ 10 A˚ for
high-Tc superconductors.
Another important result of the BCS theory is the energy gap which is an order param-
eter. The wave functions of the Cooper pairs form a phase-coherent condensed state – the
superconducting state which is lower in energy than the ground state of the non-interacting
electron gas. There is a minimum energy Eg (or 2∆) at the Fermi level necessary to break a
Cooper pair, which leads to an energy gap in the excitation spectrum in the superconducting
state. The BCS theory predicts that the energy gap at zero temperature ∆(0) is related to the
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coherent length by
ξ0 = ~νF /pi∆(0). (2.16)
The theory also deduced the gap value with Tc as:
Eg = 2∆(0) = 3.52kBTc. (2.17)
Experiments have confirmed that such a scaling is fulfilled for a large number of supercon-
ducting materials in the weak coupling limit, as illustrated in Fig. 2.11 (a). In BCS theory
the energy gap represents the strength of the paring. The larger the gap, the more energy is
required to break the pair and the higher the critical temperature. The gap is also temperature
dependent and it decreases to zero near Tc following the relation:
∆(T )
∆(0)
≈ 1.74(1− T/Tc)0.5. (2.18)
The experimental gap value vs temperature and the BCS calculated ∆ (T)-T matches quite
well, as shown in Fig. 2.11 (b).
Figure 2.11: (a) Zero temperature energy gap vs Tc (from [12]), and (b) energy gap vs temperature
for traditional superconductors (From [13]).
2.3.3 High-Tc superconductors
In the past two decades, following the discovery of superconductivity in La2−xBaxCuO4 by
Bednorz and Mu¨ller [14], a large number of related compounds with high superconducting
transition temperatures have been found. For example, when La is replaced by Y, supercon-
ductivity for the first time exceeds liquid N2 temperature (∼ 77 K) in YBa2Cu3O6+x (Tc=92 K)
[15]. The highest-temperature superconductor (at ambient pressure) is HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ,
at 135 K, and possibly 164 K under high pressure [16]. The large increase of Tc was the
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Figure 2.12: An example of the layered perovskite structure in La2−xSrxCuO4 (from [17]).
most spectacular achievement related to the high-Tc superconductors. But the more important
challenge is to reveal the origin of high Tc in these compounds.
Common features in all high-Tc cuprates
The most common feature of these HTSC is a layered perovskite crystal structure containing
CuO2 planes separated by block layers or the so-called charge reservoir layers (Fig. 2.12). The
layered structure of cuprates is highly anisotropic, making their properties quite different from
those of conventional superconductors. The conductivity in the normal state along the c axis
is about 2 to 4 orders of magnitude smaller than that along directions parallel to the layer.
Furthermore, the extremely small and anisotropic coherence length (ξab ∼ 10 A˚, ξc ∼ 1 A˚)
indicates strong 2D character [18]. Usually the block layers are insulating and have almost
no contributions to the low-energy electronic states. By substituting different elements in
the reservoir layers or by varying their oxygen content one can dope charge carriers into the
CuO2 planes which possess the energy states near the Fermi level and thus dominate the low-
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Figure 2.13: (a) An example of the layered perovskite structure in La2−xSrxCuO4 (from [17]). (b)
Schematic diagram for the Cu 3d and O 2p orbitals in the cuprates (from [19]).
energy physics. Therefore, the CuO2 planes are essential to the electronic and superconducting
properties.
Figure 2.13 schematically illustrates the Cu-O bonding in the cuprates. The octahedral
crystal field splits the Cu 3d orbitals into eg and t2g manifolds, which are further split in the
actual tetragonal symmetry and divided in four sublevels. Similar splitting into pi and σ levels
occurs at the O 2p orbitals. In the CuO2 plane, the dx2−y2 band originated from Cu has the
highest energy among the five d bands, because the Cu dx2−y2 orbital well hybridizes with
oxygen p orbitals through the in-plane Cu-O bonds which have shorter length than the out-of-
plane Cu-O bonds. Therefore, in the parent compound with nine d electrons (or one d hole),
the dx2−y2 band is half-filled and each Cu atom has spin 1/2. Fig 2.13 (b) illustrates the CuO2
plane with the copper dx2−y2 orbitals together with oxygen 2px and 2py orbitals. In a system
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where electron-electron correlations are negligible, the Cu dx2−y2 orbitals and O 2px and 2py
orbitals form bonding, non-bonding and antibonding bands, as illustrated in Fig. 2.14. The
antibonding band is half filled, thus the band theory would predict a non magnetic metallic
ground state, while a gap of 1.5 eV is found experimentally and actually the system is an
antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulator [20]. This failure of the traditional band theory is due to
the Coulomb repulsion U which causes the electrons to localize on the ions and form an AFM
lattice. When the Coulomb repulsion U is larger than the bandwidth W of the conduction band,
the conduction band splits into a fully occupied lower Hubbard band (LHB) and a completely
empty unoccupied upper Hubbard band (UHB) as discussed in Section 2.2. Then the system is
a Mott insulator. In another extreme situation, when the Coulomb repulsion U is larger than
the copper oxygen charge transfer energy, i.e. the energy required to transfer the hole from
the Cu2+ ion to the O ligands, ∆ (U > ∆), the system turns into a charge transfer insulator,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.14 (c). The finite hybridization between the correlated Cu and the O
orbitals forms a singlet, a nonbonding, and a triplet state, where the singlet state is the so-
called Zhang-Rice singlet (ZRS) [21]. These states are very important because the SC state is
achieved by doping the insulating parent compound with holes, and therefore populating these
states. The large energy separation between the singlet and the triplet is 3.5 eV which has been
calculated by Eskes and Sawatzky [22], indicating that the triplet state can be excluded out
from the low-energy physics. It was suggested by Anderson [23] that the single band Hubbard
model can describe the physics of cuprates:
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(c†i,σcj,σ +H.c.) + U
∑
i
ni,↑ni,↓ (2.19)
The first part of this Hamitonian is a kinetic-energy term proportional to the nearest-
neighbor (NN) hopping amplitude t, and the second part contains the Hubbard U term that
favors electron localization. Here c†i,σ (cj,σ) creates (annihilates) an electron or hole on site i
with spin σ, 〈i, j〉 identifies NN pairs. In the strong-coupling limit (U  t) this Hamitonian can
be reduced to the t-J model, which is more commonly considered to represent the low-energy
excitations of the cuprates:
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(b†i,σbj,σ +H.c.) + J
∑
〈i,j〉
(~Si~Sj−ninj4 ), (2.20)
where the operator bi,σ = ci,σ(1 − ni,−σ) excludes double occupancy, J = 4t2/U is the
antiferromagnetic exchange coupling constant, and ~Si is the spin operator. At half filling, as
charge excitations are gapped, we find at low energy only spin excitations are governed by
the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamitonian H = J
∑ ~Si~Sj (the constant term −ninj/4 is
usually neglected).
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Figure 2.14: Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen scheme taken from [17].

Chapter 3
Description of the experiment
In this chapter I will describe some relevant aspects of the experimental set-up, including
preparation, characterization and measurement on the samples studied in the thesis. And I
will also introduce the ARPES technique which I have exploited during the whole process of
this work at EPFL and at Swiss Light Source.
During an ARPES experiment, electrons are extracted from the sample with a monochro-
matic light. The angle and the energy of the photoelectrons are then analyzed. Simple conser-
vation rules lead directly to the band diagram (EB(~k)) for simple materials. A more complex
analysis of the data allows us to extract precious information on the electron correlations and
the dressing of the quasiparticles by the low energy excitations in the material. ARPES is a
very powerful technique because experimental data are in principle comparable to the single-
particle spectral function (see below) which contains most of the physics and can be calculated
by theoreticians for a given model. We will see also that ARPES allows us to follow the evolu-
tion of the Fermi surface with respect to temperature. Nevertheless, an experiment is subject
to some drastic restrictions.
• The sample must be a conductor.
• The momentum can only be relevant for crystalline structures. Thus the crystallographic
structure must be well ordered.
• The energy of the incoming light is linked to the momentum resolution and to the mo-
mentum detection limit. Therefore, UV photons (from a few eV to 100 − 200 eV) are
commonly used for ARPES. The short mean free path of UV photoemitted electrons in
the crystals restrains the probing depth of the technique to the surface atomic planes.
Thus, the samples must be clean and well ordered at the surface. The physics of the
surface electrons must also be relevant.
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• The photoelectrons are collected by a detector with distance around 1 m from the sam-
ple, so - for practical reason - the ARPES experiments are performed under vacuum.
Two-dimensional materials are perfectly suited for ARPES experiments. In Lausanne and
in SLS, experiments were performed under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and the samples where
cleaved in-situ to obtain clean surface. Both of these two set-ups are adapted to state of the
art photoemission experiments.
3.1 Experimental technique of ARPES
3.1.1 The electron analyzer
The analyzer of photoelectrons is the heart of the ARPES experimental technique. The data
used in the present work were acquired using modern Scienta SES20002 electron analyzer
and SPECS PHOIBOS 150 Hemispherical analyzer (Fig. 3.1). Both analyzers are electrostatic
analyzers, optimized for high transmission and maximum energy resolution. These electron
analyzers collect the photoemitted electrons as a function of their kinetic energy and emission
angle. The hemispherical energy analyzer and the lens system are constructed entirely from
non-magnetic materials inside the µ-metal shielding. The electric grounding and the magnetic
shielding provide a perfect control of the electrons trajectory in the analyzer.
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic view of a hemisphere electron analyzer. (b) Photo of SPECS PHOIBOS 150
Hemispherical analyzer.
During the photoemission process, the electrons are emitted from the sample into a cone
and collected by the electronic lens system. Then they are focused by the lens and reach to
the exit plane of the analyzer at different positions depending on the direction of their initial
momentum. At the same time the analyzer accepts only the electrons whose energy correspond
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to the user defined pass energy 1. Other electrons with energies substantially different from
the pass energy cannot reach the detector (Fig. 3.1 (a)). The accepted photoelectrons are
accelerated towards a 2D phosphorescent screen. The intensity map is recorded with a high
sensitivity CCD camera and quantitatively represents the number of photoelectrons versus
their angle of emission and their kinetic energy (Ekin). The images can be processed by a
computer. The processed images link the the binding energy (EB) of the quasiparticles (QP)
in the crystal to their momentum (~k). A set of intensity images can be collected when moving
the normal and azimuthal angle of the sample with respect to the entrance slit. One can scan
the electronic properties in the reciprocal space along kx and ky by varying the normal and
azimuthal angles. For example, a complete scan of the electronic properties near the Fermi
level allows the experimentalist to plot the Fermi surface of the studied material.
The energy resolution ∆E of the analyzer is determined by the mean slit width S (S =
(S1 + S2)/2, S1 and S2 are the width of entrance and exit slit, respectively), the pass energy
Ep, the mean diameter of the analyzer D (D = (Din + Dout)/2, Din and Dout are the radius
of inner and outer hemisphere, respectively), and the analyzer acceptance half angle α in the
dispersion direction. That is
∆E = Ep ∗ (S/2D + α2/4). (3.1)
On the one hand, clearly, smaller slit and pass energy lead to better resolution. The energy
resolution ∆E can be obtained by measuring the Fermi edge of metallic samples, for example
polycrystal Ag or Au. The limited resolution is ∆E < 2 meV in our system. The energy
resolution is also influenced by the spot size of the UV source - the smaller spot size the better
resolution. On the other hand, the intensity of the electrons reaching the detector is inversely
proportional to the UV light spot size, Ep and S, which results in a trade off between the
intensity and resolution. In reality, in order to get more intensity and to record data related
to large parts of the BZ during the lifetime of the sample, we usually use relatively large pass
energy and big slit. Low pass energy and small slits are only used for ultimate resolution data
recording for the study of the electronic properties at the Fermi level and for some precise
angles.
For standard measurements, the resolution is better than 10 meV and 12 meV for SPECS
PHOIBOS 150 and Scienta SES2002, respectively. The solid angle of the emitted electrons
entering into the analyzer is determined by the width of the entrance slit. It determines
the angular resolution in the dispersive direction of the detector. The angular resolution is
estimated experimentally better than 0.2◦ and 0.15◦ for SPECS PHOIBOS 150 and Scienta
1For a fixed electrical field gradient, only particles with kinetic energies in a particular energy, which is called
pass energy (EP ), are able to pass through the full deflection angle from the entrance slit S1 to the exit plane S2.
Particles with higher passe energy approach the outer hemisphere, whereas particles with lower kinetic energy are
deflected toward the inner hemisphere.
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SES20002, respectively.
The analyzer can be operated in two different modes 2:
(i) Fixed retarding ratio mode
In this mode all electrons are decelerated with the same fixed factor R = Ekin/EP . Thus
the pass energy is proportional to the kinetic energy. The intensity increases with the kinetic
energy I ∼ Ekin, while the energy resolution is decreasing.
(ii) Fixed analyzer transmission mode
In this mode, EP and ∆E in Eq. 3.1 are adjustable constants. The signal of all electrons,
independent of the kinetic energy, are measured with the same resolution and the intensity
decreases with kinetic energy: I ∼ 1/Ekin.
3.1.2 EPFL and SLS set-ups
Both the equipments at Lausanne and SLS are under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The samples
can be introduced in the UHV chamber with a fast pumping loadlock in a few hours. Once the
samples are under UHV they can be transferred to the analyzer chamber with a set of manip-
ulators and wobble sticks. The manipulator of the photoemission chamber has 4 purposes:
• it keeps the surface of the sample exactly at the focus plane of the analyzer
• it fixes the sample normal and azimuthal angle with respect to the entrance slit of the
analyzer (so kx, ky)
• it allows the experimentalist to move the light on the sample surface and to choose which
part of the sample is more promising
• the manipulator - thus the sample - is cooled by He cryostat. The ultimate temperature
for the sample is 10 K and around 20 K at SLS and Lausanne, respectively. Variable
temperature experiments can be performed up to room temperature.
The photons are provided by a synchrotron source at SLS and a helium plasma lamp at
Lausanne. Synchrotron sources allow the user to choose the photons energy and the polar-
ization of the monochromatized beam. Our monochromatized plasma lamp has a strongest
photon flux at 21.2 eV but the intensity drops drastically for photons lines of higher energy.
During operation the vacuum in the analyzer chamber is at the order of 5× 10−11mbar at SLS
and fixed at 5 × 10−9 mbar at EPFL. Indeed, the lamp is connected to the analyzer chamber
at Lausanne and maintaining the plasma requires a high pressure (around 3× 10−4 mbar) for
ultrapure He. For this reason, the lifetime of the samples will considerably be longer at the
synchrotron than for an experiment at EPFL.
2See details in the manual of PHOIBOS hemispherical energy analyzer series
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The the Specs analyzer was delivered at the beginning of my thesis and the complete set-
up was mounted during this period. Our first work was to calibrate and optimize the analyzer
with test samples (polycrystalline gold and single crystal Au(111)). Constant efforts were
invested in keeping the optimal resolution and efficiency of the apparatus during my thesis.
3.1.3 Sample preparation
Most of the samples discussed in this thesis are single crystals which were grown by chemical-
vapor transport by Mr. Helmut Berger (EPFL). These single crystals were characterized by
X-ray diffraction, transport measurement or magnetic susceptibility measurement. The ex situ
preparation usually included mounting the sample on a home-made sample holder with Epoxy
silver glue and heat it to prevent charging effect. The samples are azimuthally oriented by
means of Laue diffraction (Fig. 3.2 (b)) or oriented in situ by low electron energy diffraction
(LEED). For the samples related in this work, the samples holders (Fig. 3.2 (a)) were made
of Al (Lausanne) and Cu (Swiss Light Source) in order to provide good electrical and thermal
contacts with the cryo-manipulator of the analyzer chamber.
Figure 3.2: (a) Sample on Al sample holder. (b) Laue diffraction pattern of sample for the orientation.
Sample cleavage
Because ARPES is a surface sensitive technique, our samples have to be cleaved in situ in
UHV just before the ARPES measurement. For example, the transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) samples are made of 2D slabs linked by weak Van-der-Waals forces. Thus, it is quite
easy to cleave their layered structure with a scotch tape or a slim Al pin as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
We often use a scotch tape for 2D samples at Lausanne whereas glued pins are favored at SLS.
The scotch tape is attached to an ”O-ring” on one side and stick to the sample on the other
side. Pins and scotch tape can be removed in situ with a wobble-stick. Both methods lead to
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clean and mirror like surfaces with atomic corrugations. Our samples can usually survive in
UHV for about 24 hours after cleavage at SLS (6 hours at Lausanne) without any significant
alteration of the surface electronic properties.
Figure 3.3: Sample assembled with an ”O-ring” stripe of a sticky scotch tape (a) and a slim Al pin (b).
3.2 Basic theory of photoemission
3.2.1 The photoelectric effect
The photoelectric effect was first discovered by Hertz in 1887 [24] and was first explained by
Einstein [25] 19 years later when the quantum nature of light was developed. This effect was
applied by several spectroscopy methods combined under a general name of photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES) [26]. PES is now a mature experimental technique, with the ramifications
ranging from fundamental to applied physics, and even broad application in industry research
and development.
Photoemission is a photon in–electron out experiment, as it is shown in the sketch of
Fig. 3.4. The monochromatic photon beam (either from a synchrotron source or a gas lamp) in
the UV or X-ray range incidents on a sample, inducing the emission of photoelectrons that can
escape from the sample and are detected by the analyzer. The sample could be a solid, a liquid
or gas, but in this thesis I only concentrate on solid. The photoelectrons are characterized by
their momentum p, or equivalently by their parallel component along the sample’s plane p‖
and the total kinetic energy.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the angle-resolved photoemission geometry. The directions of the light
and of the photoelectron define the scattering plane. θ is the polar emission angle. (Figure is taken
from [27])
Figure 3.5: Electron transitions in a PES process. Electrons are excited from the solid by incoming
photons hν. When the electrons are emitted into the vacuum level of the sample, they obey the energy
conservation law Ekin = hν − EB − Φ. [26]
On the one hand, Ekin of an excited photoelectron is determined by Einstein’s relation, as
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the following total energy conservation law
Ekin = hν − EB − Φ. (3.2)
Here hν is the energy of the impinging photons, EB is the electron binding energy (referenced
to the Fermi energy), and Φ is the work function (the energy difference between the Fermi
and vacuum levels). Figure 3.5 illustrates schematically the energetics of the photoemission
process. Because of the energy conservation function, we can expect the distribution of the
excited photoelectrons to reproduce the structures of the distribution of the valence bands and
even the core levels.
Figure 3.6: Momentum relationship in PES process. Note that only parallel component of the mo-
mentum is conserved, k⊥ is not conserved across the sample surface due to the lack of translational
symmetry along the surface normal.
On the other hand, the parallel photoelectron momentum p‖ is conserved (Fig. 3.6) if the
photon energy is small (if smaller than ∼100 eV, we can neglect the photon momentum). The
momentum conservation law is:
p‖ = ~k‖ =
√
2mEkin · sinϑ. (3.3)
Therefore, the photoemission probes the real information about the electron momentum in-
side the solid. This conservation law is really useful, in particular to determine the electron
properties in low dimension system (CDWs and HTSCs). Upon measuring larger θ angles, the
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electrons states in the higher order Brillouin zones can even actually be probed. Note that the
perpendicular momentum wave vector k⊥ is not conserved across the sample surface due to
the surface potential barrier.
3.2.2 Basic principle of ARPES
From the point view of quantum mechanics, the process of photoemission is a very complex
phenomenon. However, when a crucial approximation is employed (sudden approximation,
details will be discussed below), the photoemission process can be simply described by the
Fermi’s golden rule. The key point of photoemission is the interaction of a photon with a
many-electron system. The initial ground state is assumed as ΨNi and one possible final state
is ΨNf . Now we will calculate the transition probability wfi for an optical excitation between
these two states. This could be approximately given, as mentioned before, by the Fermi’s
golden rule:
wfi =
2pi
~
∣∣〈ΨNf |Hint|ΨNi 〉∣∣2 δ (ENf − ENi − hν) (3.4)
Here ENi = E
N−1
i − EkB and ENf = EN−1f + Ekin are the total energy of the system before
and after the excitation ( EkB is the binding energy of photoelectron with kinetic energy Ekin
and momentum k) and hν is the photon energy. For the (limited) intensities encountered
even at synchrotrons, only one-photon processes are important. We can therefore retain in the
interaction Hamiltonian only terms linear in the vector potential A:
Hint ≈ − e2mc(
~A · ~p+ ~p · ~A) = − e
mc
~A · ~p (3.5)
Here ~p = −i~∇ is the electronic momentum operator and ~A is the electromagnetic vector po-
tential. In a homogeneous medium, and at least in the UV range, where photon wavelengths
are considerably larger than characteristic interatomic distances, ~A can be considered constant
(dipole approximation) and therefore∇· ~A = 0. Notice that in some cases ∇· ~Amight become
important at the surface where the electromagnetic fields may have a strong spatial depen-
dence.
One and three step models
In a first approximation, I neglect many-body effects and describe ARPES in a single-particle
picture. There are two main approaches to treat this problem: the so called one and three
step models [26]. The one-step model describe the propagation of the plane wave from outside
the solid into the crystal. One can start from Eq. 3.4 to calculate transition probabilities from
an initial state inside the solid (a Bloch state) to a final state (reverse LEED state) [26], as
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illustrated in Fig. 3.7 (a). In one-step model, photon absorption, electron removal, and elec-
tron detection are treated as a single coherent process [17]. However, in this case a complex
Hamiltonian including the information from bulk, surface and vacuum has to be applied to de-
scribe to bulk, surface and evanescent state, as well as surface resonances. Therefore, in many
cases a simpler three step model, although purely phenomenological, can be used (Fig. 3.7
(b)). Within this approach, the photoemission process is subdivided into three independent
and sequential steps [26, 28]:
(1) Optical excitation of the electron in the bulk.
(2) Travel of the excited electron to the surface.
(3) Escape of the photoelectron into vacuum.
Figure 3.7: Cartoons of one (a) and three (b) steps model of photoemission. (from [26, 29])
The total photoemission intensity is then determined by the product of three independent
factors: the total probability for the optical transition between the initial and final states within
the bulk, the scattering probability of the traveling electrons by the mean free path, and the
transmission probability through the surface potential barrier, depending on the energy of the
excited electron and the material work function Φ [17]. In the following we will discuss these
three factors, respectively.
In reality, the spectral function can be simplified within the sudden approximation, which
is extensively used in many-body calculations of photoemission spectra from the interaction
electron systems. In evaluating the process of optical excitation (step 1), the energy and
momentum conservation can be written as
Ef − Ei − hν = 0 (3.6)
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and
~kf − ~ki − ~kγ = 0 (3.7)
where Ef , Ei and kf , ki are the energy and momentum of initial and final state, respectively.
kγ is the wavevector of incident photon. Here the final state describes the ”hot” electrons
generated in the optical transition step inside the solid. By working at low photon energies
(less than 100 eV), one can disregard the photon momentum κ = 2pi/λ, as for 21.2 eV photons
( the HeIα line typically used on ARPES systems equipped with a gas discharge lamp) the
momentum is only 0.5% (0.008 A˚−1) of the typical Brillouin-zone (BZ) size of the cuprates
(2pi/a ' 1.6A˚−1). Thus as illustrated in Fig. 3.7 (b), in the reduced BZ the optical excitation
process is a ”vertical” initial to final state transition (kf = ki).
To simplify the problem, in the second step – transporting electrons to the surface – we
only consider those electrons reacting to the surface without inelastic scattering. A classical
treatment to the transport can be described by an effective mean free path of the photoelec-
trons [26]. Those inelastic scattering electron will be treated as a continuous background in
the spectra. In the further analysis, these background will be subtracted or skipped.
Now let us consider the third step of the photoemission, namely the transit of the electron
through the solid-vacuum interface, which can be described by a transmission function which,
generally, is related to the work function Φ. From the energetics of the photoemission process
(Fig. 3.5), we obtain Eq. 3.2 and 3.3. And due to the broken translational symmetry along the
vertical direction, k⊥ is not conserved, which gives more difficulty to get a complete determi-
nation of k⊥ unless the dispersion for the final state electrons inside the solid is known. In fact
we can apply the free-electron final state model to solve this problem. In this model, we have
Ef (k) =
~2k2
2m
− |E0| =
~2(k2‖ + k
2
⊥)
2m
− |E0| (3.8)
As shown in Fig. 3.5, E0 is the energy of band bottom (Both E0 and Ef are relative to the
Fermi energy EF , and Ekin is relative to Evac). Besides,
Ef = Ekin +Φ. (3.9)
Then combined with Eqs. 3.3 and 3.8, we get
k⊥ =
√
2m (Ekin cos2 θ + V0)
~
(3.10)
Here V0 = |E0| + Φ is the so called inner potential, describing the energy relative to the
Evac. Therefore, when the measured kinetic energy Ekin, the emitted angle θ and the inner
potential V0 are available, we can use Eq. 3.10 to calculate k⊥. Band mapping is easier in
two-dimensional (2D) system, e.g. at surfaces and in layered materials, where only k‖ is a
good quantum number and the rather difficult to determine k⊥ can be neglected. Full 3D
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band mapping requires collecting ARPES data from different crystal surfaces, and the initial
states are identified by a triangular procedure. Many of the rather specialized techniques are
discussed in Ref. [26].
3.2.3 Sudden approximation
In the previous section we only consider non-interaction electrons. Now it is certainly valuable
to think about how the spectral properties are modified when the interactions among electrons,
or between the electrons and other excitations are large. New structures, containing much
useful information on the interacting system, will appear. In order to understand and exploit
the spectral features in the interacting electron system we have to reconsider Eq. 3.4. In the
following we will separate the wave function in Eq. 3.4 into the product of two wave functions:
photoelectron wave function φkf and the final state wave function of the (N -1) electron system
left behind – ΨN−1f . In this assumption we use the so called sudden approximation to describe
the photoemission process with no post-collisional interaction between the photoelectron and
system left behind ( in other words, the photoelectron is instantaneously decoupled from the
remaining (N -1)-electron system). The N -particle final state ΨNf can be written as
ΨNf = Aφ
k
fΨ
N−1
f (3.11)
where A is an operator that properly antisymmetrizes the N -electron wave function so that
the Pauli principle is satisfied 3. However, experiments have shown that thisA is well satisfied
even very close to the excited photoemission threshold. The initial state can be written as a
product of a one-electron orbital φki and an (N -1)-particle term:
ΨNi = Aφ
k
i Ψ
N−1
i (3.12)
Here ΨN−1i can be expressed as Ψ
N−1
i = ckΨ
N
i , where ck is the annihilation operator for an
electron with momentum k. Notice that ΨN−1i is not an eigenstate of (N -1) particle Hamil-
tonian, but is just what remains of the N -particle wave function after having pulled out one
electron. At this point, we can rewrite the Eq. 3.4 as
wfi =
2pi
~
∣∣∣〈φkf |Hint|φki 〉〈ΨN−1m ∣∣∣ ΨN−1i 〉∣∣∣2 δ (ENf − ENi − hν) (3.13)
Here ΨN−1m is the eigenfunction of the (N -1)-electron Hamiltonian with energy EN−1m , and〈
φkf |Hint|φki
〉
≡ Mkf,i is the one-electron dipole matrix element, and
〈
ΨN−1m
∣∣∣ ΨN−1i 〉 is the
3Notice that when the photoelectrons with low kinetic energy, the emitted photoelectrons may need longer
than the system response time to escape into vacuum. In this case the sudden approximation is not suitable and
one should use the so-called adiabatic limit. In this situation, the (N -1)-electron system can adiabatically reach its
ground state before the photoelectron is detected, and all the spectral intensity goes into the ground state peak.
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(N -1)-electron overlap integral. The total photoemission intensity, I (k,Ekin) = Σf,iwf,i is
proportional to ∑
f,i
∣∣∣Mkf,i∣∣∣2∑
m
|cm,i|2δ
(
Ekin + EN−1m − ENi − hν
)
(3.14)
where |cm,i|2 =
∣∣∣〈ΨN−1m ∣∣∣ ΨN−1i 〉∣∣∣2 is the probability that the removal of an electron from the
initial state i will leave the (N -1)-particle system in the excited state m. For one particular
state m = m0, if ΨN−1i = Ψ
N−1
m0 , the corresponding |cm,i|2 = 1, and all the other |cm,i|2 = 0;
in this case, if Mkf,i 6= 0, the ARPES spectra of the non-interacting systems can be expressed
as a delta function with only one peak at EkB = −εk (Fig. 3.8 (a)). This is the simple case of
non-interacting electrons. In this case, Eq. 3.4 can be simplified as wfi ≈ 2pi~
∣∣∣〈φkf ∣∣∣Hint ∣∣φki 〉∣∣∣2 ,
which is the one-electron dipole matrix element. However, in strongly correlated systems many
|cm,i|2 6= 0 because the removal of the photoelectron results in a strong change of the systems
effective potential and, in turn, ΨN−1i will overlap with many of the eigenstates Ψ
N−1
m . Thus
the ARPES spectra are not single delta functions any more but show a main line and several
satellites according to the number of excited states m created in the process (Fig. 3.8 (c)).
Figure 3.8: (a) Momentum resolved one-electron removal and addition spectra for a non-interacting
electron system with a single energy band dispersing across Fermi edge. (b) The same spectra for an
interacting electron system. (from Ref. [17]). (c) Photoelectron spectrum of gaseous hydrogen [30].
3.2.4 One-particle spectral function
The photocurrent I(k,E) can be written, often an approximate manipulation of Eq. 3.13, as
I(k, ω) = I0(k, ν, ω)f(ω)A(k, ω) , (3.15)
where k = k‖ is the in plane electron momentum, ω is the electron energy with respect to
the Fermi level, and I0(k, ν, ω) is proportional to the square of the dipole transition matrix
elements
∣∣∣Mkf,i∣∣∣2, and it is energy, momentum, and light polarization dependent. f(ω) is the
Fermi function, which accounts for the fact that direct photoemission probes only occupied
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electronic states, and A(k, ω) is the single particle spectral function, which embodies all the
interactions of the electron in the solid [31]. In principle, an ARPES measurement gives access
to the single particle spectral function A(k, E), although in practice the issue is complicated by
several factors [17, 26, 32, 33]. In the non-interacting electron system, the spectral function
A(k, ω) is a simple Dirac’s delta function at momentum k and corresponding energy εk. Many-
body effects modify the properties of a real system, and produce changes in the one-particle
spectral function. In an interacting electron system, it is customary to consider the effects of
interactions in the self-energy
∑
(k, ω). Its real and imaginary parts contain all the information
on the energy renormalization and lifetime, respectively, of an electron with band energy εk
and momentum k propagating in a many-body system. Thus the self-energy leads to a more
complex spectral function as
A(k, ω) = − 1
pi
Im
∑
(k, ω)
[ω − εk − Re
∑
(k, ω)]2 + [Im
∑
(k, ω)]2
. (3.16)
3.2.5 Extracting the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy
Figure 3.9 shows the ARPES intensity map from optimally doped Bi2223 along (0,0) to (pi,pi).
The dark color represents the spectrum at nodal region near the Fermi level. The quasipar-
ticle dispersion can be clearly followed up to the Fermi crossing. One can see a break in the
dispersion at around EB = 70 meV which is related to a sudden change of effective mass.
The kink is usually attributed to the effect of the dressing of the QP by low energy excitations.
Quantitative analysis is done by using energy distribution curves (EDC) and momentum dis-
tribution curve (MDC), as marked in Fig. 3.9. Energy scans at constant momentum defines
EDC and momentum scans at constant energy determines MDC. Figure 3.9 also illustrates the
procedure for extracting the real and imaginary parts of the electron self-energy (for details
see Ref.[34]). The red curve is the MDC at certain energy ω, and the blue open circles repre-
sent the band dispersion or the positions of MDC maxima taken at different constant energy
ω. The black dashed line shows the interpolated bare band dispersion εk (without dressing).
k1 and k2 are the momenta where the MDC reaches its half maximum. Then, as illustrated in
the figure, the real part of the self-energy is Re
∑
(ω) = ω − εkm is the difference between the
experimental band dispersion and the bare band dispersion. The imaginary part is given by
[34] ∣∣∣Im∑ (ω)∣∣∣ = εk2 − εkm = εkm − εk1 = εk2 − εk12 (3.17)
The real part of the self-energy gives the information of the renormalization of the bare band,
that is the strength of the kink. The Lorentzian broadening of the spectral function is cause
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by the imaginary part of the self-energy which presents the lifetime of the quasiparticles, or
the scattering rate. Here the interactions other than the electron-phonon coupling have been
neglected. But in other cases, it is remarkable to consider all kinds of interactions, such as
electron-electron, electron-magnon, electron-plasmon and electron-impurity scattering into
the self-energy. In the following chapters I will discuss the kink behavior in CDWs and HTSCs
systems in detail.
Figure 3.9: Real and imaginary parts of the self-energy (shown in blue and red double headed arrows,
respectively) on the ARPES intensity map near the nodal region. The blue open circle line is the maxima
of MCD at each constant energy position, and the black dashed line is the bare band dispersion. Red
solid line is the MDC at a certain binding energy. The figure is referred to Ref.[34].

Chapter 4
Transition metal dichalcogenides
4.1 Introduction to transition metal dichalcogenides
4.1.1 Crystallographic and electronic structure
In the past several decades the layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have raised
much attention because of their unique crystal structure and complex electronic properties
[35]. The general formula of TMDs is TX2, where T stands for a transition metal (usually Ta,
Ti or Nb) and X for a chalcogen (S, Se and Te). These layered materials have a sandwich
structure with one sheet of transition metal atoms in a hexagonal pattern surrounded on
adjacent sides by two similar chalcogen sheets. The bonds within the sandwich are covalent,
while bonding between the adjacent sandwiches is due to weak van der Waals forces. There
are different possible arrangements for the relative position of the TX2 sandwiches in the lattice
along the c axis. The two most common types of TX2 sandwiches, with the transition metal in
either octahedral or trigonal prismatic coordination by the chalcogens (Fig. 4.1), correspond
to the 1T and 2H polytypes. There are several other possibilities for stacking the sandwiches,
depending on the relative placement of the layers, referred as 1T, 2H, 3R, 4Ha, 4Hb. The first
number in this notation refers the number of sandwiches in the unit cell, while T, H and R
distinguish the trigonal, hexagonal and rhombohedral symmetry of the structure. Sometimes
a subscript is required to further distinguish similar polytypes.
Since the interaction between adjacent sandwiches is weak, the electronic properties of
these layered compounds are mainly determined by the structure inside the sandwich. Another
very important aspect is the symmetry of the structure. For example, the simplest polytype is
1T-TaS2 (Fig.4.1 (a)), with Ta atoms in octahedral coordination, exhibits metallic behavior at
room temperature (RT), but an increasing resistivity at low temperature. On the other hand,
the 2H polytype with the Ta atom in a trigonal prismatic coordination (Fig.4.1 (b)), is a metal
both at RT and at low temperature, and even shows superconductivity at very low temperature
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(below 10 K).
Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the unit cell of the 1T and 2H polytype TMDs [6].
The TMDs present a nature cleavage plane at the van der Waals gap due to the weak inter-
actions. Therefore, it is rather easy to cleave the crystal in UHV to expose a clean mirrorlike
high quality surface. The cleaved TMDs show very large atomically flat surfaces and are rela-
tively stable, and therefore likely to remain clean for long time under UHV conditions, which
is quite suitable for photoemission study. The Brillouin zone (BZ) of the 1T and 2H polytypes
are hexagonal prisms (Fig. 4.2).
Figure 4.2: BZ and surface BRillouin zone (SBZ) with symmetry points.
Both 1T -TaS2and 2H-TaS2, which are considered in this chapter, are typical charge-density-
wave (CDW) systems. In the past several decades, both of them have been well studied, but the
driving force for the CDW modulation and the competition with other broken symmetry states
(for example, superconductivity and Mott insulating states) are still not fully understood. 1T-
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TaS2 exhibits a strong CDW modulation but with no superconductivity. By contrast, the CDW
in 2H-TaS2 is weak and can be interpreted in terms of weak-coupling scenarios, such as the
Fermi surface nesting, saddle point, or Fermi patch scenarios. In the following I will try to
address these issues.
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4.2 1T-TaS2
1T-TaS2 is an exception among the TMDs, because it shows drastic deviations from the one
electron band picture. The origin of that behavior may be the particularly large CDW ampli-
tude compared to other TMDs, as well as the presence of electron correlation effects of the
Mott-Hubbard type. The compound shows a succession of CDW phases, and the electrical re-
sistivity bears the signatures of the transitions between the various phases (shown in Fig. 4.3):
a metallic phase at high temperature, an incommensurate (IC) CDW phase below 550 K, a
nearly commensurate (NC) CDW below 350 K, and an insulating commensurate (C) CDW
phase below 180 K.
Figure 4.3: Temperature dependence of the electric resistivity of 1T-TaS2. Taken from [36].
Incommensurate charge-density-wave phase
The first change of the electric resistivity occurs below 550 K (Fig. 4.3). In this phase
the ratio between IC-CDW wavelength and the lattice parameter is aIC−CDW /a0 ∼ 3.35, in-
commensurate. The IC-CDW is a homogenous long-range ordered CDW state, with metallic
behavior. Figure 4.4 shows momentum integrated valence band photoemission spectra above
and below the IC-NC CDW transition. Across this critical transition temperature a clear de-
crease of the photoemission intensity at the Fermi level indicates a reduction of the electronic
DOS, which is in good agreement with the stepwise increase of the electrical resistivity and
with the expected partial gapping of the Fermi surface by the CDW (Fig. 4.3).
Nearly-commensurate and commensurate charge-density-wave phases
Below 350 K the electron density of 1T-TaS2 undergoes the second modulation. The IC-
CDW phase is replaced by a new phase characterized by a hexagonal array of commensurate
domains [37, 38]. Furthermore, the domain size which is characterized by the number of C
CDW maxima per domain increases when the temperature decreases in the NC-CDW phase
[38], as shown in Fig. 4.5. This corresponds to an increasing electrical resistivity.
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Figure 4.4: Momentum-integrated photoemission spectra just above and just below TIC−NC . A clear
Fermi edge, with finite electron density at the Fermi level, can be seen. The inset shows the photoemis-
sion intensity as a function of temperature in arbitrary units at 180 meV. Data is taken from [39].
Figure 4.5: The CDW domain size vs. temperature in the NC-CDW state of 1T-TaS2. Data taken from
[38].
At lower temperature ∼ 180 K, long range C-CDW order is suddenly achieved, and the
resistivity exhibits a tenfold jump. Figure 4.6 (data from [40]) shows ARPES spectra at the
Fermi surface of 1T-TaS2 around the NC to C-CDW phase transition. The 191 K spectrum is
typical of the NC-CDW phase, while the 186 K one is the characteristic of the low temperature
C-CDW phase. Clearly, at the NC-C transition, spectral weight is removed from the Fermi
energy, and piled-up at finite binding energy, reflecting a metal to non-metal transition.
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Figure 4.6: ARPES spectra of 1T-TaS2 at the NC-C phase transition. Data is taken from [40].
Figure 4.7: Ta 4f7/2 core levels of 1T-TaSe2 in the C (solid line) and NC-CDW (dashed) phases. Data is
taken from [41].
Another way to evaluate the temperature dependence of the CDW is through the line shape
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of Ta 4f core levels, which act as local probes of the electron density at the inequivalent Ta sites
[42]. In the similar compound 1T-TaSe2, the splitting of the Ta 4f7/2 spin-orbit component into
two peaks (Fig. 4.7) is larger and better defined in the C-CDW than in the NC-CDW phase.
The C-CDW phase is the simplest among the different CDW phases in 1T-TaS2. As men-
tioned in Chap. 2, the CDW is always accompanied by a periodic lattice distortion (PLD)
and leads to a superstructure. In the C-CDW phase, 1T-TaS2 develops a
√
13 × √13R13.89◦
superstructure. Its building blocks in the Ta plane are 13-atoms “star of David” clusters, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.8. In the real space a star array around a fixed Ta site A is evident. The
nearest neighbor (NN) atoms B and the next nearest neighbor (NNN) Ta atoms C move to-
wards the star center. However, this deformation does not fully gap the FS, with only the outer
NN and NNN twelve electrons occupying the electronic states below the gap. The ”thirteenth”
electron occupies a half filled d band which straddles the Fermi level as illustrated in Fig. 4.9
(a), which is the situation in NC phase. It is important to notice here the synergy of CDW and
Coulomb interaction. To yield a Mott transition, the on-site Coulomb repulsion U should be
larger than the band width W . In the NC-CDW phase U is smaller than the Ta bandwidth W ,
and no Mott transitions occurs. In the C-CDW phase, the Ta d band splits into three subbands
(Fig. 4.9 (b)). These subbands are clearly resolved in the C-CDW phase, while they overlap in
the NC phase as a consequence of the limited size of the C domains. Since U > W , at the NC-C
transition a metal-insulator Mott transition (See Chap. 2) takes place and the half filled band
splits into upper and lower Hubbard subbands, separated by the Coulomb interaction energy
U . This Mott-Hubbard gap will be further confirmed by photoemission data in the following
section.
Figure 4.8: (a)
√
13×√13 superstructure of 1T-TaS2 from the “star of David” mode in real space. The
open circles are Ta atoms. (b) The same but in reciprocal space. Notice that the
√
13 × √13 cell is
rotated by 13.89◦ with respect to the undistorted unit cell [43].
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Figure 4.9: Schematic density of sates for the Ta d band in the (a) nearly-commensurate and (b)
commensurate CDW phases. The splitting into three subbands of the d band is due to superlattice
potential associated with the CDW/PLD. A metal-insulator Mott transition occurs in the C CDW phase,
and a correlation gap opens near the Fermi edge. The numbers refer to the number of electrons per
subband.
Figure 4.10: The coexistence and competition of CDW and SC in 1T polytype TMDs. (a) Temperature-
composition phase diagram of 1T -CuxTiSe2. (b) Temperature-pressure phase diagram of 1T -TaS2.
4.2.1 Superconductivity coexists and competes with CDW in 1T-TMDs
Superconductivity (SC) and the CDW state are two very different cooperative electronic states.
At low temperature, it is a widely held belief that the two broken symmetry states compete.
Both states are the result of strong electron-phonon coupling acting – in general – on the
electronic states of the same Fermi surface. The competition of various instabilities often
encountered in interesting materials is an important topic of condensed-matter physics. SC
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usually is found in the 2H polytype TMDs (which I will discuss in detail in section 4.4). How-
ever, recently Morosan et al. [44] have reported the coexistence and competition of CDW
and SC in Cu-intercalated 1T-TiSe2, as shown in the temperature-intercalation phase diagram
in Fig. 4.10 (a). SC also emerges under pressure in 1T -TaS2 , while the CDW phase is sup-
pressed and eventually disappears, as illustrated in the temperature-pressure phase diagram
of Fig. 4.10 (b) [36]. In the present work, I also found a similar coexistence of CDW and SC
in the presence of a strong CDW in 1T -TaS2 when a small amount of disorder is added to the
system. In the following I will discuss and explore the electronic properties of that system.
4.2.2 Occurrence of superconductivity when the metal-insulator transition is
inhibited in 1T-TaS2 (Phys. Rev. B 81 172503 (2010))
When a Mott metal-insulator transition is inhibited by a small amount of disorder in the lay-
ered dichalcogenide 1T -TaS2, an inhomogeneous superconducting state arises below T=2.1 K,
and coexists with a nearly-commensurate charge-density-wave. By angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy (ARPES) we show that it emerges from a bad metal state with strongly damped
quasiparticles. Superconductivity is almost entirely suppressed by an external magnetic field of
0.1 T.
One of the most intriguing phenomena in the solid state is the occurrence of electronic in-
stabilities towards broken symmetry states, like superconductivity (SC), density-waves, charge
and orbital order, or the Mott insulating state. When two or more instabilities are simultane-
ously at work, complex phase diagrams and unusual physical properties are found. Under-
standing such a coexistence or competition is therefore important. A related open issue is the
emergence of SC from a normal state where the nature of the quasiparticles (QPs) is strongly
modified by the interactions. Spectroscopic probes of the electronic states with momentum se-
lectivity, namely angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) can address these issues.
Broken-symmetry phases are especially prominent in low-dimensional – quasi one-dimensional
(1D) and quasi-two-dimensional (2D) – materials [3]. The 2D transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) in particular, exhibit a variety of charge-density-waves (CDW) transitions
[35]. In their trigonal prismatic (2H) polytypes some of them also support SC, with critical
temperatures as high as 7.2 K for NbSe2. ARPES has been used to identify in the band struc-
ture the favorable conditions for electronic instabilities [45, 46, 47, 48]. According to the
simplest Peierls scenario, the CDW is the result of a moderately strong electron-phonon (e–ph)
interaction connecting electron and hole states across the well-nested Fermi surface (FS). SC
is also a consequence of e–ph coupling, leading to the formation of Cooper pairs at the FS.
Even if alternative scenarios been proposed which do not rely on nesting [49, 50], both CDW
and SC tend to gap parts of the same FS, and are generally considered to be competing.
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SC is usually not found in TMDs of the 1T polytype, with TM ions in octahedral coordi-
nation, but it can be induced by doping or by external pressure. Recently, much interest has
been raised by the observation that the balance between CDW and SC can be continuously
tuned in the TMD TiSe2 by a controlled intercalation of Cu atoms [44]. Here we consider the
occurrence of SC in the isostructural TMD 1T -TaS2, which exhibits a unique sequence of CDW
and Mott phases, as a result of the interplay of e–ph and Coulomb interactions [35]. At room
temperature (RT) the CDW is nearly-commensurate (NC). It consists of an hexagonal array
of domains separated by domain walls (discommensurations) where the CDW phase changes
rapidly. The domain size and the CDW amplitude grow as temperature is reduced, down to
TMI ∼180 K, where an insulating commensurate (C) (
√
13×√13)R 13.9◦ CDW phase is sud-
denly established. In real space the Mott metal-insulator (MI) transition corresponds to the
localization of one Ta 5d electron at the center of the 13-atom ‘star of David’ cluster unit of the
CDW. In reciprocal space, it is due to the opening of a correlation gap in a narrow half-filled
band straddling the Fermi level [51]. Sipos et al. [36] have shown that the application of
external pressure suppresses the Mott transition, and that SC appears above 2.5 GPa. Here
we show that, in the presence of a very small amount of disorder which also suppresses the
Mott transition, SC arises at ambient pressure below T=2.1 K. We have probed the electronic
structure by ARPES, and found that SC emerges from a normal state where strongly damped
quasiparticles bear the spectral signatures of the underlying CDW and of the incipient Mott
transition.
It is known that tiny amounts of disorder – induced e.g. by irradiation or non-stoichiometry
– suppress the MI transition in 1T -TaS2 [52, 53, 54]. We have taken the systematic approach
of producing samples with variable amounts of Cu intercalated between the TaS2 planes, by
adding CuCl2 during the crystal growth by chemical-vapor transport. Here we report data for
samples with a Cu content at the detection limit (< 0.1 %), for which the particular growth
conditions yielded a small Ta deficiency and possibly a small amount of structural disorder.
The stoichiometry was Ta1−xS2 with x = 0.015, as determined by fluorescence microanalysis.
X-ray diffraction yielded a c-axis lattice parameter (5.90 A˚) identical to that of pure TaS2. In
the following, we will refer to these samples as d-TaS2. The in-plane electrical resistivity was
measured by the four-probe method between 0.35 K and RT. The magnetic susceptibility was
measured along the c-axis in a 0.29 Oe field oscillating at 546 Hz. To achieve a signal from
the < 100 µm thin sample, five 1.6 mm2 pieces were stacked 1.5 mm apart, fixed with GE
varnish into shelves cut in a carbon fibre rod, thus allowing an expelled field volume from
the Meissner effect in excess of the sample volume itself. For ARPES and low-energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED) the crystals were post-cleaved in situ to obtain mirror-like surfaces.
We performed ARPES and core-level photoemission measurements with a SPECS PHOIBOS
150 hemispherical analyzer and a high-brightness monochromatized GAMMADATA He lamp
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(hν=21.2 eV, 48.4 eV). The energy and momentum resolution were respectively 10 meV and±
0.01 A˚−1. The Fermi level position was determined with an accuracy of ±1 meV by measuring
the metallic cutoff of a polycrystalline Ag film.
The in-plane electrical resistivity of d-TaS2, shown in Fig. 4.11a, increases with decreas-
ing temperature between 300 K and ∼20 K. The sharp jump at TMI and the large hysteresis
present in the pristine material (TaS2 in short) are completely suppressed in d-TaS2. However,
above TMI the two curves are indistinguishable, indicating a minimally perturbed sample. In
this temperature range LEED measurements show the coexistence of two equivalent domains
corresponding to the NC CDW, rotated in opposite directions. In our experience, cleaved
surfaces of pristine 1T -TaS2 generally yield single-domain patterns. The overall tempera-
ture dependence is similar to that of other doped or disordered TaS2 crystals [52, 53, 54].
Rather unexpectedly, the resistivity turns over below ∼15 K and presents a sharp drop at
2.1 K (Fig. 4.11b), suggesting the onset of superconductivity. The finite residual resistance at
350 mK indicates that superconductivity occur in spatially separated minority regions, which
do not percolate through the material.
Figure 4.11: (color online) In-plane electrical resistivity and c-axis magnetic susceptibility of d-TaS2.
(a) The resistivity is indistinguishable down to the MI transition at 180-220 K, which is seen in pure
TaS2 (red squares) but completely absent in d-TaS2 (black circles). (b) The low-temperature part shows
a sudden drop in resistivity below 2.1 K, suggesting onset of superconductivity. (c) Temperature de-
pendence of real χ′ (black circles) and imaginary χ” (red squares) components of the AC-susceptibility
measured in zero field. (d) Field dependence of χ at 100 mK.
Indeed, the occurrence of superconductivity is confirmed by the magnetic susceptibility
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(Fig. 4.11c). The real part χ’ becomes negative due to the Meissner effect. The imaginary
(dissipative) part χ” displays a broad peak similar to the behavior observed in granular su-
perconductors. In granular superconductors, the dissipation is linked to junctions between
superconducting grains. We speculate that the dissipation in our samples stem from the junc-
tions between superconducting droplets. Such droplets could likely be nucleated by the CDW
domain structure. The onset of changes in both χ’ and χ” is at 2.9 K, with the peak in the
imaginary part coinciding with the drop in resistivity at 2.1 K. Susceptibility shows that sepa-
rate superconducting regions form below 2.9 K, and phase coherence between them begins at
2.1 K, but does not lead to percolation. This picture is supported by the weakness of the Meiss-
ner effect testifying a reduced superconducting volume fraction v=(Vsc/V), and is consistent
with the field dependence, where an external field of < 0.1 T suppresses most the Meissner
effect, but a portion corresponding to the 2.1-2.9 K signal persist up to 1 T (Fig. 4.11d). Our
non-standard set-up prevents a direct, quantitative determination of v from χ’, but an estimate
is possible from the resistivity jump at the transition. A simple 2D model based on an effec-
tive medium approximation, which neglects the smaller conductivity along the c axis, yields
v/vc = (∆R/R), where vc = 0.676 is the critical value for percolation. In our case we obtain
v = 0.15, well below the percolation limit.
Figure 4.12: (color online) Ta 4f core level spectra (hν=48.4 eV, HeIIβ line) measured at T=70 K.
The broadening and splitting of the line shapes reflects inequivalent Ta sites in the CDW state.
Photoemission core level spectra provide an independent local probe of the CDW state [55,
56]. In the presence of a spatial charge modulation, inequivalent Ta atoms experience different
local potentials – corresponding to charge accumulation of depletion – which translates into
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differences in the kinetic energies of the photoelectrons. The intrinsic energy width of the
shallow Ta 4f core levels is small enough that the resulting spectral broadening or splitting
can be easily determined. Figure. 4.12 illustrates the Ta 4f spin-orbit doublet of TaS2 and of
d-TaS2, measured at the same temperature T=70 K. The spectrum of TaS2 is consistent with
literature data for the C phase. Both spin-orbit partners are clearly split, according to the 6:6:1
distribution of inequivalent sites within the 13-atom cluster. For d-TaS2 the splitting is smaller,
and the individual components cannot be resolved. This is characteristic of the NC phase at
T>TMI , reflecting a CDW amplitude and charge inhomogeneity smaller than in the C phase,
and the contribution from domain boundaries. The core level data confirm microscopically
that the electronic charge distribution of d-TaS2 is different from that of the pristine sample at
the same temperature even if, within the domains, the two configurations are quite similar.
Figure 4.13: (color online) HeI (hν=21.2 eV) ARPES intensity maps of (a) TaS2 and (b) d-TaS2 mea-
sured at 70 K along the high symmetry ΓM direction. The continuous line reproduces a tight-binding
band for the unreconstructed structure from Ref. [57], and is a guide to the eye.
Figure 4.13 (a) and (b) shows energy-wave vector ARPES intensity maps of TaS2 and d-
TaS2 measured at 70 K along the high symmetry ΓM direction (ΓM=1.08 A˚−1) of the hexag-
onal Brillouin zone (BZ). The top of the S 3p band is visible at −1.3 eV around Γ. The Ta 5d
conduction band disperses upwards from the M point. It is rather diffuse in d-TaS2, and the
map shows no clear Fermi level crossing, but a constant-energy cut – a momentum distribution
curve – at E=EF (not shown) yields a Fermi wave vector kF=0.27 ΓM . Overlayed on the
map as a guide to the eye is the result of a tight-binding (TB) calculation for the undistorted
structure [57]. The superlattice potential splits this band into three separate manifolds. Two
of them, centered at −1 eV and −0.6 eV, are fully occupied. A third half-filled band straddling
EF is further split at TMI with the opening of a correlation gap between an occupied lower
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Hubbard band (LHB) at −0.2 eV and an unoccupied upper band above EF [58, 59, 60, 61].
Clearly the three CDW subbands are not well defined for d-TaS2 but the incipient CDW-induced
splitting is revealed by strong deviations from the TB dispersion. This is again typical of the
NC phase, where free electrons from the discommensurations can provide enough screening
to prevent the Mott transition within the locally commensurate CDW islands. The finite size
of the domains, and the superposition of two distinct orientations shown by LEED, contribute
to the broad spectral weight distribution.
The effect of disorder on the electronic states is further illustrated in Fig. 4.14(a) by a
comparison of ARPES data measured at k=kF and T=70 K. The spectra have been normalized
to the same integrated intensity over the whole Ta 5d bandwidth, within 1.2 eV of EF . The
line shape of TaS2, typical of the insulating C-CDW phase, is dominated by a sharp LHB feature
at −0.18 eV and has vanishing intensity at EF . The shoulder at −0.4 eV is due to the CDW
subband. By contrast, the LHB structure is absent in d-TaS2. The line shape is not gapped, and
exhibits a metallic edge at EF .
Figure 4.14: (color online) (a) Energy distribution curves measured at k=kF and 70 K from pristine
1T-TaS2 and d-TaS2. The same spectra are shown in (b), after a symmetrization around EF .
The Fermi cut-off hampers a detailed analysis of the spectral function underlying the
ARPES data of Fig. 4.14 (a). It can be removed by a symmetrization of the spectra around EF :
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I∗(kF , E)=I(kF , E) + I(kF ,−E). Sufficiently close to EF the symmetrized spectra shown in
Fig. 4.14 (b) are proportional to the spectral function A(kF , E), since for the Fermi function
f(E, T )=(1−f(−E, T )), and electron-hole symmetry requires A(kF , E)=A(kF ,−E). The line
shape of TaS2 is that expected for a Mott insulator. Spectral weight is piled up in the Hubbard
subbands, separated by a correlation gap, or possibly by a deep psuedogap [62]. Further away
from EF the loss of electron-hole symmetry may influence the line shape of the upper Hubbard
band, but this is irrelevant for the following discussion. The picture of d-TaS2 which emerges
from Fig. 4.14 (b) is qualitatively different. A(kF , E) exhibits a weak coherent QP peak at EF .
Spectral weight is removed from EF and placed in the broad incoherent sidebands. Elsewhere
we have presented ARPES data showing the temperature-dependent spectral changes across a
Mott transition in the isostructural TMD TaSe2 [9]. The spectrum of d-TaS2 closely resembles
that of TaSe2 in the metallic side just above the transition. Clearly d-TaS2 is on the verge of
opening a gap. The broad, intense, sidebands show that the QPs are strongly renormalized
both by e–ph and Coulomb interactions.
The electronic properties of TaS2 are complex, due to coexisting interactions and compara-
ble energy scales. The dominant instability is the CDW. At first sight, the Coulomb interaction
should be unimportant, since the ratio α=(U/W ) between the Coulomb correlation energy
(∼ 0.4 eV from Fig. 4.14 (b)) and the conduction bandwidth (∼ 1 eV) is small. In the CDW
state, however, the relevant bandwidth is that of the narrower, partly occupied subband at
EF . W decreases with temperature as the CDW amplitude increases, and the critical value αc
for the bandwidth-controlled Mott transition is eventually attained. This balance depends on
material-specific parameters. In the case of TaSe2 the bulk of the material remains metallic,
but a subtle change of parameters yields α > αc and a MI transition at the surface. Disorder
pins the CDW and prevents the formation of a coherent C phase in d-TaS2. In the NC phase,
α < αc : the Coulomb interaction becomes irrelevant and the MI transition is suppressed.
Favored by the large e–ph coupling, a SC state can eventually develop in d-TaS2. But what
is the nature of the normal state? In the pristine material the sudden disapperence of the
Fermi surface at TMI explains the order-of-magnitude increase of the resistivity. d-TaS2 retains
a small but finite coherent spectral weight at EF which seems to contradict the insulating-
like resistivity. However, the electrical conduction is clearly limited by scattering by the NC
domains, and the increasing resistivity most likely reflects the growing amplitude of the CDW.
A second question concerns the electronic states which pair and give rise to SC. Are these
states also involved in the CDW, and eventually in the Mott instabilities? When SC in 1T -
TaS2 is induced by pressure, there are indications that it develops in regions that are spatially
separated from the CDW domains [36]. With increasing pressure the undistorted regions
grow at the expense of the commensurate CDW domains, and the critical temperature for
SC grows as the CDW is suppressed. A similar scenario may also apply here, but one should
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be aware of differences between the two physical situations. Pressure modifies the orbital
overlap, and therefore the band structure. Disorder, on the other hand, only affects the long-
range coherence, leaving the CDW essentially unchanged within the domains, which represent
a majority of the sample volume. We also note that the separation of electronic states within
and outside the domains is not so clear-cut. ARPES has shown that, even in the Mott phase,
the LHB exhibits a finite (∼ 70 meV) dispersion [63]. Therefore, the 5d orbital at the star
center is not entirely localized, so that states close to the domain boundaries may hybridize
with states of appropriate symmetry outside the domain, providing a connection between the
two electron systems.
In summary, we have shown that superconductivity can emerge even in the presence of a
strong charge-density-wave, when the Mott instability is suppressed in the 2D TMD 1T -TaS2.
ARPES measurements of the normal state show that the coherent weight of the quasiparti-
cles is considerably reduced by the interactions, and that the system remains quite close to a
metal-insulator instability. Future experiments will aim at establishing a quantitative relation
between the superconducting fraction and the amount of disorder. They should namely pro-
vide an answer to the interesting question whether the percolation threshold can be reached
before disorder-induced localization sets in.
This work has been supported by the Swiss NSF and by the MaNEP NCCR. We gratefully
acknowledge D. Ariosa for his assistance with the x-ray diffraction measurements.
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4.3 1T-TiS2
Another 1T polytype compound is 1T-TiS2. It is a semiconductor with a band gap of ∼0.6 eV.
When a small amount of excess Ti is present, it shows the behavior of a degenerate extrinsic
semiconductor due to the additional electrons. The electronic band structure of TiS2 has been
studied experimentally by photoemission, inverse photoemission, optical spectra and other
techniques, as well as theoretically. Several calculations of the band structure have been
available, which yield different values for the fundamental gap, or even predict a metallic
character. In the following, I will discuss the band structure of Nb doped TiS2 as deduced from
photoemission data.
4.3.1 The semimetal to semiconductor transition in 1T–TiS2 induced by Nb dop-
ing studied by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (to be submit-
ted to Phys. Rev. B)
Angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and transport measurements experiments
have been carried out to study the electronic properties of the niobium-doped compounds 1T -
NbxTi1−xS2 (x = 0 to 0.05). The effects of Nb doping on the electronic properties of TiS2 are
analyzed and discussed. The undoped sample is a narrow band gap degenerated semiconductor
which shows semi-metallic behavior and weak correlation effects. With Nb doping, the number
of carriers increases but defects induced by Nb substitution cause the opening of a pseudogap at
the Fermi level, EF , and an increase in the resistivity, indicating that a semiconducting phase
eventually develops in the 1T -TiS2 doped system.
The layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), and their related substituted or in-
tercalated compounds have been a subject of intense research during the past decades, namely
because they provide an exceptional playground to test and study the different interactions in
two dimensional systems. This family of compounds exhibits plenty of interesting phenom-
ena. Namely, the electron-phonon coupling, which is rather strong in some of these materials,
is responsible for charge density wave (CDW) instabilities and/or superconductivity (SC). It
has been recently shown that upon controlled intercalation of TiSe2 with copper (CuxTiSe2)
the CDW transition can be continuously suppressed and a novel superconducting state arises
[44]. In relation to electron-electron interactions, TMDs materials should not be considered
as strongly correlated materials, because the Coulomb interaction energy U is usually smaller
than electronic bandwidths. However, the periodic lattice distortion in the CDW phases, as
in 1T -TaS2 or 1T -TaSe2, and the associated super-periodic potential may split the conduction
band into narrower subbands where the bandwidth may be comparable to the Coulomb en-
ergy. Electronic correlations may then become dominant and even lead to a Mott insulator
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ground state [9]. Finally, to fully cover the range of interesting phenomena present in these
2D materials, and opposite to exotic phases, 1T -TiTe2 exhibits a quasi-2D Fermi Liquid (FL)
behavior [64], and it has been studied by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
as a paradigmatic FL 2D-system.
In this context there is a lack of recent studies on 1T -TiS2 and doped related compounds.
These systems have received a lot of attention two decades ago mainly because of their signif-
icant practical interest in advanced batteries as electrode materials, but also because of their
interesting electronic properties [65]. However, recent discoveries in doped TMDs, and the
improvements carried out in the last years in techniques as high resolution ARPES offer us a
new opportunity to get more insight into the electronic structure and the effects of doping.
1T -TiS2 was the subject of both experimental and theoretical studies [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71,
72, 73, 74, 75]. One of the main issues was to determine whether TiS2 is a semimetal or a
semiconductor. Several band structure calculations [72, 73, 76] showed the existence of an
indirect gap between the S 3p and Ti 3d bands. Earlier ARPES measurements confirmed the
existence of a gap in the range of 0.2-0.3 eV [66, 67]. Small electron pockets at the Fermi
level, around the M points, were also found in different studies, leading to a finite density of
states at the Fermi level. It is now commonly agreed that the difficulty of growing single crys-
tals with the exact stoichiometry often results in an excess of Ti intercalated atoms. This leads
to a finite density of states at the Fermi Level coming from the partial occupation of the Ti
3d conduction band which, confers a metallic, or semi-metallic, behavior for the pure system.
This was confirmed by earlier transport measurements [74].
The basic building blocks of 1T -TiS2, with a CdI2-like structure, are S-Ti-S sandwiched
slabs, each slab consisting of an hexagonal sheet of transition metal Ti atoms between two
similar sheets of chalcogen, S, atoms [77]. The strong bonds within each layer are of cova-
lent character. The bonding between the adjacent slabs is weak and determined by Van der
Waals forces. The physical properties of 1T -TiS2, and by extension, of other TMDs layered
materials, can be modified in a controlled way, either by the intercalation of foreign atoms or
molecules between the layers of the “host” material, or by the substitution of the transition
metal atoms in the plane by foreign atoms. In the first case, foreign atoms are located within
the Van der Walls gaps, in a virtually unchanged host lattice. Many of the changes occurring
in TMDs may be understood in terms of charge transfer between the dopant and the host, and
of the increased spacing between layers, which is necessary to accommodate the intercalated
species. Alternatively, the physical properties of 1T -TiS2and TMD layered materials can be
also be tuned by means of substitutional doping, i.e. the replacement by foreign atoms of
transition metal atoms in the chalcogenide–transition metal–chalcogenide sheets. The phys-
ical properties may be tuned in such a way as to achieve semiconductor-to-metal transitions
(or the opposite) or to turn a normal conductor into a superconductor [77, 78, 79].
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While the intercalation of alkali metals, or 3d transition metals, into TiS2 has been widely
studied [69, 80, 81], there are only very few studies focused on the substitution of Ti atom by
foreign species [82]. Here we report on the first high resolution ARPES and transport measure-
ments study on the influence of Nb doping on 1T -TiS2. Surprisingly, even if the carrier density
increases with the Nb content, both transport and electronic band structure measurements
reveal a metal-to-semiconductor transition with increasing Nb doping and decreasing temper-
ature. The results provide a spectroscopic view on the effects of disorder on the electronic
structure of a weakly-correlated two dimensional electron gas.
1T -NbxTi1−xS2 single crystals, with doping levels x = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3,
were prepared by the chemical vapor transport method in the form of plaquettes with the
c-axis perpendicular to the surface. The in-plane electrical resistivity was measured by the
four-probe method between 1.4 K and RT. Crystals were cleaved in situ to obtain mirror-
like surfaces, and the quality of the surfaces was checked by low energy electron diffraction
(LEED). ARPES measurements were performed with a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 hemispherical
analyzer and a high-brightness and monochromatized GAMMADATA He lamp (hν = 21.2 eV).
The energy and momentum resolution were respectively 30 meV and ±0.01 A˚−1.
Figure 4.15: (color online) In-plane electrical resistivity of 1T -NbxTi1−x with x = 0 (solid line), 0.01
(open circle) and 0.05 (dotted line ), respectively.
The in-plane electrical resistivity of 1T-NbxTi1−xS2 (x=0, 0.01, 0.05), is shown in Fig. 4.15.
The ρ-T curve of pristine TiS2 (x=0) shows a rather unusual metal-like behavior (dρ/dT>0)
in the whole temperature range investigated. By fitting the resistivity data with a power
law, [ρ(T ) − ρ0] ∝ T γ , we obtain γ=2.07. This exponent is quite different from the low-T
γ=5 exponent of a common metallic system. However it is in good agreement with previous
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results from non-stoichiometric 1T -TiS2 crystals. There, the unusual exponent was explained
considering that both acoustic and optical phonons contribute to the resistivity [74].
The resistivity is markedly different in the doped compounds (x = 0.01 and x = 0.05).
They exhibit a clear semiconductor-like behavior (dρ/dT<0) as the temperature decreases be-
low a broad minimum around a characteristic temperature (T ∗=130 K and 225 K, for x =
0.01 and x = 0.05, respectively) even if they still show metallic behavior in the high tem-
perature range. This behavior is quite different from metal-intercalated compounds MxTiS2,
whose conductivity increases with x [83]. Instead, with increasing doping, the resistivity in
NbxTi1−xS2 increases, suggesting that Nb atoms mainly substitute Ti atoms in the plane rather
than being intercalated between layers. The resulting substitutional disorder in the conduction
plane yields an increase in the resistivity.
Figure 4.16: (color online) False color ARPES intensity maps integrated over ±20 meV around the
Fermi level for 1T -NbxTi1−x with (a) x = 0 and (b) 0.05, respectively. The measured intensities were
normalized to the photon flux. Electrons near the M point form a narrow pocket and generate a six-fold
symmetric Fermi surface. The hexagonal SBZ is also shown.
The photoemission intensity maps at the Fermi level of pristine (x= 0) TiS2 and of a Nb
doped (x = 0.05) sample, measured at 70 K, are shown in Fig. 4.16. The ARPES intensity
was integrated over an energy range of ± 20 meV around EF and measured in the first quad-
rant, then symmetrized over the entire surface Brillouin Zone (SBZ). Opposite quadrants were
also checked and found to be consistent with the symmetrization procedure except from in-
tensity variations due to ARPES matrix elements effects. The FS maps exhibit a clear doping
dependence. Strong spectral weight distributed around the M point forms narrow electron
pockets, with an ellipsoidal ring shape, and six-fold symmetry. Upon doping, these pockets are
expanded systematically towards Γ and the center of the second BZ. The oval ring shape at
EF becomes less defined and blurred, showing no clear EF crossing points. A similar electron
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pockets expansion was found in Cu doped TiSe2 [79, 84]. In that system the density of states
(DOS) at EF increased with x, which was associated with the development of a superconduct-
ing state at low temperature. By contrast, in the present case, as it will be shown below, the
DOS is considerably reduced with doping.
Figure 4.17: (color online) Electronic band structure of the electron pockets surrounding M for x = 0,
along KMK (a), and ΓM (b). (c) and (d) panels show photoemission intensity simulations (see text for
details). Red dashed lines indicate theoretical calculations [83] and purple solid lines the dispersion
relation fit for m∗ as indicated. The inset shows the photoemission spectrum at the M point, with an
arrow indicating a satellite peak at -0.22 eV.
The ARPES intensity of the narrow M electron pockets along the KMK and ΓM high sym-
metry directions at T = 70 K, for x = 0, is displayed in Fig. 4.17 (a) and (b), respectively.
According to theoretical band calculations [83] the electron pockets result from the popula-
tion of the bottom of the Ti 3d conduction band. The theoretical band calculations are also
shown as red dashed lines for comparison with the photoemission results. The theoretical
band has been shifted to reproduce the experimental minimum in binding energy. In order
to calculate the effective masses of the electron pockets bands surrounding M points, and to
extract accurately the Fermi wave vector kF values, for the different doping levels, a simula-
tion of the dispersive bands has been performed. Results for x = 0 sample are illustrated in
Fig. 4.17 (c) and (d). This band simulation has been made by considering a free-electron like
parabolic dispersion, where the effective mass is introduced as a parameter to fit the exper-
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imental data. Gaussian energy distribution curves (EDCs) are simulated, with the gaussian
width coming from both contributions of the experimental energy and momentum resolution
(∆E∼ k∆k). Finally, to take into account the effects of the Fermi-Dirac distribution near EF ,
the resulting EDCs are multiplied by the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the given temperature.
Solid purple lines represent the parabolic dispersion for the obtained effective masses. The Ti
3d band effective massm∗ along the ΓM direction is 5me (me is the free electron mass), while
for perpendicular KMK direction is about of 0.5 me. Very similar values are found for doped
samples, so we can claim no variation of effective masses with doping.
The fit values allow us to estimate the number of carriers, ne, for the undoped and doped
systems. kF values estimated from the fitted bands are kF1 = 0.177 ΓM and kF2 = 0.181 KMK
(where ΓM = 1.08A˚−1 and KM 0.62A˚−1 are the corresponding BZ dimensions). These values
are quite larger than the previous ones reported on literature [74]. Assuming an effective mass
in the perpendicular direction to the plane (LM) of 16 (from ref. [74]), no m∗ variation with
doping, and ignoring the inclination angle from LM direction, we have estimated the number
of carriers, for x = 0 and x = 0.05 samples. For the undoped sample ne = 6.1×1020 while for
the x=0.05 Nb concentration is ne = 2.05×1021. Finally, the inset in Fig. 4.17 (a) shows the
photoemission spectrum at the M point. From both pictures of Fig. 4.17 (a) and (b) there is a
transfer of spectral weight to the higher binding energies, to the incoherent part of the spectral
function. This will be discussed later in relation with probable weak correlation effects.
Figure 4.18: (color online) Photoemission intensity map for (a) 1T-TiS2, (b) 1T -Nb0.01Ti0.99S2 and (c)
1T -Nb0.05Ti0.95S2 at 70 K near Γ and M points. The electron pockets around M point emerge, grow and
sink with doping.
The photoemission spectra taken at 70 K along the high symmetric direction ΓM show a
remarkable dependence with doping. Fig. 4.18 shows ARPES intensity maps for three different
doping levels (x=0, 0.01, 0.05). The highly dispersive feature around the Γ point is the S
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3p valence band. The sharp band feature near EF around the M points, is attributed to the
narrow Ti 3d conduction band, which dominates the DOS near the Fermi energy (EF ). Clearly,
the Ti 3d band starts to extend far away from M point towards Γ with more Nb doping. At the
same time, with increasing doping a systematic sinking of the d band below EF is observed:
the the binding energy of the band minimum increases from 29 meV for x = 0, to 103 meV for
the x = 0.05 sample. For larger doping levels – x=0.1, 0,2 and 0.3 (not shown here) – mainly
the inelastic background of the ARPES spectra is strongly enhanced and the band line-width
becomes even broader. Clearly, disorder leads to an enhancement of inelastic scattering, as
was previously noticed in strongly Cu doped TiSe2 [84].
It is interesting to note that with Nb doping both the S 3p band, near Γ, and the Ti 3d band,
at theM point, continuously shift to higher binding energy. The shift is very similar for both Ti
3d and S 3p bands consistent with an electron doping rigid-band scenario. Moreover, a clear
indirect gap as large as ∼0.6 eV between the S 3p and Ti 3d bands is observed, whose position
is defined by the centroid of the spectra. So, from the conventional definition, the system is a
semiconductor.
In order to get more detailed information about the actual behavior of the electronic struc-
ture with doping, EDCs at the kF point at T=70 K are compared for different doping levels
in Fig. 4.19 (a). For ease of comparison, the three EDCs have been normalized to the same
integrated intensity over the whole Ti 3d bandwidth. The line shape of pure TiS2, typical of the
metallic phase, is dominated by a sharp Ti 3d band at EF . With increasing doping we observe
a progressive shift of the QP peak and of the leading edge to higher binding energy. No Fermi
edge in ARPES is visible in the EDCs for the x=0.01 and 0.05 samples, and the intensity at
EF significant reduced. The peak and leading edge shift, together with the strong suppression
of spectral weight in the vicinity of Fermi level are unambiguous signs of the formation of a
”pseudogap” (PG). Nevertheless, despite the energy shift, the gap does not open completely,
and the ARPES spectra retain a small but finite spectral weight at EF .
Temperature-dependent ARPES measurements were performed for the different doping
levels. Results for k = kF are shown in Fig. 4.19 (b), (c) and (d), for doping levels x = 0,
0.01 and 0.05, respectively. With the aim of revealing the spectral function, masked by the
Fermi cut-off, underlying the ARPES data of Fig. 4.19 (a), we followed the common practice
in ARPES on high temperature superconductors, of symmetrizing the spectra around EF . This
procedure removes the perturbing effect around EF and symmetrizes according to EF : I∗(kF ;
E)=I(kF ; E) + I(kF ; -E). The symmetrized spectra shown in Fig. 4.19 (b), (c) and (d) are
proportional to the spectral function A(kF ; E).
The agreement between ARPES and resistivity data is good. The spectral function of the
pure TiS2 sample exhibits a clear QP line shape. With decreasing T the coherent peak becomes
narrower and more intense, consistent with the metallic behavior already illustrated in the
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Figure 4.19: (color online) (a) Ti 3d band spectra at kF for x= 0 (red line), x=0.01 (green open circle)
and x = 0.05 (blue dashed line) doping levels.(b)-(d) Selected energy distribution curves symmetrized
with respect to EF=0 [Isymm(ω)=Iraw(-ω)+Iraw(ω)] at kF reveal the temperature evolution with
doping for x=0, 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.
resistivity measurements. The scenario for Nb doped TiS2 which emerges from Fig. 4.19 (c)
and (d) is qualitatively different. Above the characteristic temperatures T∗ obtained from
the resistivity measurements, the symmetrized EDCs show QP peak features, similar to the
undoped sample but weaker and broader. Below T ∗, both samples (x=0.01 and x=0.05)
exhibit a partial gap opening at EF . While the partial gap opening is just incipient for the
less doped sample, it seems already rather developed for the most doped one. Upon cooling
down, the energy separation between the two symmetrized side peaks is gradually increased,
indicating the further opening of the PG, and a decrease of the density of states at the Fermi
level. Consequently, ARPES temperature dependent measurements seem in good agreement
with the increasing electric resistivity below T∗ for doped samples, indicating a transition from
a metallic to a semiconducting phase for Nb doped samples. A similar scenario was already
found for much higher Nb concentrations, as high as 60% [85]. However we have just shown
that a very small Nb atom concentration, as small as 1%, is sufficient to induce this metal-to-
semiconductor transition.
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Possible scenarios for this PG include a CDW gap, a normal band gap, a correlation gap,
and finally, a disorder-induced Coulomb gap. A CDW scenario must be discarded, because:
(i) no CDW phases have been described in the parent compound nor did we observe them
by LEED in the doped ones; (ii) the absence of the usual back-folding band in the electronic
structure. The second and third scenarios may be also rejected mainly because the closest band
to Fermi level (Ti 3d-Nb 4d) is far from being fully occupied, and, as it will be briefly discussed
later, electronic correlations are not strong enough to induce this kind of PG. Therefore, the
most probable scenario to explain the emergence of a PG with Nb doping is related to defects
and disorder effects caused by substitution. This is supported by the fact that with increasing
doping the QP peak width at kF increases considerably, as shown in Fig. 4.19 (a), which
emphasizes the important role played by defects after Ti substitution by Nb atoms. Usually,
different kinds of disorder can lead to localization. One is the random positions of the atoms,
that can lead to a random orientation of p- or d-like orbitals. If the degree of overlap can be
changed by varying the mean distance between atoms, the composition or the coordination
number, then a metal-insulator or metal-semiconductor transition may occur. In this case the
random potential induced by substitution causes a strong scattering of electrons and at the
same time degrades the coherence among electrons near EF , leading to an opening of a PG at
EF , which induces the metal-to-semiconductor transition [86].
Finally, in Fig. 4.19 (a) and (b), we can also notice a weak satellite shoulder at ∼-0.22 eV,
already signaled in the inset of Fig. 4.17. Previous studies on this system tentatively attributed
a similar feature to the localized defect states induced by excess Ti atoms rather than band
states [68, 87]. However, because of quite large effective mass of the Ti 3d band, and by
analogy with other TMDs like 1T-TaS2, we may expect that electronic correlations effects are
not negligible in this compound. From Fig. 4.19 (b) one can attempt to roughly estimate the
U/W ratio, taking U as the distance between the satellite peaks, andW the full width of the QP
peak. This gives a value U/W & 1. Therefore we can consider the spectral weight transfer to
the incoherent part of the spectral function due to electronic correlations as the most probable
explanation for the emergence of this satellite peak. In other 1T -TMDs materials (1T -TaS2,
1T -TaSe2) these electronic correlations become dominant and lead to an insulating Mott phase
[88].
In conclusion, we have reported on a transport and ARPES study on 1T -NbxTi1−xS2 (x= 0
to 0.05), including the FS topology and the electronic band structure. The effects of Nb doping
on the electronic properties of TiS2 have been analyzed and discussed. Without doping, the
system is a narrow band gap degenerated semiconductor system that shows metallic behavior
and weak correlation effects. Nb atoms mainly substitute the in-plane Ti atoms, and act as
electron donors. The number of carriers increases from ne = 0.5×1022 to 5.3×1022, but disor-
der effects induced by Nb substitution become so dominant that the resistivity increases and a
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pseudogap opens at the Fermi level, so the system undergoes through metal-to semiconductor
transition.
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4.4 2H-TaS2
The last example of CDW in a TMD system that I have studied is that of 2H-TaS2. Although the
CDW in 2H-TaS2 is weaker and not as complicated as in 1T-TaS2, the electronic structure and
CDW mechanism are still not completely understood. 2H-TaS2 undergoes a CDW transition at
T=75 K from the metallic normal state to a C-CDW state. The three unequal Ta sites, labeled
as a, b and c, undergo weak displacements, forming a 3×3 superstructure, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.20.
Figure 4.20: 3×3 superstructure of 2H-TaS2. Real space (up) and reciprocal space (down). Γ, M and
K mark the high symmetry points in the undistorted BZ.
A very interesting phenomenon in the 2H-TMDs family is the low temperature coexistence
of CDW ordered states and superconductivity (SC). The delicate balance between the two
instabilities can be influenced by external factors. In 2H-NbSe2, as illustrated in Fig.4.21, the
CDW transition temperature TCDW rapidly decreases under pressure, while the SC transition
temperature Tc remains almost constant. At ambient pressure, Tc of the three typical CDW
systems 2H-NbSe2, 2H-TaS2 and 2H-TaSe2 is 7.2 K, 0.7 K and 0.14 K, respectively, while TCDW
monotonically increases from 33 K, to 75 K to 122 K. This strongly suggests that there is indeed
a competition between CDW and SC in the 2H-TMDs family.
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Figure 4.21: Competition and coexistence of CDW and SC in the 2H TMDs. (a) Variations of TCDW
and Tc as a function of pressure in 2H-NbSe2. (b) Phase diagram: Stars, TCDW ; filled squares, Tc. a is
the in-plane lattice spacing and c is the interlayer spacing. Taken from [89].
Figure 4.22: Superconductivity and charge-density-wave competition and coexistence in Na (a), and
(b) Cu intercalated 2H-TaS2 [90, 91].
SC is also observed in metal intercalated 2H-TMDs. Different metals yield different Tcs
which increase – up to a limit concentration – with larger intercalation content. The inter-
calation induced change of the electronic properties of the host compounds can be mostly
understood in terms of charge transfer, and the overall electronic structure of the host com-
pounds does not undergo a noticeable change. However, the intercalant may induce changes
of the DOS near the Fermi level, and eventually enhance Tc. For example, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.22, Na or Cu intercalation in 2H-TaS2 yields higher SC Tc, while at the same time the
CDWs are suppressed or even disappear [90, 91]. I have found a similar behavior in the Sn
intercalated 2H-TaS2, which will be fully discussed in the following section.
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4.4.1 The coexistence of superconductivity and charge-density-wave in 2H-SnxTaS2
(to be submitted to Phys. Rev. B)
We investigated the electronic band structure and properties of Sn intercalated 2H-TaS2 by high
resolution angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy(ARPES). A charge-density-wave (CDW) gap
opens at the inner Fermi surface (FS) pockets centered around the equivalent K points, while no
gap opening is observed on the hole FS sheet centered at the Γ point. The ARPES results further
indicate that a weak FS nesting matches the inner K-point pockets and is likely to drive the 3×3
CDW. Besides a low energy kink in the valence band dispersion at ∼ 50 meV, a high energy kink
is observed at ∼ 130 meV. It is interpreted as due to the hybridization between the valence band
and the replicas induced by the CDW superlattice potential.
The study of broken symmetry states induced by electronic instabilities, such as supercon-
ductivity (SC) and charge-density-wave (CDW) represents one of the most intriguing research
areas in strongly correlated electron systems. Broken symmetry phases are especially promi-
nent in low-dimensional – quasi one dimensional (1D) and quasi two dimensional (2D) –
materials [3]. The 2D transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) in particular, exhibit a variety
of CDW transitions [35]. The trigonal prismatic (2H) polytype TMDs are such low dimen-
sional systems where CDW order coexists with SC. Among the CDW-bearing members in this
family, the CDW transition temperature decreases while the superconducting critical temper-
ature (T c) increases from TaSe2 through TaS2 to NbSe2, suggesting that the CDW order and
superconductivity indeed compete [35, 50]. Furthermore, upon intercalation of Na or Cu into
2H-TaS2 [90, 91], the CDW transition temperature is reduced but the SC Tc increases from 0.8
to 4.4 K and 4.7 K, which is further evidence for the competition between these two ordered
states. It is generally believed that superconductivity in the dichalcogenides is of the conven-
tional BCS character, i.e. caused by electron-phonon coupling [92]. The Fermi surface (FS)
is only partially gapped by the CDW, but the whole system remains metallic even in the CDW
state. The 2D character and the existence of an anisotropic gap are quite similar to the sit-
uation encountered in the high-Tc cuprates. However, despite many studies of the electronic
structure near the Fermi energy (EF ) [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98], the driving mechanisms for
the CDW transition and the renormalization of the band dispersion [94, 96] are still poorly
understood. Some authors [35, 50] argue that it is due to the FS instability (nesting). Oth-
ers attribute this to the saddle point mechanism [49], or possibly to a novel mechanism – the
Fermi patch scenario – which is rooted in the strong coupling nature of the electronic structure
[97], but no final consensus has been established.
Angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) is a momentum-selective probe of the
electronic states and provides direct insight into fundamental interactions of a many-body sys-
tem. ARPES is well adapted to investigate such low-dimensional materials. Previous ARPES
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studies on 2H-TaSe2 [93, 96, 99] and 2H-NbSe2 [48, 94, 95, 100] did not observe any sharp
changes associated with CDW transitions. 2H-TaS2 , which exhibits only one CDW transition
at a relatively high temperature TCDW ∼75 K, is an ideal system to study the electronic prop-
erties of the CDW phase in the 2H-TMD family, and the competition with SC. However, no
systematical ARPES investigations of 2H-TaS2 have been reported, with the exception of one
study on disordered and misoriented crystals [95]. Here we use high resolution ARPES to
study the momentum dependent gap opening and the topology of FS of Sn-doped 2H-TaS2 ,
as well as the renormalization of the band dispersion.
2H-SnxTaS2 single crystals were grown by chemical-vapor transport with the stoichiome-
try Sn0.4Ta0.92S2. The in-plane temperature dependent electrical resistivity was measured by
the four-probe method between 1.6 K and RT. The crystals were post-cleaved in situ to ob-
tain mirror-like surfaces, which were characterized by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED).
The data were mainly collected using a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 hemispherical analyzer and
a high-brightness monochromatized GAMMADATA He lamp (hν=21.2 eV). Complementary
measurements were carried out at the ANTARES beamline of the SOLEIL Synchrotron. The
energy and momentum resolution were respectively 10 meV and ± 0.01 A˚−1. The Fermi level
position was determined with an accuracy of ±1 meV by measuring the metallic cutoff of a
polycrystalline Ag film.
The top inset of Fig. 4.23 (Ref. [90]) shows the temperature dependence of the electrical
resistivity of a pristine 2H-TaS2. It exhibits a marked change of slope in correspondence of the
CDW transition at ∼75 K [90, 101]. By constrast, the in-plane electrical resistivity of SnxTaS2,
shown in Fig. 4.23, exhibits a weak feature around 65 K, and a sharp drop at T∼2.9 K to
zero resistivity (bottom inset), indicating a superconducting transition. From these data, it is
tempting to conclude that – similarly to the case of Na intercalation [90] – the CDW is partially
suppressed in the Sn-intercalated sample, while SC is enhanced with respect with the pristine
material, for which Tc=0.7 K.
FS mapping. Figure 4.24 (a) shows ARPES intensity maps of the FS at low temperature
(T=40 K). Notice that, due to matrix elements effects, the intensity distribution is not uniform
through the whole Γ and K FS sheets. In accordance with band theory [96, 102] and with a
recent study on Na intercalated 2H-TaS2 [97], the measured 2H FS consists of double-walled
hole-like structures centered at the Γ and K points. The solid lines in Fig. 4.24 are from
the tight binding (TB) calculation of Ref. [96]. The model only takes into account the Ta 5dz2
orbital: Ek = t0+t1(2 cos ξ cos η+cos 2ξ)+t2(2 cos 3ξ cos η+cos 2η)+t3(2 cos 2ξ cos 2η+cos 4ξ),
where ξ = kxa/2, η =
√
3kya/2, and a is the lattice constant. The coefficients t0, t1, t2 and
t3 are treated as fit parameters. A good simulation of the two Ta 5d-derived bands near EF is
obtained by setting the coefficients as follows: (1) (innerK pocket) t0 = −0.0453, t1 = 0.4123,
t2 = 0.2825, t3 = −0.015 and (2) (outer K pocket) t0 = −0.0553, t1 = 0.1980, t2 = 0.2498,
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Figure 4.23: (color online) In plane electrical resistivity of 2H-SnxTaS2. The top inset shows a resistiv-
ity data of pure 2H-TaS2. The bottom inset shows a zoom in on the low-temperature region, with the
signature of a superconducting transition at T∼2.9 K.
t3 = −0.005 (all energies in eV). The TB model from the Ta 5d derived bands near the Fermi
energy reproduces quite well the FS structure, except for the splitting of the Γ pocket which is
not well distinguishable.
As for all CDW systems, a crucial question is: what are the nesting properties of the FS?
Electron diffraction measurements of 2H-TaS2 and of Cu-intercalated 2H-TaS2 find a CDW
vector qCDW=2/3 ΓM [91], in accordance with recent studies on 2H-TaSe2 [47, 96]. The
open circles contours in Fig. 4.24 are shifted by qCDW . We find that only the inner K pocket
shows weak FS nesting. For a more quantitative evaluation of the FS nesting scenario, we have
calculated the autocorrelation of the FS. In order to eliminate the influence of ARPES matrix
elements, in the following the autocorrelation is calculated from the theoretical TB model
FS sheets of Fig. 4.24 (b) and (c), which well reproduce the experiment FS. The resulting
autocorrelation maps are illustrated in Fig. 4.24 (d) and (e), and the intensity distributions
extracted for the ΓM direction are shown in Fig. 4.24 (f). In correspondence of qCDW we find
an enhanced correlation for the inner K pocket, but not for the other FS sheets. This supports
the conclusions of previous studies on 2H-TMDs, that only certain regions of the inner K
pocket satisfy the CDW nesting condition [96, 102, 103].
Energy gap. The onset of a CDW state in a 2D system is expected to open an energy
gap on part of the Fermi surface. Previous ARPES work reported that 2H CDW compounds,
such as 2H-TaSe2 and 2H-NbSe2, indeed exhibit a partially gapped FS, with a finite energy
gap opening around the K points, and no gaps on the FS sheets around the Γ point. Our
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Figure 4.24: (color online) (a) Fermi surface map measured at T=40 K (hν=50 eV). The violet dashed
hexagons are the Brillouin zone for the 3× 3 superlattice. Solid lines are the simulated Fermi contours
of the two Ta 5d-derived bands (red line is the inner K pocket, green line is the outer K pocket). Open
circles in the upper part is the Fermi contours shifted by the experimental CDW vector qCDW=2/3 ΓM.
Regions of the FS that are nested – marked by black-dashed ellipses – are only found on the inner
K-pocket sheets. (b) and (c) are the two Ta 5d-derived FSs (inner and outer K pockets) calculated
by a tight-binding (TB) model. (d) and (e) are the autocorrelation maps of the models in (b) and (c),
respectively. A dotted line marks the ΓM direction. (f) Intensity in maps (d) and (e) along the high
symmetry direction ΓM, where a peak at the CDW vector indicates the nesting only in the inner K
pocket for the TB model, in good agreement with the nesting found in (a).
ARPES data allow us to address this issue in 2H-SnxTaS2. The spectral changes near the Fermi
energy across TCDW can be followed in detail either from temperature-dependent energy
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distribution curves (EDCs) or momentum distribution curves (MDCs). Figure 4.25 (a) and (b)
shows the EDCs measured along the ΓK direction in the CDW (T=20 K) and normal (T=70
K) states, respectively. The three thick EDCs marked kF1, kF2 and kF3, correspond to three
Fermi crossings. The first corresponds to the pocket around Γ (kF1); the other two (kF2 and
kF3) to the K pockets. The EDCs at position kF1 and kF2, shown in Fig. 4.25 (c) and (d),
show temperature dependent changes. The increasing spectral weight at T=20 K near the
Fermi energy can be assigned the sharpening of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function [104].
Furthermore, there is no apparent energy shift between the leading edges at the two different
temperatures, consistent with a zero energy gap at the Γ and at the outer K FS sheets, in
good agreement with previous ARPES data on 2H-TMDs [96, 102, 103]. By contrast, the
EDCs at kF3 reveals an energy shift of the leading edge across the CDW transition, indicating
the opening of a gap. A similar gap and spectral weight reduction at EF in the temperature
dependent spectra has similarly been observed in 2H-NbSe2 [96] only for the inner K pocket.
The MDCs at the Fermi energy of Fig. 4.25 (f) show a rich structure reproducing the Fermi
level crossings, and the sharpening and shifts at the lower temperature. Here it is also possible
to identify two weaker structures – indicated by arrows – which correspond to the replicas of
the Fermi surface induced by the CDW superlattice potential.
What are the implications of these results on the nature of the CDW? The energy shift of the
EDCs across TCDW clearly singles out the role of the inner K-point FS barrel in the formation
of the CDW. Contrary to theoretical predictions [50] of a gap opening on the Γ-point FS sheet,
our data support other ARPES data which show that the K pocket is the only gapped part of
the FS [96, 105]. Similar to 2H-NbSe2, nesting conditions are indeed fulfilled for the inner
K-point FS sheet.
Two kinks in the dispersion. Figure 4.26 (a) shows an ARPES intensity map along the
Γ-K direction, near the K-pocket double-wall, at low temperature (T=20 K). The two bands
are essentially parallel, but the details of the dispersion are different. The energy vs. momen-
tum relation has been accurately determined by a two-peak Lorentzian fitting procedure of
the MDCs as a function of energy. The experimental dispersions of the two bands extracted
from the fit are indicated by red open symbols on the intensity map. The outer band – further
from the K point – exhibits a linear dispersion all the way to EF . By contrast, the the inner
band deviates from a straight dispersion (black line) and shows two ‘kinks’. The more promi-
nent kink at ∼50 meV (E1) binding energy, has been reported before and well characterized
in 2H-TaSe2 and 2H-NbSe2 [94, 99]. There, electron-phonon coupling – eventually leading to
electron-hole paring across the Fermi surface – was identified as the dominant contribution to
the quasiparticle self-energy, which manifests itself as a renormalization of the band disper-
sion. The second kink at ∼130 meV (E2) is more surprising. Kinks in the dispersion – related
to the real part of the electron self energy – must have a correspondence in the imaginary part
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Figure 4.25: (color online) EDCs and MDCs across the CDW transitions. (a) and (b) EDCs measured
along the ΓK high symmetry direction at low (T=20 K) and high (T=70 K) across TCDW . The thick
spectra marked kF1, kF2 and kF3, indicate the three Fermi crossings, corresponding to the Γ pocket
and the K pockets, respectively. (c)–(e) Temperature-dependent EDCs across TCDW , measured at kF1,
kF2 and kF3. (f) Temperature-dependent MDCs across TCDW measured at the Fermi energy from Γ to
K.
of the self energy, which is related the QP line width. This is indeed the case. Figure 4.26 (b)
illustrates the binding energy dependence of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
QP line shape for the two bands, extracted from the MDCs. The line width is independent of
energy for the outer band. It shows instead two peaks at ∼50 meV and ∼130 meV for the
inner band, corresponding to the kinks in the dispersion.
The origin of the high energy kink is not straightforward. Clearly, it cannot be assigned to
the coupling with a single phonon or CDW mode, because its energy scale largely exceeds the
maximum energy of phonons (∼ 38 meV) [105] and CDW modes (∼10 meV) [106]. The sim-
ulations of electron-phonon coupling with both Debye and Einstein models by Hengsberger et
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Figure 4.26: (color online) (a) Energy vs. momentum ARPES intensity map of 2H-SnxTaS2 measured
at T=20 K along the ΓK direction. Open circles are band energies extracted from the MDCs by a two-
peak Lorentzian fitting. The two solid lines between the Fermi energy and -0.2 eV represent the bare
bands. (b) The corresponding MDC widths (FWHM) for the outer band (bottom) and inner band (top)
as a function of binding energy.
at. [107] excludes this scenario. Indeed, coupling to a bosonic mode at energy ~ω0 can affect
the electron self-energy at energies above ~ω0, but cannot produce new distinct features. A
coupling to multiple phonons is possible, but its effects are expected to be much weaker [108].
The energy of the anomaly in the self energy is influenced by the opening of a CDW gap. The
low energy kink in the normal state is expected to be shifted to higher binding energy when
the system enter into the CDW state. However, the maximum CDW gap size is only ∼10 meV,
and the ∼50 meV kink should be shifted accordingly to ∼60 meV, still quite far from the ob-
served 130 meV. As an alternative interpretation, the high energy kink could be associated to
the hybridization with a backfolded band in the CDW phase, similar to the case of 2H-TaSe2
[96], where a two band hybridization model reproduces the high energy kink. Further work
is necessary to explore this anomaly. In this respect, further synchrotron radiation measure-
ments, where the photon energy can be tuned to an optimum value to enhance the visibility
of specific band features, are required for a careful mapping of the superlattice bands.
CDW mechanism. Weak-coupling models of CDW formation predict that gaps form at
locations of the FS that are coupled by the CDW vector. Previous ARPES study on 2H-TMDs
and related metal intercalated compounds [45, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 100, 104, 109] showed that
they all have similar FSs, with two double-walled hole pockets centered at Γ and K. There
are several interpretations for the CDW mechanism in these materials. One is the traditional
FS nesting scenario, which considers the opening of CDW gap at the K centered pockets of
the FS connected by the CDW vector qCDW [96, 103]. The possibility of self-nesting of parallel
parts of the sheets centered at Γ is excluded, since it would require a different qCDW , and the
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opening of gaps which are not observed [45, 96]. A different scenario, suggested by Rice and
Scott [49], focuses on the high DOS and related instability associated with saddle points close
to the Fermi level. However, ARPES data indicate that the saddle points positions would lead
to a 2×2 superstructure, inconsistent with the observed 3×3 CDW superstructure [45, 58, 95].
Recently, a new mechanism proposes that a CDW gap opens over the so-called “Fermi patch”
around the M point of the BZ [97]. This scenario does not seem able to explain the observed
temperature dependence of the ARPES spectra of Fig. 4.25.
Our ARPES data confirm the opening of a gap on the inner K-pocket FS sheet, which is re-
lated to the onset of the CDW transition shown in the resistivity data. Both ARPES and optical
data indicate that the Γ pocket is unaffected by the CDW [95, 110]. Valla et al. [99] proposed
that the Γ pocket dominates the transport properties, while the K pocket is in charge of the
formation of a CDW gap. In turn, the gap would reduce electron scattering, and enhance the
metallic behavior, in good agreement with the quick drop of resistivity of 2H-TaS2and SnxTaS2
samples. Sn intercalation reduces the CDW transition by two possible mechanisms, either by
a common disorder-induced reduction of the spectral weight at EF , or because slight changes
of the FS lead to a worsening of the nesting condition[110]. This, in turn, has an effect on
the SC transition. Recent very high resolution ARPES data have revealed that superconducting
gaps open at both the inner and outer K pockets of the sister compound 2H-NbSe2 [94, 111].
A suppressed CDW in the Sn-intercalated material will leave larger ungapped regions of the
inner FS, yielding a larger DOS than in the pristine compound. This provides a rationale for
the increased SC Tcs.
In summary, we studied the electronic band structure and properties of Sn intercalated
2H-TaS2by ARPES. A CDW gap opens at the inner K pocket FS sheet, but not on the main
FS sheet around the Γ point. The ARPES results further indicate that weak FS nesting only
matches the inner K pocket and drives the 3×3 CDW. Besides a commonly observed low
energy kink at ∼50 meV, a high energy kink is interpreted as the result of hybridization with
folded superlattics bands in the CDW state. The ARPES data confirm that the FS nesting
scenario provides a framework to describe the competition of CDW and superconductivity in
this material.
Chapter 5
Electronic structure and properties of
Bi-family (BSCCO) cuprates
The discovery by Bednorz and Mu¨ller [14] in 1986 of high temperature superconductivity
(HTSC) in cuprates materials has revolutionized many aspects of condensed matter physics.
Still, despite extensive work in the past two decades, which have led to considerable exper-
imental and theoretical advances, many important questions remain unanswered. A central
issue in the HTSC is the role of the coupling between the two-dimensional CuO2 planes which
are believed to play a crucial role in superconductivity (SC). It has been experimentally estab-
lished that the superconducting phase transition temperature (Tc) increases with the number
(n) of copper-oxygen layers for n≤3, then decreases again [112, 113]. For example, in the Bi-
based (BSCCO) family, the highest Tc is approximately 34 K, 95 K and 110 K for the optimally-
doped one- (Bi2201), two- (Bi2212) and three-layer (Bi2223) materials, respectively. It is
obviously of great importance to study the evolution of the electronic structure, in the normal
as well as in the superconducting state, across the family. The Bi-based materials are actually
the HTSCs compounds most studied by ARPES. The availability of large high quality single
crystals and the presence of a natural cleavage plane between the BiO layers, are especially
favorable for ARPES measurements. In the past, the one- and two- layer BSCCO compounds
were well characterized. The three-layer compound is much less studied due to the difficulty
to grow single crystals of sufficient quality and size. In this Chapter, I report the results of an
ARPES investigation of the electronic properties of Bi2223. This experiment is the result of a
collaboration involving the University of Geneva (Prof. D. van der Marel), the Paul Scherre
Institut (Prof. J. Mesot, Dr. A. Bendounan), and the Swiss Light Source (Dr. M. Shi). The high
quality samples used here were grown by Dr. E. Giannini (DPMC-Geneva).
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5.1 Crystal structure of the layered Bi-based cuprates
5.1.1 Basic BSCCO structure
The crystal structures of the bismuth-based cuprate family for the one-, two- and three-layer
compounds are shown in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Crystal structures of BSCCO families of high temperature superconductors. The copper-
oxygen planes are marked by the gray shadow.
For example, the unit cell Bi2223 of the average structure is pseudo-tetragonal with a=5.4210,
b=5.4133 and c=37.010 A˚ [114]. This family of compounds, the first HTSCs not containing
a rare earth element, were discovered in 1988 by several groups [113, 115, 116, 117]. These
compounds usually grow as thin and small single crystals. They exhibit an easy cleavage plane
between two BiO layers weakly bonded by Van-der-Waals forces, and therefore are almost
ideal HTSC samples for STM and ARPES measurements. In particular, cleavage exposes a rela-
tively inert surface, which preserves the underlying copper-oxygen layers. Spectroscopic data
on freshly cleaved surfaces are therefore believed to reflect the bulk properties of the crystal
[29].
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5.1.2 The phase diagram of Bi family cuprates
Many electronic properties of cuprates superconductors depend on electron or hole doping.
The parent compounds of cuprates at zero doping are antiferromagnetic (AFM) Mott insula-
tors. The generic Tc vs. doping level is schematically shown in Fig. 5.2. Here and in the fol-
lowing I will only consider hole doping. As holes are added into the CuO2 planes, the system
enters an anomalous metal region, and then, above xu, the so called underdoped SC regime. In
this regime Tc rapidly increases with the hole concentration, and reaches a maximum at x=xop
(optimal doping). Increasing the hole concentration above xop – in the overdoped regime –
yields a more metallic normal metal state. At the same time Tc decrease to zero at xo, where
the compounds undergo a transition from a superconductor to a normal metal at T=0. Al-
though the schematic doping phase diagram appears symmetric relative to xop, actually, the
behaviors in the underdoped and overdoped regimes are quite different. A series of unusual
properties, including a pseudogap (PG) above Tc, non-Fermi liquid behavior, and an unusual
superconducting state usually appear in underdoped compounds.
Figure 5.2: Schematic phase diagram of hole-doped high-Tc superconductors [118].
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5.2 Structure and physical properties of Bi2223
5.2.1 AC magnetic susceptibility and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) of
Bi2223
The Bi2223 single crystals used in the ARPES experiments were grown by the group of E. Gi-
annini at the DCMP of the University of Geneva by the traveling solvent floating zone method,
followed by a post-annealing at 500 ◦C under oxygen pressure of 20 bar for 50 hours. The
details of the growth process is described in Ref. [114]. The samples were rectangular, with a
typical size of 0.5×1 mm2. The superconducting transition Tc was characterized by magnetic
susceptibility measurements, as shown in Fig. 5.3 for an optimally doped (OPT) Bi2223 single
crystal. Tc was 110.2 K, and the transition width was as narrow as 1-2 K, indicating the high
quality of the crystal. Figure 5.4 shows STS spectra of OPT Bi2223, which exhibit an extremely
high homogeneity over a range of at least 50 nm [119].
Figure 5.3: Magnetic susceptibility across the superconducting transition of an optimally doped Bi2223
single crystal with Tc=110 K (∆Tc=1-2 K).
5.3 Electronic properties of Bi2223
5.3.1 Electronic band structure of Bi2223
Before discussing the electronic properties of Bi2223, let us first briefly review the complicated
Fermi surface (FS) of BSCCO. Figure 5.5 (a) is the FS of Bi2212 determined by ARPES, from
Ref. [120]. The (0,0) to (pi,pi) and (pi,0) to (pi,pi) directions are dubbed ‘nodal’ and ‘antinodal’
respectively, with reference to the angular dependence of the SC gap on the FS (see below).
The thick solid lines correspond to the main FS, and the dashed lines to the ‘umklapp FS’,
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obtained by shifting the main FS by Q = (±0.21pi,±0.21pi) (Fig. 5.5 (b)). Q is the charac-
teristic vector of a ‘pseudo 5×1’ superlattice modulation within the BiO planes. The umklapp
Figure 5.4: Scanning tunneling spectra of Bi2223 taken along a line of 50 nm on a high quality OPT
single crystal at T=1.8 K [119].
Figure 5.5: (a) Experimental ARPES intensity map at the Fermi surface of Bi2212, after Ref. [120]. (b)
Schematics of the main FS and of the superstructure replicas (umklapp). The red lines are obtained by
a tight binding fit to the dispersion data of the main band. The dahed lines correspond to (0.21pi, 0.21pi)
umklapps of the main band.
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bands are due either to the effect of the Bi-O plane distortion on the CuO2 plane, or simply
to the diffraction of the escaping photoelectrons from the Bi-O plane [121]. Evidently, these
umklapps present an additional obstacle for the data analysis. To reduce their effect, BSCCO
can be doped by Pb which partially replaces the Bi atoms in the lattice and removes the mod-
ulation. However, doping with Pb is only efficient in one- and two-layer BSCCO. It is quite
difficult to achieve Pb-doping in Bi2223, and this adds to the complexity of the analysis of the
ARPES data.
As mentioned already, the change in the number of layers (n) in the unit cell affects the
superconductor system in many different ways. Firstly, the chemical environment around
the CuO2 planes is different depending on n. For example, the Cu ions in the outer CuO2
layers of Bi2223 have the same chemical environment (pyramidal coordination) as the two
copper-oxygen planes in Bi2212, while the inner CuO2 layer of Bi2223 has no apical oxygens
[122]. Secondly, the different environment and coupling between neighboring CuO2 layers
alter the band dispersion and therefore the shape of the Fermi surface. ARPES studies of the
bilayer Bi2212 [123, 124, 125], tri-layer Bi2223 [126] and four layer Ba2Ca3Cu4O8F2 (F0234)
[127] compounds have revealed the splitting of the conduction band and FSs. For example, in
overdoped (OD) Bi2212, the hybridization between the two CuO2 layers causes the splitting
into bonding and anti-bonding bands [123, 124]. The Bi2223 data give evidence for two
different gaps, associated with the outer and inner CuO2 planes [126]. The ARPES results
from the four-layer compound F0234 revealed two FS sheets corresponding to different hole
concentrations in the outer and inner CuO2 planes [127].
In order to investigate the role of multiple CuO2 planes and of interlayer coupling on the
electronic structure of the cuprates, and their influence on superconductivity, we have studied
by ARPES the three-layer compound Bi2223. From a comparison of the present results on
Bi2223 with the ARPES data on single- and double-layer BSCCO, several issues are addressed
in this section, namely:
(1) the appearance of the coherent peak in the nodal and anti-nodal directions,
(2) the shape of the FS in overdoped samples,
(3) the superconducting gap magnitude and symmetry.
The ARPES measurements were performed at beamline SIS of the Swiss Light Source
(SLS). We used a GAMMADATA SCIENTA SES-2002 spectrometer, with an angular resolution
of better than 0.15◦. The energy resolution was respectively 17 meV and 12 meV for the high-
intensity and high-resolution measurements. The Fermi energy was determined by recording
the photoemission spectra from a polycrystalline copper sample. The clean surface for ARPES
measurements was obtained by in situ cleavage in an ultrahigh vacuum of 5×10−11 mbar.
Figure 5.6 presents a summary of the ARPES data for the superconducting state (T=12 K)
of an OPT Bi2223 sample, along the nodal and antinodal high-symmetry directions in the first
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Brillouin zone (BZ). The observed quasiparticle (QP) line shape is similar to those of the one-
and two-layer compounds [128]. The rather flat QP band near (pi,0) (cut2 along MY) reflects
the presence of a van-Hove like singularity in the band structure below EF . By contrast, a sharp
QP peak exhibits a rapid dispersion along the (0,0) to (pi,pi) direction (cut1 along ΓY), defining
a clear Fermi level crossing. The same figure shows an umklapp band from the superstructure
in the Bi-O layers, shifted by ±(0.21pi,0.21pi) with respect to the main bands. A comparison
of the ARPES spectra at the nodal and antinodal points of the FS is illustrated in Fig. 5.6 (e).
In the former case the line shape reveals a resolution-limited cut-off at EF , consistent with
no gap. At the antinodal point, on the other hand, the QP peak is well removed from EF ,
indicating the opening of a superconducting gap.
Figure 5.6: ARPES spectra of the superconducting state of Bi2223 along high-symmetric directions at
T=12 K. (a) ARPES intensity maps along (0,0) to (pi,pi). (b) The energy distribution curves (EDCs)
corresponding to (a). (c) Intensity map along (pi,0) to (pi,pi), and (d) the corresponding EDCs. Main
(umklapp) bands are marked with bars (open circles). (e) Comparison of EDCs at nodal and antinodal
regions. Clearly, no gap opens in the nodal direction, but an evident gap occurs in the anti-nodal region.
The corresponding cuts 1 and 2 are indicated in (f).
As a result of the interaction between the CuO2 planes along the c-axis mentioned above,
a clear splitting of the conduction band in bonding and antibonding bands, and of the FS,
has been observed in the bilayer systems Bi2212 and YBCO [123, 124, 125, 129]. Figure 5.7
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(a) presents the normal state data from a Tc=65 K overdoped Bi2212 sample [123]. Two
Fermi surfaces – a bonding (BB) and an anti-bonding (AB) one – are observed for the main
band as well as for the umklapp bands (BB’ and AB’). These split FS sheets correspond to four
well-resolved quasi-particle peaks (Fig. 5.7 (b)). Since Bi2223 has three CuO2 planes, a tri-
layer splitting – i.e. the splitting into 3 bands: bonding, non-bonding and anti-bonding – can
be anticipated in this system. A threefold splitting has also been predicted by a t’-t”-J model
calculation [130].
Figure 5.7: Bilayer splitting in overdoped Bi2212 (Tc=65 K): (a) Fermi surface ARPES intensity map.
White symbols are the FS crossing estimated directly from the dispersion of the peaks. BB and AB refer
to main bonding and anti-bonding bands, and BB’ and AB’ to the corresponding umklapp bands. (b)
ARPES spectra along the cut indicated by the white arrow in panel (a). (From Ref. [123])
Feng et. al. [122] compared the normal state at (pi,0) spectra on OPT Bi2201, Bi2212
and Bi2223 using different photon energies, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The line shape of Bi2201,
without multi-band structure, is independent on the photon energy, while that of Bi2212 is
modulated due to the different photon energy dependence of the photoemission matrix ele-
ments for the bonding and antibonding bands. The same figure shows that the band split-
ting in Bi2223 is absent or at least much weaker than in Bi2212. Such unexpectedly weak
tri-layer splitting was ascribed to the difference on chemical environment among the three
CuO2 planes. According to the theory of M. Mori [130], the inner and outer layers of Bi2223
would have different hole concentrations: the inner-layer hole concentration being 15% to
25% smaller than that of the outer-layers. Therefore, the inner-layer is underdoped, so that
electronic correlations are strong and will severely reduce the effective hopping between the
outer and inner layers (see Ref. [122] and references therein). In other words, the inner-
layer would act as a separator between the two outer-layers, and the tri-layer splitting would
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then be strongly reduced. However, despite this theoretical suggestion, more data on different
samples are required before the issue can be considered to be definitely solved.
Figure 5.8: Photon energy dependence of the normal state (pi,0) ARPES spectra for optimally doped:
(a) Bi2201 at 40 K (Tc=33 K); (b) Bi2212 at 110 K (Tc=90 K); (c) Bi2223 at 125 K (Tc=108 K). (d)
Direct comparison of the (pi,0) ARPES spectra taken with 22.7 eV photons from panels a-c. (From Ref.
[122])
Figure 5.9 (a) shows that the conduction band is split into two in the region between node
and antinode in the superconducting state (T=12 K). The splitting gives rise to separate Fermi
surface sheets, indicated by black and red solid lines. It is also well resolved in the super-lattice
band. This observation does not confirm the expected threefold splitting for a three layer
system. It supports the hypothesis of inequivalently doped outer and inner CuO2 layers, with a
weak coupling between the two outer layers. In this case, the nearly degenerate bonding and
anti-bonding bands are not resolved [126], and give rise to the same outer layer (OL) Fermi
surface. On the other hand, the band derived from the inner layer (IL) is distinct because of the
lower doping level, and it gives rise to a separate IL Fermi surface. Circumstantial evidence
for this scenario is provided by an analysis of the width of the features in the momentum
distribution curve (MDC) (shown in Fig. 5.9 (b)). The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
for the OL bands at the Fermi crossing, ∼0.058 (A˚−1), is significantly larger than that of the IL
band, ∼0.036 (A˚−1), strongly suggesting the presence of two unresolved bands in the former.
Remarkably, an intensity map measured near the antinode region (Fig. 5.10) shows three
parallel dispersive structures near the Fermi level, indicated also by dashed lines overlayed on
the EDCs in Fig. 5.10 (b). Figure 5.10 (c) illustrates the MDC at the Fermi level, which clearly
exhibits three peaks, possibly corresponding to anti-bonding, bonding and non-bonding bands.
A fit of the MDC with three Lorentzian functions yields a splitting of 0.059 A˚−1 between the
bonding and anti-bonding OL bands. The line widths of the split bands are 0.064 and 0.084
A˚−1, and 0.042 A˚−1 for the IL band. The FWHW of the two split OL bands is nearly the same
as that of the Bi2212 bands, ∼0.08 A˚−1 in the superconducting state [131]. A complication in
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Figure 5.9: (a) ARPES intensity map of OPT (Tc=110 K) Bi2223, measured at T=12 K (hν=55 eV)
along a cut close to the node location on the FS, shows a clear interlayer splitting. The splitting is
also seen in the superlattice band. The curve on the top is an MDC at the Fermi energy. The arrows
indicate a splitting into two separate dispersing features. (b) Enlarged MDC from (a). The blue solid
line is a fit of the MDC with two Lorentzian functions. (c) Schematics of the BZ with the measured cut
(black dashed line). Two Fermi surfaces of the main band (solid lines) are observed corresponding to
non-resolved OL bands (red lines) and to an IL band (black lines). The same structure is found in the
umklapps (dotted lines).
the analysis is the possible interference from the umklapp bands, which could be mistaken for
a split component of the main band. However, if one of the split bands were to be assigned
to umklapp1 (see Fig. 5.10 (d)), its dispersion should have opposite curvature to that of the
main band. If, on the other hand, the split band was actually umklapp2, it would indeed
be parallel to the main band, but shifted ∼ 0.21pi/a away from it (as found the umklapps in
Fig. 5.9). Thus we tend to believe the observed close and parallel dispersive bands indeed
reflect the trilayer splitting into bonding, anti-bonding and non-bonding bands. Closer to
the antinodal region the splitting cannot be fully resolved anymore in our data (not shown).
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Further experiment with variable photon energy and polarization could help resolve the split
structures, or set upper limits to the splitting, over the whole Fermi surface.
Figure 5.10: (a) ARPES intensity map measured near the anti-node region. It shows three separate
dispersive bands. (b) The corresponding EDCs. The three dashed lines highlight the three split bands.
(c) The MDC (red open circles) obtained at the Fermi level. The solid blue line is a fit with three
Lorentzian functions. (d) Schematics of the BZ with the measured cut.
5.4 The superconducting energy gap
5.4.1 Two kinds of wave symmetries
The question of the symmetry of the superconducting gap is a crucial topic in high Tc cuprates
research, and a key point to understand the nature of superconductivity [132, 133, 134]. On
the one hand, in the simple BCS theory, as mentioned in Chap.2, Cooper pairs are described
by a single wave function with spherical symmetry, or s-wave symmetry, for conventional
superconductors. Therefore, Cooper paring is called s-wave paring. More complex symmetries
are possible. Strong Coulomb interactions among the charge carriers and anti-ferromagnetic
spin fluctuations favor a d-wave symmetry of the gap in superconducting state. In a nutshell,
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the d-wave symmetry allows the two paired electrons to keep clear from each other, reducing
their Coulomb repulsion [134].
The different nature of the s-wave and d-wave gap symmetries are illustrated schematically
in Fig. 5.11. The s-wave gap function has zero angular momentum and spherical symmetry,
i.e. the gap is the same everywhere on the Fermi surface. The d-wave gap function has a
cloverleaf shape, with four leaves directed along the a and b axes within the CuO2 plane. The
d-wave gap has a fourfold symmetry, with maxima along the Cu-O bond directions, and zeroes
at 45◦ in between, i.e. when |kx| = |ky|. The d-wave order parameter is actually complex, and
it changes sign across the zeroes. This aspect can be probed by experiments that are sensitive
to the phase of the order parameter, like tunneling, but not by ARPES, which only reveals its
absolute value. Though there are still hot debates on the detailed behavior of the gap function
in the HTSC cuprates, it is now well established that it has a predominantly dx2−y2 symmetry:
∆(k) = ∆0 |cos kx − cos ky|[134, 135, 136].
Figure 5.11: Isotropic s-wave (out circle, red), d-wave (four leaves, blue lines). The ”+” and ”-” denote
the sign of the order parameter.
5.4.2 Superconducting gap from ARPES data in Bi2223
d-wave symmetry gap
Before proceeding with the ARPES results, it is important to comment on the procedures
which can be used to estimate the gap size from the ARPES data. One common procedure is
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to define the leading edge gap (LEG) which is determined as the lowest binding energy of the
middle point of the spectral leading edge [137, 138, 139]. The advantage of this approach is
that one can directly compare the superconducting gap and a possible normal state gap. An
alternative method is the symmetrization procedure proposed by Norman et al. [140]. The
ARPES spectra are cut off by the temperature-dependent Fermi function at the Fermi level.
In order to investigate the intrinsic temperature evolution of the gap value it is necessary to
remove the temperature broadening from the spectra. It can be removed by a symmetrization
of the spectra around EF :
I∗ (kF ;E) = I (kF ;E) + I (kF ;−E) = c ∗A (kF ;E) f (E) + c ∗A (kF ;−E) f (−E) , (5.1)
where c is a constant. Since for the Fermi function f(E,T)=(1-f(-E,T)), and electron-hole
symmetry requires A(kF ; E)=A(kF ; -E), equation 5.1 reduces to I∗(kF ;E) = c ∗ A(kF ;E).
Therefore, the symmetrized spectra – e.g. those at the node and antinode locations shown in
Fig. 5.12 – can be considered to be proportional to the spectral function A(kF ;E). A single
peak is observed in the nodal symmetrized EDC indicating that no energy gap opens there. By
contrast, the symmetrized spectrum at the antinodal location shows two peaks, which reflect
the superconducting gap opening.
Figure 5.12: Symmetrization of the ARPES spectra at the node (a) and antinode (b) location, following
the method suggested by Norman et al.[140]. Solid lines are the ARPES spectra, and the ”+” symbols
show the spectra after symmetrization. Both spectra were measured below Tc.
By symmetrizing the EDCs as a function of momentum and temperature, one can identify a
superconducting gap (∆(k)) consistent with a d-wave symmetry. Figure 5.13 shows that at the
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nodal point the symmetrized EDC exhibits a sharp quasiparticle peak, indicating the absence
of any gap. On the other hand, in the antinodal region the symmetrized EDC shows two peaks
on both sides of the Fermi level, corresponding to a maximum gap amplitude ∆0 of 32±2 meV
1for the optimally doped Bi2223 sample, in good agreement with STS experiments [118, 119]
and previous ARPES reports [141, 142, 143]. Notice that the maximum gap size of Bi2223
is larger than that of optimally doped Bi2212 (∼ 20 meV). Feng et al. and Sato et al. [141,
144] suggested that in the cuprates the maximum Tc is determined by the paring strength
(maximum gap amplitude ∆0) and the superfluid density ρs or condensate fraction (see Ref
[141] and references therein). For optimally doped Bi2223 both of these two ingredients
of superconductivity are larger than Bi2212 and Bi2201. Feng et al. [141] found that the
superconducting peak ratio (SPR)– defined as the ratio between the integrated intensity of the
SC peak and that of the whole spectrum – linearly increases with the number of CuO2 layers n
(n ≤ 3). This is qualitatively consistent with muon spin resonance (µSR) results, which show
that ρs is larger for the optimally doped cuprates with more CuO2 layers (n ≤3), and scales
with Tc in approximately a linear fashion as in the celebrated “Uemura plot” [145].
Figure 5.13: Symmetrized EDCs of OPT Bi2223 measured at T=12 K along the FS show an anisotropic
superconducing gap, with the largest gap at the antinode. The inset shows the actual cuts in the BZ
probed by ARPES.
The momentum dependence of the superconducting gap along the FS is shown in Fig-
1Here I consider ∆0(T = 0K) ' ∆(T = 12K), because the superconducting gap of Bi2223 approximately
follows a BCS temperature dependence.
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ure 5.14. The superconducting gap can be fitted by a d-wave functional form∆ = ∆0 |cos kx − cos ky|,
where ∆0 is the superconducting gap amplitude. This d-wave symmetry is consistent with the
previous work on Bi2223 [141, 143, 144], and also similar with Bi2212 [140].
Figure 5.14: The superconducting gap size of OPT Bi2223 (T=12 K) follows a characteristic d-wave
symmetry and can be modeled as a function ∆(k) = ∆0 |cos kx − cos ky| (blue dotted line).
Gap evolution with the temperature in different regions along the FS
It is well accepted that the nature of conventional superconductors can be well understood by
the BCS theory. Within the framework of BCS model, the superconducting gap ∆(T) is weakly
temperature dependent at low temperature, and rapidly drops to zero approaching Tc. While
there is no generally accepted microscopic theory for the HTSCs, it is worth to see if the BCS
theory is able, under certain conditions, to describe aspects of the physics of high Tc cuprates.
For underdoped (UD) and optimally doped (OPT) cuprates, a pseudogap (PG) appears near
the antinodal region and may compete with the superconducting gap on the Fermi surface
[17]. Overdoped (OD) copper oxides, on the other hand, have a much weaker PG effect and
therefore provide a good opportunity to investigate the superconducting gap. Figure 5.15
illustrates the temperature dependence of the SC gap at three different locations of the Fermi
surface for an OD (Tc=108 K) Bi2223 sample. The symmetrized spectra in Fig 5.15 (a)-(c)
suggest a collapse of the superconducting gap when the temperature approaches Tc. In order
to perform a more quantitative analysis of the gap size, I fitted our data by a phenomenological
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Figure 5.15: Detailed temperature evolution of the superconducting gap for three different cuts in
the first BZ of OD Bi2223 (Tc=108 K). All of the spectra were measured along cuts parallel to the
(pi,0)-(pi,pi) direction, using hν=27 eV photons. (a)-(c) Temperature dependence of symmetrized EDCs
at the Fermi crossing points A (antinode), B (between node and antinode) and C (close to the node).
(d) Temperature dependence of the fitted gap size at the Fermi crossing points at the three different
positions, as indicated in (e). The solid lines are the temperature dependence of the superconducting
gap according to the BCS theory and a guide to the eye.
model which has been shown to be successful in modeling ARPES data [146, 147, 148]. The
electron self-energy at the Fermi crossing point in the superconducting state can be expressed
as
∑
(kF , ω) = −iΓ1 + ∆2ω+iΓ0 , where Γ1 is the single particle scattering rate, Γ0 is related to
the inverse pair lifetime, and ∆ represents the gap at the Fermi crossing point. The spectral
function is then calculated as A(kF , ω) = 1pi
ImΣ
(ω−ReΣ)2+(ImΣ)2 . A(kF , ω) is then convoluted with
a Gaussian function representing the instrumental resolution and fitted to the symmetrized
EDCs. The fitted curves are plotted as solid lines in Fig 5.15 (a)-(c). The best fit was achieved
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at the antinode where the separation of the two side peaks is the largest, with ∆ = 31 ± 2
meV, Γ1 = 49± 3 meV, and negligibly small (less than 1 meV) Γ0. Near the node, the fit yields
∆ ∼ 16meV and Γ1 ∼ 20meV. The very small value of Γ0 indicates that the gap at the antinode
is associated with pairs which have an extremely long lifetime in the superconducting state.
Figure 5.15 (d) shows the temperature dependence of the superconducting gap. It shows
that the gap size gradually shrinks as the temperature near Tc for all of the three FS cuts.
The experimental temperature dependence is rather well reproduced by a BCS function. This
aspect is in good agreement with the previous estimates, which led to the suggestion that the
superconducting paring strength in the OPT and OD regions is close to a weak-coupling regime
[149]. However, it should be noted that the ratio 2∆0/kBTc ∼7 is considerably larger than the
BCS weak-coupling value 3.5.
5.4.3 Band renormalization effects from ARPES data in Bi2223
Electron phonon coupling
This section briefly reviews the consequences of electron-phonon coupling on the electronic
structure and spectral properties. Since the coupling to the other bosons - e.g. of magnetic
origin - gives similar effects, here I just discuss a coupled electron-phonon system.
In an isotropic system, the electron-phonon part of the self-energy can be well approxi-
mated by averaging the electron-phonon coupling function over the Fermi surface. The phonon
function then can be modeled by the Eliashberg coupling function α2F (ω), approximated here
as a product of a coupling strength α2 and phonon DOS. A 2D Debye model (ω = vq, ω < ωm)
yields F (ω) ∼ ω. The coupling strength is a smooth function of energy and here it is taken
as a constant. The often used dimensionless coupling parameter λ, which appears e.g. in the
electrical resistivity, is defined as
λ = 2
ωm∫
0
α2F (ω′)
ω′
dω′. (5.2)
The experimental value of λ is obtained from photoemission data either as the renormaliza-
tion factor of the band dispersion at the Fermi energy or, equivalently, from the temperature
dependence of the spectral linewidth at the FS. Equation 5.2 can be further evaluated as
α2F (ω′) = λω′/(2ωm) for ω < ωm and zero otherwise.
The self energy of a 2D Debye model is displayed in Fig. 5.16 [107]. In the limit ω → 0,
the real part shows a linear dependence with slope −λ and vanishes at the Fermi level. At
energies higher than the Debye energy, the real part decreases to zero, while the imaginary
part remains constant. In the limit ω → 0 the imaginary part of the self-energy is proportional
to ω2, i.e. it has the same functional dependence as the Coulomb term in a Fermi liquid. The
strongest influence of the electron-phonon coupling on the structure of the spectral function is
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then confined to a small energy region of the order of ωm around the Fermi energy. At T>0 K,
the real part of the self-energy is flattened and the imaginary part of the self-energy at ω = 0
has term increasing with energy (Fig. 5.17).
Figure 5.16: Self-energy of the coupled electron-phonon system using a Debye model. Real and imagi-
nary parts are plotted as solid and dashed thick lines, respectively. The real part can be linearized close
to ω=0 with slop −λω, as indicated by the thin line. The phonon band width ωmax is indicated. This
figure is from Ref.[107].
Figure 5.17: The Debye model prediction for the imaginary part of the self-energy at T>0 K. (From
[7])
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Figure 5.18 (a) shows the quasiparticle dispersion of a Be(0001) surface state for the (ΓM
and ΓK) directions in the BZ [150]. The thin solid line is the calculated dispersion E(k) in the
absence of electron-electron interaction. The thick solid line near kF is the calculated quasi-
particle dispersion renormalized by electron-phonon coupling. It is obvious that for E ≤ ~ωm
the slope of the band dispersion is reduced, as compared to that of E ≥ ~ωm. This slope varia-
tion in the dispersion at ωm is the famous ”kink” [151], which has been extensively discussed
in the context of HTSC as a key feature for the understanding of the coupling mechanism in
these compounds [152, 153, 154]. Figure 5.18 (b) shows a typical kink in Bi2223 along the
nodal direction.
Figure 5.18: Renormalization of the band dispersion from a Be(0001) surface state. (a) Experimental
band dispersion of the peak maxima along ΓM (circles) and ΓK (triangles)(from Ref.[150]). (b)
ARPES intensity map of OPT Bi2223 measured at T=12 K along the nodal direction. The red solid line
is obtained from a Lorentzian fitting of the MDCs. The black dashed line is the bare band dispersion.
The arrow indicates the maximum phonon energy, or the Debye energy.
The low energy kink
As discussed above the spectral function measured by ARPES also contains, besides the elec-
tron dispersion, information of the electron self energy,
∑
(k, ω) = Re
∑
(k, ω) + iIm
∑
(k, ω).
Its real and imaginary parts are related, respectively, to the energy renormalization with re-
spect to the bare band energy, and the finite life time of the QPs in the interacting system.
This information is clearly extremely important to understand the properties of a many-body
system. In Chap. 3 I have presented the procedure used to extract the real and imaginary
parts of the self-energy from the ARPES data.
The observation of the kink behavior by ARPES [152, 153, 154, 155] has drawn a lot of
attention from the high Tc cuprates community. Some of the work concentrated on the kink
along the nodal direction (0,0)-(pi,pi), where the d-wave superconducting gap is zero. This
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Figure 5.19: (a) ARPES intensity plots of the normal (120 K) and superconducting state (17 K) from
cut1 (24◦ away from antinode) to cut3 (antinode). The solid lines are the Lorentzian fitting from MDC
dispersion. (b) Corresponding EDCs in the superconducting states with the dashed lines indicating the
kink position. (c) The enlarged EDCs in the superconducting state (T=17 K) shown in (b) in order to
highlight the typical structure at the kink position. The inset schematic the measured positions in FS.
feature is present in various hole doped cuprates, including Bi2201, Bi2212, Bi2223, LSCO,
and it occurs at a similar energy scale (in the range of 50-70 meV). In addition this kink is
present both below and above Tc and over the entire doping range [155]. Recently, a kink was
found at ∼ 40 meV in the antinodal region – (pi,0), where the d-wave gap has a maximum.
This feature could be identified in Bi2212 [156, 157, 158] in high resolution data which could
clearly resolve the bi-layer splitting. The nature of the boson at the origin of the kink is still
hotly debated, with two camps favoring either a phonon [152] or a magnon [153, 154]. So far,
most of the studies on kinks concentrated on single- and double-layer BSCCO. Few results have
been reported on the tri-layer compounds Bi2223 [144, 159, 160]. Some of them [144, 160]
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argue that the antinodal kink in the superconducting state is due to a magnetic resonance
mode, distinct from that of the nodal kink. Lee et al. [159] has proposed the coupling to
multiple bosonic modes, instead of just one single mode. Evidence in favor of this proposal
has come from data on Bi2212 [161], where new kink energy scales are found around 115
meV and 150 meV.
Gap and kink in the SC and normal state
The ARPES intensity maps of an OD Bi2223 sample measured along cut1 (24◦ away from
antinode) to cut3 (antinode) in the BZ are shown in Fig. 5.19. They reveal noticeable dif-
ferences between the normal (120 K) and the superconducting (17 K) state. In cut1 a kink
around 62 meV in the band dispersion derived from the MDC analysis is observed in both the
normal and the superconducing states. Note that the kink is more prominent in the supercon-
ducting state. Around the kink energy scale the EDCs in the superconducting state evolve into
a two-peak line shape (Fig. 5.19 (c) left), consistent with the coupling with a bosonic mode
scenario. In addition, the EDCs in the antinode region show a typical peak-dip-hump structure
in the superconducting state (Fig. 5.19 (c) right). The kink is not observed in the normal state
in the antinodal region, where the band dispersion is smooth. The momentum and temper-
ature dependence of the kink feature is quite similar to that found in Bi2212 [152]. Further
evidence for an electron-boson coupling is found in an OPT 110K sample. This sample exhibits
the same kink energy scale from the near nodal to near antinodal region (Fig. 5.20), but the
Figure 5.20: (a) Kink of OPT 110K sample from near nodal to antinodal region. (b) The corresponding
measured cut position C1, C2 and C3 in the first BZ.
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kink appears stronger at the near antinode region than that at the node. Furthermore, in the
superconducting state the dip energy scale in the peak-dip-hump structure near the antinodal
region (cut3) is at roughly the same position as the kink position in cut1 and cut2, which is
all around 70 meV in good agreement with previous ARPES studies on Bi2223 [143, 159]. In
a strong-coupling BCS scenario, the kink is expected to appear at an energy Ω + ∆, where Ω
is the energy of the boson mode responsible for pairing and ∆ is the maximum of the d-way
symmetry gap [162, 163]. The ARPES data therefore suggest that the band renormalization
in Bi2223 in the superconducting state is induced – at least primarily – by the same mode over
the whole Fermi surface.
The high energy kink in Bi2223
Besides the well-known low energy kink at ∼50–70 meV discussed above, recently another
high energy anomaly has been identified in the dispersion of HTSC cuprate materials at a
considerably larger energy of 300–400 meV. Understanding the role of different energy scales
in the cuprates is probably the key to understand their physical properties. It is therefore a
challenge to clarify the origin of this high energy kink. At the present stage, it is still unclear
whether it can be attributed to a specific many-body effect [161, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168].
Possible proposed interpretations include a 1D-like spinon and holon separation [165], a
coherence-incoherence corssover [167], itinerant spin fluctuations [164], strong local spin
correlations [166], a new form of electron coupling [161], but also more mundane matrix el-
ements effects [168]. Interestingly, no such high energy band renormalization effect has been
reported so far in the tri-layer compound Bi2223.
Figure 5.21 (a)–(c) shows an ARPES intensity map for a sightly OD Bi2223 superconductor
(Tc=108 K), measured parallel to the Γ(0,0)–Y(pi,pi) direction (see inset) at a temperature of
105 K. The corresponding QP energies extracted from lorentzian fits of the MDCs are shown in
Fig. 5.21(d). One obvious kink in the dispersion is observed at∼70 meV. This is the low energy
kink discussed before. The real part of the electron self-energy can be extracted from the
experimentally observed and the bare band dispersion. The latter is by definition unknwown.
It can be guessed in various ways, all of them somewhat arbitrary [169, 170]. In order to
determine the – energy, momentum, and temperature dependent – features of the real part
of the self-energy, a smooth bare band dispersion must be defined, within a small energy
window near the Fermi energy. A simple linear dispersion, parabolic dispersion or the results
of a tight-binding calculation have been used [169]. The fine structure features then manifest
themselves either as peaks or slope changes in the difference between the experimental and
the bare dispersion [170]. As shown in Fig. 5.21(d), I chose a straight line (the red solid line)
as a empirical bare band, connecting the Fermi level crossing with the band at -0.4 eV, as was
done in the case of Bi2212 [161]. The corresponding effective real part of the self-energy,
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which represents the band renormalization, is shown in Fig. 5.22.
Figure 5.21: (a)-(c) Raw ARPES intensity maps of an OD Bi2223 sample along cuts parallel to the
Γ(0,0)-Y(pi,pi) direction (inset shows the position of each cut in the BZ) at 105 K. (d) Nodal dispersion
exacted from (a) by Lorentzian fits of the MDCs. The solid line connecting from Fermi energy to -0.4
eV is the bare band used to determine the real part of the self-energy.
There are several curvature changes in the real part of the effective self-energy and in the
corresponding MDC line widths. The most pronounced feature is a peak at ∼250 meV, at an
energy which coincides with the energy of previously reported high energy kinks [164, 165,
166, 167, 168]. Another prominent feature is seen at ∼70 meV, the common kink energy
scale in the dispersion in the high Tc cuprates. In addition, two new weaker features can be
identified, at ∼35 meV and at ∼110 meV. The lower energy structure at ∼35 meV, considered
as a “subkink”, has also been identified in the normal state OP Bi22223 [159]. This subkink
would not exist if the electrons coupled only to a single mode near 70 meV, indicating the
renormalization effects in Bi2223 system involve several bosonic modes. The high energy
feature at ∼110 meV can be caused neither by the coupling with a single phonon (maximum
phonon energy ∼90 meV) [171] nor with the magnetic resonance mode (42 meV) [172].
At least two interpretations can be proposed for the lower and higher energy features in
the electron self energy. One is the electron coupling to multiple phonons. Recently, renor-
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Figure 5.22: Real part of the electron self-energy obtained by subtracting a linear dispersion from the
experimental ARPES dispersion. The three dotted lines in (a) indicate the three kink energies at ∼35
meV, 70 meV and 110 meV. (b) The corresponding three MDCs line widths in (a). The three arrows
marks the same fine structures as in (a). The inset is an enlarged view of the low energy region.
malization features induced by the multiple mode coupling have been found in Bi2201 [173],
Bi2212 [174], Bi2223 [159] and LSCO [170]. The second considers the opening of the su-
perconducting gap. The low energy structure in the normal state is expected to be moved to
higher energy position when the system enters into the superconducting state. In the sightly
OD Bi2223, the maximum d-wave superconducting gap is ∼31 meV. It does happen that the
energy lower kink 35 meV plus the gap size is almost equal to the kink energy at ∼70 meV.
Similarly, the ∼70 meV mode would shift to an even higher energy ∼110 meV. Lee et at. [159]
found the same shift from 35 meV to 70 meV in Bi2223 while missing the high energy mode,
and Zhang et al. [161] revealed a shift from 70 meV to 110 meV but could not explain an-
other high energy structure at 150 meV. Further data on the temperature evolution of the kink
structure would be necessary to finally clarify this important spectral feature in Bi2223.
5.5 ARPES on thin film Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6
Novel materials are not always available as single crystals and in the large sizes required by
ARPES experiments. Often, preparing atomically clean stoichiometric surfaces of a bulk single
crystal may also be difficult or even impossible. Thin film samples may offer a solution to
these difficulties, since phases that are not stable, or that are difficult to prepare as bulk mate-
rials, may be grown by epitaxy on an appropriate substrate. An in-situ preparation also yields
pristine surfaces which do not require further special preparation (e.g. cleaving). Thin film
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samples also offer the interesting possibility of introducing strain in the structure, which may
have a dramatic influence on the electronic properties of TM oxides [175]. Our ARPES appa-
ratus was specifically designed to allow docking of a pulsed-laser-deposition (PLD) thin film
growth facility (operated by D. Ariosa, D. Pavuna, IPMC-EPFL). The films can be transferred
without breaking the vacuum immediately after growth, or after an appropriate annealing in
oxygen atmosphere, to the ARPES preparation chamber, and from there to the high-resolution
spectrometer. During my thesis I have been able to measure Bi2210 thin film samples grown
by this facility.
Figure 5.23: Laser plume during the interaction between laser and target.
Figure 5.24: (a) XRD and (b) resistivity of Bi2201 thin films.
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Before performing the photoemission measurement, it is quite important to optimize the
growth condition to get pure single-phase La doped Bi-2201 thin films. The stoichiometric
Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6 (x=0.3) thin films were grown by PLD (Fig. 5.23) on oriented (100) SrTiO3
substrates with a pulsed yttrium aluminum garnet laser at 266 nm, 100 mJ pulses, and 2 Hz
repetition rate. The films were annealed in situ at 700 ◦C for 1 hour in 1 atm of O2. The
thickness of the thin films was about 100 nm. X-Ray diffraction (XRD) (Fig. 5.24 (a)) showed
that the films only contained the Bi-2201 phase. From resistivity vs. temperature measurement
the critical temperature Tc=26 K was determined (Fig. 5.24 (b)), corresponding to slightly
underdoped samples.
In order to prevent the contamination during the transfer, the PLD growth chamber is
directly connected to the UHV ARPES apparatus, as illustrated in Fig. 5.25. The as-grown
samples are directly transferred into the photoemission chamber where the spectroscopic mea-
surements are performed. We have succeeded in measuring the band dispersions of Bi2201
thin films along the high symmetric directions ΓM (from (0,0) to (pi,0)) and ΓY (from (0,0)
to (pi,pi)), respectively. It is important to mention that the life-time of one sample is the pho-
toemission chamber varied from 30 to 45 minutes. However, the surface quality could be
recovered by reannealing the thin films at 700 ◦C in 1 atm of O2 for 1 hour.
Figure 5.25: PLD chamber connected with the ARPES chamber in order to measure the Bi2201 thin
films in situ.
Before the photoemission measurement, the orientation of the sample was measured by
low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). Figure 5.26 shows a typical LEED pattern,corresponding
to a well-ordered (001) surface. The extra spots are due to the 5×1 modulation [176, 177]
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along the a axis, and to the presence of two domains at 90◦. Unfortunately, twinning cannot
be removed. This is a major complication for the determination of the band structure and
especially of the Fermi surface, due to the umklapp structures. A partial substitution of Bi by
Pb atoms should remove the modulation, and solve the problem, since the 90◦ twinning by
itself has a negligible effect on the ARPES spectra. Unfortunately, this was not possible during
my thesis.
Figure 5.26: LEED image of the La doped Bi2201 thin film grown on a STO (100) substrate, presenting
a 5×1 twin domains.
As shown in Fig. 5.27, the ARPES data measured in parallel cuts perpendicular to the
antinodal (0,0) to (pi,0) direction clearly illustrate the evolution of the hybrid Cu-O conduction
band, with a shallow minimum around the M (pi,0) point. The corresponding spectra along
the (0,0) to (pi,0) direction reveal a well resolved dispersing quasiparticle peak. Fig. 5.27 (c)
shows the Fermi surface contour along ΓM. The solid lines are from a 2D tight-binding (TB)
model:
E(k) = t0 − 2t1(cos kx + cos ky) + 4t2 cos kx cos ky. (5.3)
which can well represent the main band. The dashed lines represent the umkalpp bands which
are obtained by shifting the main band by the superlattice vector Q = (±0.21pi,±0.21pi). All
these thin films data are comparable to synchrotron data from cleaved single crystal surfaces
of the same material. They confirm the good quality of the films, and the viability of the in-situ
preparation.
Future work will be focused on eliminating the superstructure and/or the in-plane twin-
ning, which unnecessarily complicates the ARPES analysis. When that milestone is achieved,
changes in the band dispersion and in the spectral line shape in strained samples, and in sam-
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ples with varying doping levels, will be investigated. Subsequently, thin films of the Bi-2212
and Bi-2223 phases, characterized by two and respectively three CuO planes in the structure,
will be explored, and compared with ARPES results from bulk samples.
Figure 5.27: (a) ARPES intensity maps from Γ to M point at T=70 K. The lines A-J correspond to cuts
in (c). (b) The corresponding EDCs extracted from the ARPES map in (a). (c) The corresponding Fermi
surface.
Chapter 6
RIXS experiment on insulating and
superconducting cuprates
6.1 General information on RIXS
ARPES has been used throughout this work because it provides a very direct and selective
view of the electronic structure, namely of the one-electron quasiparticles excitations (the
hole spectral function). Nevertheless, complementary information on the electronic states
can be gained from other spectroscopic techniques. In this section I present the results of
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) experiments on cuprates which I have been involved
in during the course of my thesis. Thanks to the high resolution obtainable at a recently
developed experimental set-up, these results shed new light on the electronic structure of
these materials.
RIXS is a novel spectroscopic technique and – by contrast with ARPES – a bulk sensitive
probe of neutral electronic and magnetic excitations in strongly correlated electron systems, in
particular in the high Tc superconductors. The resonant nature of the RIXS process is schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 6.1. An incident photon, with energy hνin tuned to a specific absorption
threshold, excites an electron from a core level into the valence shell. This intermediate state is
identical to the final state of an x-ray absorption (XAS) experiment. The excited state can then
decay radiatively by emitting a photon with energy hνout. The final state of the RIXS process
can be the same ground state, or one of the neutral excited states of the system. In the former
case, the energy of the emitted photon coincides with that of the incident photon: the process
is elastic. In the latter, part of the energy of the incident photon is left in the system, and the
scattering process is inelastic. The energy loss – the difference between the energies of the
incoming and emitted photon – directly yields the energy of the excited states. At resonance,
the separation into two subsequent steps is actually arbitrary, and the whole process should be
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of a RIXS process for a Cu2+ (d9) ion, in a total energy picture. The
absorption of the incident photon causes the transition from the ground state to the intermediate state.
A consequent transition from the intermediate state to the final state occurs with the emission of a
photon. (From [178])
described as a coherent second-order (two photons are involved) optical transition from the
initial to the final state, with distinct selection rules. Its differential cross section is therefore
distinct, and in some way richer, than that of first-order processes like XAS or photoemission.
RIXS is the x-ray and resonant analog of conventional Raman spectroscopy, with important
peculiarities which result from the presence of the core hole in the intermediate state. Indeed
the core hole guarantees chemical but also orbital selectivity, via the dipole selection rules in
both absorption and emission steps [179, 180]. However, since the final state has no core hole,
the RIXS spectral function is not affected by the large lifetime broadening which affects other
core hole spectroscopies. Being a photon in – photon out technique RIXS has also some inter-
esting advantages over photoemission: i) its probing depth is orders of magnitude larger, and
therefore RIXS is rather insensitive to surface conditions; ii) RIXS is not affected by charging
effects, and it is therefore an ideal probe of insulators, which are hard to measure by ARPES.
For all its advantages, it should nevertheless be clear that RIXS cannot entirely replace
ARPES. RIXS yields information on neutral – electron-hole or collective – excitations, i.e. on a
more complex two-particle spectral function than the one-particle ARPES spectral function. It
is therefore closer to optical spectroscopy although, unlike optics (or Raman), it is not limited
to zero-momentum excitations. From a more technical point of view, the efficiency of the RIXS
process is weaker than that of ARPES by many orders of magnitude. RIXS therefore requires
the extremely high brilliance of undulator sources at 3rd–generation synchrotrons. The in-
trinsically lower signal, and the much larger photon energies of RIXS, sets practical limits on
the ultimate experimental resolution. The world-best soft x-ray RIXS instrument is the SAXES
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spectrometer of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) (Fig. 6.2), designed and built in the framework
of an international collaboration between the SLS, the spectroscopy group of Politecnico di
Milano, and our laboratory at ICMP-EPFL. The state-of-the-art resolution of SAXES is ∆E=120
meV at a photon energy of 930 eV, corresponding to the Cu L3 (2p → 3d) edge. This is still
more than one order of magnitude worse than the energy resolution of the best ARPES instru-
ments. Nevertheless, the large improvement in the resolving power (5-10 times) offered by
SAXES over previous instruments has already revolutionized the technique, and revealed new
important aspects of the electronic structure of TMmaterials [181, 182, 183, 184]. ARPES-like
high-resolution spectroscopy, namely gap spectroscopy in the superconductors, is not a realis-
tic option for RIXS at present, but it may become possible in the future if new spectrometers
which are now in the design stage finally succeed in pushing the resolution to the 20-30 meV
level.
Figure 6.2: The high-resolution RIXS Super Advanced X-ray Emission Spectrometer (SAXES) end sta-
tion, and its a rotating platform for momentum-dependent measurements, at the ADRESS beamline of
the Swiss Light Source.
RIXS is an effective probe of elementary electron-hole excitations, such as dd (crystal field)
excitations in TM compounds. This is shown schematically in Fig. 6.3. These excitations are
not accessible as such by optical experiments because ∆l = 0 transitions are dipole forbidden
(they become weakly optically allowed when a phonon is also involved). However RIXS is a
two-photon process and the more general ∆l = 0, ± 1, ± 2 selection rules apply. Besides
probing final states that do not change the number of 3d electrons in transition metal (TM)
compounds, RIXS can also detect the charge fluctuations that define the transport and many
other properties of TM oxides. In cuprates materials these final states have d10L character
(L is a hole in the oxygen 2p band) and represent the dn → dn+1L transitions which define
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the fundamental charge-transfer (CT) energy gap [185, 186, 187]. More recently it has been
recognized that RIXS is also a powerful technique for probing collective magnetic excitations
– magnons – in magnetic ordered systems [188]. In this sense RIXS is complementary to
inelastic neutron scattering (INS), the traditional technique to probe spin waves, but with
much less stringent requirement on the size of the sample.
Figure 6.3: Artist’s view of a dd excitation in the CuO2 plane of a cuprate. The hole is scattered from
the x2 − y2 to the 3z2 − r2 state in a RIXS process.
Figure 6.4: Cu L3 RIXS spectra of three different Cu2+ compounds. The dd excitations are different,
reflecting different local symmetries and crystal field parameters [189].
In summary, RIXS can provide information on the local configuration of a TM ion and on
the hybridization between the TM ion and the oxygen ligands in TM oxides, namely in the
superconducting cuprates, which could not be gained by any other conventional spectroscopy.
The sensitivity of RIXS to the local environment of a Cu2+ ion to the symmetry of its local
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environment, and to the strength of the crystal (or ligand) field, is well illustrated by the SAXES
data from three different Cu oxide samples, in Fig. 6.4. This sensitivity, and the ability of RIXS
to measure the momentum dependence of collective magnetic excitations, are exploited in the
original measurements presented below. They concern the typical 2D AFM insulating cuprate
Sr2CuO2Cl2, and optimally doped samples of the Bi-2212 and Bi-2223 superconductors.
6.2 RIXS on Sr2CuO2Cl2
In this section I present some recent RIXS data on Sr2CuO2Cl2 (SCOC). A more detailed ac-
count can be found in Ref. [190].
SCOC is an antiferromagnetic (AFM) Mott-insulator single-layer parent compound of the
high-Tc superconducting (SC) materials. It orders below the Ne´el temperature TN=256 K,
with reduced Cu moments of 0.34 µB lying within the CuO2 planes and aligned along the
(110) direction, at 45◦ from the Cu–O–Cu bond direction. SCOC is isostructural to the high-
temperature tetragonal phase of La2CuO4 (LCO), with La replaced by Sr and the apical oxygen
ions of the CuO6 octahedra replaced by Cl. The structure is illustrated in Figure 6.5 where the
CuO2 planes and the apical atoms co-ordination are depicted. Unlike LCO, SCOC shows no
orthorhombic distortion and keeps its trigonal structure down to at least 10 K. The distance
between adjacent CuO2 planes is considerably larger (18 %) than for LCO. Thus, SCOC has
been considered an almost ideal realization of an S=1/2 2D square-lattice Heisenberg AFM.
Magnetic excitations in SCOC have been studied by optical conductivity, Raman spec-
troscopy, and by inelastic neutrons scattering (INS). Both optics and Raman data show a strong
spectral feature at ∼ 0.35 eV [191] which is interpreted as a two-magnon (Raman) or a two-
magnon plus phonon (optics) excitation [192]. Both techniques are limited to zero momentum
transfer (Q=0) and the spectroscopic information essentially reflects the two-magnon DOS at
the magnetic zone boundary. The observed features have an energy, renormalized by magnon-
magnon interaction, of ∼2.7 times the AFM exchange energy J , as predicted by theory. Both
Raman and optics are blind to single magnon excitations, which are optically forbidden spin-
flip (∆S = 1) excitations. INS is the default technique to measure the magnon dispersion. In
the case of cuprates, however, the large energy scale set by J , and the difficulty of obtaining
large single crystals represent major experimental obstacles. Only recently it has been possible
to map the full magnon dispersion in a cuprate, namely in LCO [193]. A remarkable aspect
of those data is the 20 meV difference between the energies of the magnon at the (pi, 0) and
(pi/2, pi/2) points of k space. That observation has raised considerable interest, because the
simple Heisenberg model with nearest-neighbor exchange does not predict a dispersion along
the boundary of the AFM Brillouin zone (BZ). Therefore the neutron data suggest that further-
neighbor magnetic interactions cannot be neglected. For the reasons mentioned above, SCOC
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Figure 6.5: Schematic view of the crystal structure of SCOC.
is a ”cleaner“ system to study the magnon dispersion, but INS measurements of SCOC have so
far been limited to low energies, therefore covering only small Q around the ordering vector
[194]. It is not possible to conclude from the existing data if long-range magnetic interactions
are also important in this paradigmatic material. A positive answer to this question would set
new constraints on theoretical models of the electronic structure of cuprates. It is therefore
highly desirable to map the magnon dispersion over the whole BZ.
We have performed high resolution Cu L3-edge RIXS measurement on SCOC at the SAXES
end station of the ADRESS beam line of the SLS. Typical results are presented in Fig. 6.6. Data
were collected at an incident photon energy corresponding to the maximum of the Cu L3 XAS
lineshape (inset). The scattering angle was fixed at 130◦, but the the projection Q‖ of the
constant scattering vector Q on the ab plane could be varied by varying the angle between
the incident beam and the samples’s c–axis. We performed measurements in both σ- and pi-
geometry (referred to the sample surface) (Fig. 6.6 (a)) by varying the polarization – from
linear vertical to linear horizontal – of the incident soft x-ray beam from the undulator source.
Fig. 6.6 (b) is an overview of the data measured for pi-polarization by varying Q‖ along the
(100) direction. The main spectral feature is the manifold of optically forbidden dd electron-
hole excitations at 1.5–2 eV. In an ionic picture they correspond to a Cu d9 final state where
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the hole is in an orbital other than dx2−y2 [195, 196]. These excitations do not disperse with
in the in-plane vector, consistent with their excitonic nature. The lineshape on the other hand
varies with the incidence angle, and spectral intensity is progressively transferred between the
lowest-lying excitation of 3z2− r2 character at ∼1.5 eV to the higher-lying xy, xz, and yz final
states. This characteristic angular dependence can be reproduced by a cluster calculation [M.
Moretti, preprint].
Figure 6.6: (a) Schematics of the scattering geometry. (b) Cu L3 RIXS spectra of SCOC measured at 15
K along the (-pi,0) to (pi,0) direction. The incident energy is set at the maximum of the XAS line shape
(inset). (c) Intensity map extracted from panel (b). The red line is the calculated spin-wave dispersion
for the NN Heisenberg model and J=130 meV.
In the 0-1.5 eV energy range, where no electronic excitations are expected, the spectra
exhibit a clear loss feature, which disperses symmetrically upwards from Q‖=0 (Fig. 6.6 (c)).
Near the zone boundary spectral weight extends beyond 300 meV, well above the energy of
the highest phonon mode in SCOC (~ω=70 meV) [19]. The Q dependence of the maximum of
the spectral intensity follows the red line, which is the calculated spin-wave dispersion for the
NN Heisenberg model for J=130 meV with a uniform (18 %) renormalization by quantum
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corrections. This strongly suggests a magnetic origin of this dispersing feature. Interestingly,
however, quite some spectral weight is found above the red curve, at energies as high as 0.4-
0.5 eV. This signal is associated with the two-magnon continuum, i.e. with final states where
two magnons share the transferred momentum and energy.
The single magnon dispersion extracted from the RIXS data is illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The
remarkable aspect of this result is the large difference (∼70 meV) between the magnon ener-
gies at the (pi, 0) and (pi/2, pi/2) points on the AFM zone boundary. As for the case of LCO [193]
it shows that exchange interactions beyond NN are important for SCOC, and actually larger
than in LCO. The data can be satisfactorily reproduced by an extended Heisenberg model with
J=142 meV, and a ’ring exchange‘ term, which involves 4 Cu spins on a square plaquette,
JR=89 meV, considerably larger than JR=38 meV for LCO[193].
Figure 6.7: Magnon dispersion extracted from the RIXS data.
An interesting and still unexplored aspect of RIXS is the possibility to separate single- and
multiple-magnon contributions – with variable Q 6=0 unlike in Raman – by exploiting their
different polarization dependent cross sections, or by comparing data from different edges.
This is illustrated by Fig. 6.8, where striking difference of the spectral lineshape are found
when the incident polarization is changed, for the same transferred momentum. The top
panel shows data for the same Q‖=0.58 A˚−1 along the (100) direction, normalized to the
same intensity in the two-magnon region for ease of comparison. The pi-polarization spectrum
shows a strong single-magnon peak, which is strongly reduced in the σ-polarization spectrum,
where the single-magnon and the two-magnon contributions are of comparable intensities.
The bottom panel compares Cu L3 edge and O K (1s → 2p) edge (1s, 530 eV) data, for the
same Q‖ (0.19 A˚). The creation of a single magnon (∆S = 1) is forbidden at the O K edge by
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Figure 6.8: (Top) Comparison of Cu L3 spectra measured for σ and pi polarization at the same Q‖=0.58
A˚−1. (Bottom) Comparison of Cu L3 and O K spectra at the same Q‖=0.19 A˚−1.
angular momentum conservation because, unlike the L3 edge case, the intermediate 1s core-
hole state has no spin-orbit interaction, and the spin must be strictly conserved. Therefore
the O K RIXS spectrum can only contain two magnons (∆S = 0) response contains only the
two-magnon continuum, which was already suggested by a previous experiment [197], and is
now clearly resolved around 0.4 eV for this Q‖. By contrast, the L3 line shape is dominated by
the single magnon loss at ∼ 0.1 eV. These data indicate that incident polarization can be used
to tune the ratio between single- and multi-magnon weight in the measured spectrum.
6.3 RIXS on optimally doped Bi2212 and Bi2223
Spectroscopic data on insulating parent compounds, like those for SCOC discussed above,
represent important background knowledge in view of a general theory of cuprate materials.
A further crucial step is to understand how the electronic structure of the insulator is modified
by doping the CuO2 planes with holes. In particular, the question to which extent, and in
which form, the magnetic excitations survive in the SC part of the phase diagram, is of great
relevance for theoretical scenarios which associate the occurrence of SC in the cuprates with
persisting magnetic interactions. In this respect, hole-doped SCOC would provide the ’cleanest‘
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comparison. Unfortunately, it is very hard to dope holes into SCOC. A partial replacement of
divalent Sr by monovalent Na can be achieved in a high-pressure synthesis, but the resulting
crystals are very hygroscopic, and it is difficult to select specimens of sufficient size and of
sufficiently high crystalline quality for a RIXS experiment. Our attempts in this direction have
not been successful so far. In parallel, our group has started a systematic investigation by
RIXS of samples of the BSCCO family, which can be grown over a broad range of doping
levels, spanning the AFM insulator and the SC phase, from UD to OD. The ultimate goal of
this study is to determine the evolution of the local Cu environment – through the changes
in the dd excitations – and of the spin dynamics. I present here some preliminary data for
optimally doped samples of Bi2212 and Bi2223. All the data shown here were measured at a
temperature T=46 K, well into their respective SC phases.
Figure 6.9 shows Cu L3 XAS spectra of an optimally-doped (OPT) Bi2212 sample, mea-
sured in total electron yield (TEY) mode for two linear polarizations: σ and pi (referred to the
sample surface) or, equivalently, vertical (V) and horizontal (H) referred to the horizontal scat-
tering plane. Both spectra are dominated by a sharp excitonic ’white line‘ which corresponds
to a 2p53d10 final state, i.e. a transition from the 2p core level into the empty x2−y2 orbital. In
the geometry of the figure (20◦ grazing incidence) the transition is considerably stronger for σ
polarization, when the electric field of the incoming photon beam lies in the ab plane. By con-
trast, in the spectrum mesasured with pi polarization (i.e. with the electric field mainly along
the c axis) the intensity of the white line is comparable to that of higher-energy transitions
into extended states of s or d character, which are almost invisible for σ polarization.
Figure 6.9: Total electron yield Cu L3 absorption spectra of OPT Bi2212 for two linear polarizations: σ
or vertical (V) and pi or horizontal (H).
Figure 6.10 shows an L3 spectrum of OPT Bi2212 and, for comparison, a spectrum of
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SCOC, measured in the same conditions. The Bi2212 spectrum exhibits the same typical fea-
tures, namely a prominent dd structure and – remarkably – a low-energy ’magnetic‘ loss. There
are nevertheless some distinct differences. Firstly, the manifold of dd excitations is broader,
extending from -1.2 to ∼-3 eV. This is clearly an indication of larger interactions between the
Cu 3d and the ligand (oxygen 2p) orbitals. A larger interaction is indeed expected on two ac-
counts: i) the shorter Cu–ligand distance in Bi2212, and ii) the larger spatial extension of the
O 2p orbital of the apical oxygen with respect to the 3p orbital of the apical chlorine atoms in
SCOC. Secondly, the sublevels of the same ddmanifold are less well defined in the SC material.
This could be due to the lower symmetry of the Cu ion – square pyramidal instead of tetrag-
onal – which lifts the degeneracy of the xz and yz states. A further contribution to the line
width could be the result of metallic screening, which reduces the strongly excitonic character
of these electron-hole excitations, similarly to observations in optical spectra. Cluster calcula-
tions are under way to clarify these observations. Finally, the low-energy ‘magnetic’ feature is
weaker and broader than in SCOC. Bi2212 is obviously not an AFM, and a naive interpretation
of this loss in terms of magnons is not possible. Low-energy electron-hole excitations, which
are forbidden in an insulator, are possible within the partially occupied Zhang-Rice band of
metallic Bi2212, and build up the quasielastic response. These excitations are not likely to be
simple as in a free-electron metal. In fact, the clear correspondence with the SCOC lineshape
suggests that they involve short-range magnetic fluctuations.
Figure 6.10: L3 RIXS spectra of SCOC and of an optimally doped Bi-2212 sample.
Further insight can be gained by probing the local electronic structure around the O sites.
Figure 6.11 shows the TEY O K edge (1s → 2p) XAS spectrum. The leading lorentzian peak
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Figure 6.11: TEY O 1s XAS of OPT Bi2212.
corresponds a 1s13d10 final state, i.e. to transitions from an O 1s core state to a hybrid empty
state of mixed Cu 3d and O 2p character. This is the same orbital of x2− y2 symmetry involved
in the Cu L3 XAS, but this time probed from the O site. The rich higher-energy structures
correspond to extended conduction states of O p character. Figure 6.12 shows O 1s RIXS
spectra measured at three incident energies – labelled A, B and C – over a photon energy of
1 eV around the maximum of the 1s13d10 XAS peak. The spectrum measured at the lowest
incident energy (A) exhibits the characteristic manifold of dd losses around ∼2 eV, and a
strong feature expending to ∼8 eV which reflects charge-transfer excitations. At the maximum
of the XAS pre-peak (B) the dd and CT features have shifted to larger excitation energies, as
expected for an above-threshold fluorescence (at constant emitted energy) component. This
suggests that the actual threshold for the XAS transitions is close to “A”. At the same time a
‘mid-infrared’ loss appears around ∼0.5 eV. At higher excitation energy (C) there is a further
drift of the dd and CT features, and also of the low-energy loss, which broadens and loses
intensity.
The Cu L3 and O K edge RIXS spectra are compared in Figure 6.13. The comparison
further makes clear that the same final states are probed at the two edges, but with different
efficiencies. Moreover, the ‘one magnon’ loss Cu at ∼0.3 eV is visible in the L3 spectrum, but
it is forbidden in the O K one by angular momentum conservation. It would be natural to
associate the rather strong feature at ∼0.5 eV in the O K spectrum to a two-magnon loss.
However, as discussed before, things are more complex in a metallic material. This is also
confirmed by the observation of an associated fluorescence-like signal in the higher-energy
spectrum ‘C’, which is unexpected for a pure spin excitation, but is compatible with a band
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excitation. The important issue will remain open until a comprehensive theory – now lacking
– is developed for RIXS in the doped cuprates.
Figure 6.12: O 1s RIXS spectra of OPT Bi2212 measured at three incident energies – labelled A, B and
C – around the 1s13d10 XAS peak (inset).
Figure 6.13: Comparison of the Cu L3 and O K (spectrum ’A‘ from Figure 6.12).
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In the final part of this Chapter, I will show selected RIXS data for an optimally doped
Bi2223 sample. Figure 6.14 shows the L3 TEY XAS spectra for the two polarizations. Both of
them show a somewhat larger intensity at ∼932.5 with respect to the XAS spectra of Bi2212,
in a region which reflects transitions from 3d9L initials states, i.e. from the doped Cu sites.
Again we observe a transfer of spectral weight between the white line and the band features
at higher energy as a function of polarization. Here the effect is weaker because the incidence
angle of the photon beam was a less grazing 45◦, rather than 20◦ as in Fig. 6.9.
Figure 6.14: TEY L3 XAS of an optimally doped Bi2223 sample, for two linear polarizations and a 45◦
incidence angle.
Figure 6.15 presents the Cu L3 RIXS spectra of OPT Bi2223 for H (pi) polarization and
three different incidence angles (20◦, 45◦ and 70◦) at the fixed scattering angle of 90◦. The
incidence angle θin is the angle between the incoming beam and the sample normal (the c
axis), which lies in the horizontal scattering plane. The 45◦ (specular reflection) spectrum
exhibits the prominent dd feature, and little intensity up to the elastic peak, which is slightly
asymmetric due to a tail of electron-hole and phonon losses. The 20◦ (20◦ grazing emission)
and the 70◦ (20◦ grazing incidence) spectra are taken at symmetric angular positions (±25◦,
same |Q‖|) with respect to the specular reflection condition. As predicted by theory [181]
their lineshape is not identical, though. The weight distribution within the dd manifold ex-
plicitly depends on θin. The lower S/N ratio at θin=70◦ is a direct consequence of the larger
projection of the electric field on the ab plane at this angle, yielding a lower absorption. On
the other hand, the magnetic signal is rather similar at the two angles, and similar to that of
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Figure 6.15: Cu L3 RIXS spectra of OPT Bi2223 for H (pi) polarization and three different incidence
angles. The fixed scattering angle was 90◦.
Figure 6.16: O 1s TEY XAS spectrum of OPT Bi2223.
Bi2212. The elastic peak appears larger at 70◦, because of the larger relative weight of diffuse
(non resonant) scattering, and also because the elastic peak is more strongly self-absorbed
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(absorbed on the ‘way out’) at more grazing emission (θin=20◦).
Figure 6.16 illustrates the O K XAS of OPT Bi2223. Once again the spectrum exhibits
a 1s3d10 pre-peak, and a rather complex higher energy lineshape. O K-edge RIXS spectra
measured across the maximum of the pre-peak are shown in Fig. 6.17. These data confirm
the results for OPT Bi2212. There is an energy shift between spectra ‘A’ and ‘B’, with the onset
of a fluorescent signal. The ‘mid infrared’ loss is largest at ‘B’, which stresses again the role
played by the Cu 3d hole at the origin of this feature. This feature also exhibits a very strong
polarization dependence, as shown by the comparison of the spectra for σ and pi polarization
at ‘B’. Interestingly, this loss is totally absent in the latter (shown for clarity after subtraction of
a resolution-limited elastic peak). These observations are not of immediate interpretation, but
set strict constraints on a future theory of RIXS in the metallic cuprates, and more generally
on a theory of the magnetic excitations in these compounds.
Figure 6.17: O 1s RIXS spectra of OPT Bi223 measured at three incident energies – labelled A, B
and C – around the 1s13d10 XAS peak (inset) with V (σ) polarization. The red curve ‘B’ is for H (pi)
polarization, after subtraction of the elastic peak.
In summary, these preliminary RIXS experiments demonstrate that resonant dispersive ‘mid
infrared’ losses of likely magnetic origin survive from the AFM insulator well into the SC phase
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of the phase diagram. They exhibit a clear dependence on the excitation mechanism. Namely,
they are quite different at the Cu L3 and O K thresholds, in line with the predicted properties
of one- and two-magnon excitations. They also exhibit a remarkable polarization dependence,
consistent with a strong implication of the x2 − y2 hole state in the creation of the collective
excitation. These losses cannot be simply described as ‘magnons’, but they do indicate the
persistence of (antiferro)magnetic interactions in the SC state. A somewhat surprising aspect
of the RIXS results is the similarity of the spectra of the OPT Bi2212 and OPT Bi2223 spectra. It
is quite possible that the relevant differences between the two compounds are in subtle details
which cannot be appreciated by the data presented here. Further experiments now underway
will probe the doping dependence of the ‘magnon’ dispersion in both compounds, as well as
possible changes across the SC transition.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
In this thesis I have investigated the electronic structure of selected important low-dimensional
systems, namely charge-density-wave (CDW) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) and
high-temperature superconducting cuprate materials. For this experimental study I have mainly
exploited high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), one of the most
direct and powerful probe of the electronic states in solids. I have also performed exploratory
experiments by resonant x-ray scattering spectroscopy (RIXS), an emergent synchrotron radi-
ation technique.
ARPES data reveal many new interesting features of the band structure and spectral prop-
erties of these materials. The results presented here extend, and in some instances clarify,
previous observations. For the 2D CDW compound 1T-TaS2, I have found that disorder de-
stroys long-range phase coherence and inhibits the characteristic Mott metal-insulator (MI)
transition. Rather surprisingly, at very low-temperature (∼ 2.1 K) disordered TaS2 shows su-
perconductivity in the presence of a strong CDW. The ARPES, core-level, and LEED measure-
ments show that the normal state is a nearly-commensurate CDW phase, and that the system
remains quite close to a metal-insulator instability. The data demonstrate that CDW-pinning
disorder is another mechanism to suppress the MI transition and favor SC, besides external
pressure, as was recently shown in a remarkable experiment by Sipos et.al. [36]. Our result
also establishes a connection to recently published observations of the occurrence of super-
conductivity in 1T-polytype CDW TMDs. Those data, namely on Cu intercalated 1T-TiSe2, had
pointed out the interplay of superconductivity and CDW, two electronic instabilities which in-
deed compete for the same Fermi surface. The competition clearly manifests itself in opposite
trends for the SC and CDW transition temperatures.
Another 1T-polytype TMD compound I have studied is 1T-TiS2 which, besides its interest-
ing electronic properties, has potential interest for possible application in advanced batteries.
Pristine 1T-TiS2 is a narrow band gap degenerated (by self-doping) semiconductor. Upon Nb
doping, it undergoes a metal-to-semiconductor transition. I was able to characterize this tran-
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sition by ARPES, and to follow the rigid-band-like filling of the Ti 3d conduction band, but also
the development of an energy gap at the Fermi level.
I have also investigated the connection between SC and CDW in a member of a different
class of materials, the 2H-polytype TMDs. Sn-intercalation of 2H-TaS2 shows superconductiv-
ity with suppressed TCDW as revealed by the resistivity data. ARPES data shows that a CDW
gap partially opens on the Fermi surface pocket around the K point, while the Γ pocket is
unaffected. Besides a normal-state low-energy kink in the dispersion, I also observed a high
energy kink due to the hybridization between the original band and the folded bands in the
CDW periodic potential. Again, my work is linked to similar recent results by other groups on
the related Na-intercalated 2H-TaS2, which has shown a similar competition and coexistence
between SC and CDW [90, 97].
In the second part of my thesis, I have investigated the low-energy spectroscopic features
of the three-layer compound Bi2223, the high-Tc superconductor of the Bi-family with the
highest Tc. By analogy with the bilayer splitting in the two-layer cuprates Bi2212, the high-
quality ARPES data measured at the SLS give some evidence for the expected, but never
experimentally confirmed, tri-layer splitting of the conduction band into bonding, antibonding
and nonbonding subbands. The ARPES results well illustrate the d-wave symmetry of the SC
gap, and the BCS-like temperature dependence, at various locations of the Fermi surface. From
the analysis of the electron self-energy, I found several high energy features in the normal state
which could represent electron coupling with several phonon modes. Further experimental
work should be performed on the superconducting state to complete the work on Bi2223.
Nevertheless, the present data extend the data base on the SC cuprates, and confirm some
general features of these materials. In the search for the underlying mechanism of high-Tc SC,
a comparison with a totally different class of materials, most prominently the newly discovered
pnictides and chalcogenides, would at this point be of the highest interest. Our group is also
involved in this challenging work.
The last part of this thesis illustrated the measurement by high resolution RIXS on the
momentum dependence of magnetic excitations in the paradigmatic spin–1/2 2D antiferro-
magnetic insulator Sr2CuO2Cl2 (SCOC). By measuring the full spin-wave spectrum, we found
a large dispersion along the AFM Brillouin zone, which reveals magnetic interactions beyond
nearest-neighbor in this parent compound, and suggests that similar interactions may play an
important role in other cuprates. Preliminary results on optimally-doped Bi2212 and Bi2223
samples show that magnetic interactions survive in the SC part of the phase diagram.
In summary, in this thesis I investigated by means of high resolution ARPES selected low-
dimensional systems characterized by two different competing electronic instabilities: CDW
and SC. This is by no means the end of the work, and many questions remain open, which call
for new measurements. Some of the specific, and of the more general questions have been
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highlighted in the text. The present results give confidence that further developments in the
experimental capabilities – namely, ever improved energy and momentum resolution – and
the constant availability of high-quality samples, will give a real chance for these questions to
be answered.
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